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INTRODUCTION

by David Butler

The failure of the eve-of-election opinion polls to reflect the actual result of the British General Election

on 9 April 1992 was the most spectacular in the history of British election surveys. Four respected and

experienced polling organisations produced estimates of each major party's share of the vote that were

close to each other, but were four percentage points away from the actual outcome for both the

Conservative and Labour parties.

The record of the polls in the previous three elections had been good and the pollsters had every incentive

to get the right answer. Their failure in 1992 led professionals as well as sceptical outsiders to ask

fundamental questions about the techniques employed. Were there flaws in the accepted procedmes for

selecting samples? Did the voters lie to the interviewers? Did they change their vote or their intention to

vote at the last minute?

The Market Research Society, believing that an exhaustive study was required, convened a group of experts

to look at every aspect of the subject. This'^ the initial working party, who produced an Interim Report

in 1992.

John Barter, retired chairman of NOP

Martin Cbllins, City University Business School

John Curtice, Strathclyde University

John O'Brien, BMRB

Sue Stoessl, Market Research Society

Subsequently further members were asked to join the committee:

Nicholas Sparrow, ICM

Robert Worcester, MORI

3nd Michael Warren took the place of Sue Stoessl when he succeeded her as Director-General of the

Market Research Society. First Sue Stoessl and then Michael Warren also served as Secretary to the

^mmittee.

Prom early 1993 John Barter chaired the working party, but in 1994 he found himself unable to continue

Chairman for personal reasons, and I was asked, as someone outside the poUing field, but for many
years a close observer of it, to oversee the final stages of drafting and to chair the group. I was ably

assisted in drafting the report by Roger Mortimore, who bore the main burden of a very complex editorial
task.
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The report bears the signature of all the participants. It represents a collective view on the sources of error

in the 1992 polls and on some of the possible remedies for the future.

The report is arranged to answer

a. The possibility that the electors misled the pollsters by late switches, by abstentions or by outright lying;

b. The possibility that there was mathematical sampling error or bias in the pollsters' construction of their

samples;

c. The possibility of error through problems with the electoral register, with overseas votes, or with postal

votes;

d. The possibility of error through weighting to compensate for imperfections in the samples; and

e. The whole range of interpretative problems involved in poll predictions - ranging from the treatment

of *don't knows' to the link between votes cast and seats won.

The report is prefaced with a summaiy of our conclusions. At the end we set out in appendices some basic

data, together with a list of the evidence submitted to us. We recognise that this report is a detailed and

demanding document: however, this reflects the complexity of the issues with which it deals.

Our group was diverse, composed of polling practitioners, market researchers experienced and

knowledgeable about polling, and academic specialists. We should stress that a majority of the members

of the group were not currently involved in the political polling industry (although it did include
representatives of two of the five major polling organisations and we kept in close touch with the other
three who have had the opportunity to comment on our findings). This report is not an apology but an

attempt to find the truth.
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SUMMARY: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

Any attempt to predict the future depends on it resembling the past. There is no reason to suppose that

this will always be the case with the political behaviour of the British electorate. No two elections are

entirely alike. Moreover, the primaiy business of pollsters - whatever the media might demand - is not to

predict the future but to measure the present; all concerned must accept that the future - even the near

future - is to some extent unpredictable.

The standards of accuracy which are demanded from pre-election polls - and which the pollsters seem

forced implicitly to accept - are far more stringent than those applied to any other form of survey research,

and may well be unrealistic. The media and public expect much greater accuracy than can be delivered,

granted the immutable statistical margins of error. Some degree of variation from perfection is inevitable,

and this must be understood by those who use the polls. However ideal their methods, polls cannot

measure, much less predict, party vote shares correct to one decimal point; nor can they, given the

uncertainties of the British electoral system, predict the distribution of seats except within a wide margin.

Nevertheless, the gap between the polls* findings and the final result in 1992 was greater than their

consumers are entitled to expect; indeed, it was greater than had ever been delivered since polls began.

There were three main factors that seem to have contributed more or less equally to the error in the polls'

forecasts in April 1992. The nature of the evidence makes it impossible to ascribe specific percentages to

each factor.

• There was a late swing: some voters changed their minds after the end of interviewing; furthermore,

Conservative supporters proved more likely to vote on the day. The Conservatives gained from

both these tendencies. (Paragraph 29 et seq).

• Some inadequacies were revealed in the operation of the quota system to select representative samples.

(Paragraph 83 et seq). This arose partly because quotas and weights did not reflect sufficiently

accurately the social profile of the electorate, and partly because the variables used as the basis

of quotas and in corrective weighting were not closely enough correlated with voting behaviour

to ensure that the samples were fully representative of the distribution of political support

amongst the electorate.

• Conservative supporters were less likely to reveal their loyalties than Labour supporters (as has also
been the case in earlier elections). This certainly operated through 'item refusal', reluctance by
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those interviewed to answer the voting intention question, both by outright refusal and by

disingenuously answering 'don't know' (Paragraph 299 et seq). A similar effect was probably also

caused by a differential refusal to be interviewed, although there is no solid evidence on this point

(Paragraph 176 et seq).

It is not possible to assign more than a tentative weight to the effect of each of these faaors, especially

since they interacted with each other. In particular, the quota method is in part designed to overcome the

differential refusal of some groups to take part, and it was because of the weaknesses in its implementation

that differential refusal could have so much impact. Late swing, the most easily isolated of the fiictors,

probably contributed between a fifth and a third of the total discrepancy.

In addition to these major causes of error, a number of other factors had a minor impact.

on a

since

or

• The selection of constituencies as sampling points by the companies had weaknesses (paragraph 230 et

seq); all but one of the companies used a selection of points that was slightly biased to Labour.

This might have had a slight effect on the result of the final polls, but most of its potential risk

was probably counteracted by the operation of the quotas and weighting.

• There was probably a slight bias to Labour created by interviewing respondents who were not in fact

on the electoral register and hence could not vote. (Paragraph 246 et seq). However, it seems

likely that the impact of this was small, especially as the polls based their social profiles
source that drew upon the electoral register rather than on the whole adult population, and
some of the polling companies attempted to exclude those who said they were not registered
didn't know whether they were or not. Particular concern has been expressed about the impact
of deregistration specifically to evade the 'poll tax*, but its effect on the opinion polls appears to

have been small.

A number of other factors which have been suggested as partial explanations for the error of the polls did

^ot, in our view, have any measurable effect.

• We do not believe that deliberate lying to pollsters occurred to any significant extent. (Paragraph 277

et seq).

• The behaviour of postal voters who may not have been interviewed by pollsters probably had little effect

(paragraph 270 et seq). Less than 2% of voters voted by post and, in contrast to earlier elections,
their support seems to have been fairly evenly divided between the two main parties.
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• The result was not affected by the votes of Overseas Voters. (Paragraph 272 et seq).

• Interviewing procedures played no apparent role. There were no systematic differences between those

polls which interviewed in street and those which were conducted in home (paragraph 201), those

which interviewed for just one day and those for more than one day (paragraph 207), or between

polls which interviewed at weekends and those which did not (paragraph 208).

• Sample size was not a contributory factor - bigger samples would not have produced significantly better

or worse results. (Paragraph 67 et seq).
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RECOMMENDATIONS

To reduce the risk that the problems of 1992 will recur, we recommend that immediate attention should

be given to the three main sources of error summarised above. One should certainly be easy to avoid in

future, one will be much mor^ difficult to solve, while one may be beyond solution. More generally we
wish to emphasise the vital importance of methodological research, both to develop more robust

techniques and to address potential new problems as the climate in which survey research is undertaken

changes. Further, we recommend much greater attention be given to the limitations of polls by the
pollsters and by the media when reporting their results. Any poll will inevitably be an approximation based
on statistical sampling of a moving target - the voting intentions of the British electorate.

• Quotas. The sources used for setting quotas and target weights must be selected more carefully and

verified wherever possible. Reliable and regular sources for these variables need to be established;

the use of out-of-date figures, incorrect data and unreliable sources of information must be

avoided.

However we also believe that further consideration needs to be given to the operation of the

.  quota system itself. Pollsters should certainly consider trying to identify other variables more

closely related to voting behaviour than those currently used in setting their quotas.

The principal alternative to quota sampling is probability sampling. Despite the difficulties in the

operation of quota sampling in 1992, we do not recommend its wholesale abandonment in favour

of probability sampling. Probability sampling needs a longer time period to be implemented than

is currently available during a general election and even when fieldwork is spread over several
weeks non-response rates of 30% to 40% are common. But we would welcome further research

and experimentation to compare the two approaches.

• Refusals:

(a) Refusals to the voting intention question (*item refusal'). A comparatively small number of

respondents agree to participate in a survey but then refuse to answer the voting intention

question. These, together with those who say that they are 'don't knows' rather than

overtly refuse need to be encouraged as far as possible to give their party preference. Use
of secret ballot techniques is one approach; we would welcome further experiments to
establish whether it constitutes a worthwhile departure firom past practice. We also feel

that there should be further exploration of ways of compensating for any difference in the

willingness of each party's supporters to say how they are going to vote; it is possible to
weight or re-allocate "don't knows" on the basis of their reported past vote, or on the basis
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of their attitudes to other attitudinal questions. However, we recognise that because of the

infrequency of major elections in Britain, there is limited scope for assessing the validity
of possible methods which renders it difficult for pollsters to develop such techniques.

Given their importance, we recommend that the proportion of *don*t knows in any voting
survey should always be published as part of the technical details of any poll.

(b) Refusals to participate (^non-co-operation*). This is more intractable. Any method that might
encourage lower refusal rates should certainly be explored but this will clearly not solve
the whole of the problem. We suggest that more effort should be devoted by the Market
Research Society and by all market researchers to try and increase response rates in all
survey research and also to persuading the public of the importance of survey research and
the real value of their participation.

We also noted in the course of our investigation how little reliable evidence there is on

refusal to participate in quota surveys or on its possible impact on their results. It would
be beneficial if all market research surveys were as a matter of routine to collect as much
evidence as possible on refusal rates and the reasons for refusal. All researchers should
give consideration to possible techniques of weighting to compensate for these factors.
Ideally the aim should be to deal with differential refusal by developing more effective
quota and weighting systems which ensure that, as far as possible, those not prepared to
be interviewed are replaced by people who are prepared to be interviewed but otherwise
hold similar opinions.

• Late swing. There is little the pollsters can do directly about late swing. They can (and usually do) poll
as late as possible to minimise the impact of last-minute changes but, as 1992 shows, this cannot
always deal with the whole problem.

It may be that, with the experience of 1992 in mind, the pollsters will be able to assess the
likelihood of a late swing. Certainly the possibility of examining other attitudinal evidence before
polling day needs to be explored, but inevitably such forecasting methods will be problematic.

There is a great deal yet to be learned about the effectiveness of the various techniques involved in survey
research. Our knowledge can only be improved by consistent and wide-ranging experimental work. The
political pollsters have recently been active in this direction and we recommend the entire industry to

support them and follow them in the endeavour. This should encourage the development of more
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sophisticated research techniques which may go beyond the production of simple headline voting
'predictions'. We would encourage methodological pluralism; as long as we cannot be certain which

techniques are best, uniformity must be a millstone - a danger signal rather than an indication of health.

We should applaud diversitjr, in a progressive industiy experimentation is a means of development No
pollster should feel the need to be defensive about responsible attempts to explore in a new direction and

all pollsters should regard it as their duly to publish details of the results of their experiments.

Finally we would encourage the media to support this work and, in particular, to be willing to accept that
- inconvenient though it may be - research cannot always be responsibly reponed in a single sentence or
accurately condensed into a succinct headline. There is a particular need for care by the media in their

secondary reporting of research they themselves have not commissioned. We hope thatlhe polling industiy
will redouble its efforts to ensure that its work is reported accoratefy and in context
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1. WHAT DID THE POLLS SAY IN 1992?

■1.1 The Pre-election Polls

1. The final polls in any election are normally regarded by press and public alike as a relatively accurate
forecast of the actual result: they have been correct within a narrow margin in most elections since polling
began. (See Appendix 3). While the polls would never claim to be able to predict the number of seats won
by each party, they ought to be able to get reasonably close to the percentage share of the vote, which is
what they try to measure. The criterion by which the accuracy of the polls is judged is a stringent one; they
are routinely reported as if they can be relied upon for a numerical precision which would never be
expected from other forms of survey research. Perhaps this demand for rigid accuracy is natural, and may
be necessary for some of the means to which media and public would like to put the findings, but it is
nonetheless unrealistic.

2. Even so, the polls in 1992 were not successful enough to fulfil even reasonable expectations of their
capabilities. They proved to be weU wide of the mark, faring worse than in any previous election. Four
polls* were carried out in the last couple of days, ending on the day before polling day, and published on
the day, 9 April. If any polls could be expected to provide forecasts, it is these. Table 1 sets out their
'predictions' of the vote in Great Britain^

Table 1: Four eve-of-po!l polls

NOP
ICM
MORI
Gallup

Average

Error

Fieldwork
Dates Sample Con Lab LDem Oth Clead
7-m 1,746 % 39 42 17 2 -3
8/4 2,186 % 38 38 20 4 0
7-8/4 1,731 % 38 39 20 3 -1
7-8/4 2,478 % 38.5 38 20 3.5 +0.5

% 38.4 39.2 19.2 3.1 -0.8
9/4 % 42.8 35.2 18.3 3.7 +7.6

% -4.4 4-4.0 +0.9 -0.6 +8.4

3. The differences between these four surveys were only the small variations that would be expected. The
overall picture is of a failure to forecast the result to an acceptable standard of accuracy. On average, the

^ The fifth major political polling organisation, Harris, completed their last poll earlier than the other companies Nevertheless
the results of their final poll (4-7 April, n=2,210) were veiy similar Con 38%, Lab 40%, LDem 18%.

Note that all regular British voting intention polls measure share of the vote in Great Britain; none of the pollsters normally
include Northern Ireland.
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polls suggested a small Labour lead of 0.8%; the election itself produced a substantial Conservative lead
of 7.6%. It is this difference of 8.4%, the equivalent of a 4.2% swing (see glossary), which has provoked

this investigation.

Trends during the campaign

4. The five major national polling organisations between them conducted 49 published polls during the
1992 election campaign (see Appendix 1) for a wide diversity of media clients. In addition there were a
small number of British telephone polls, a few polls by other agencies, polls in ScoUand by two of the
British pollsters and by two Scottish-based companies (see Appendix 2), and scores of local polls,
constituency polls and unpublished polls. All the quality daily and Sunday national newspapers
commissioned polls, as did many of the middle-market and regional papers; almost all those that did not
gave extensive coverage to the polls published elsewhere.

5. The polls gave a consistent message. While there were variations between individual polls of the sort
that are always to be expected, the average picture was fairly clear. Throughout the campaign period, the
polls indicated a small Labour lead. Table 2 shows how the tracking polls indicated Uttle net movement
of opinion during the campaign between the Conservatives and Labour; they record no major trend except
for a rise in Liberal Democrat support at the expense of the two larger parties^ A more detailed statistical
analysis^ comes to a similar conclusion, finding evidence of only a small 'step' shift in favour of the third
party in the middle of the campaign. (This was very much the pattern in 1987, with a similar shift after
the first week of the campaign but little or no other systematic trend)^ Although compared with polls
carried out earlier in the campaign, the late findings did suggest there might be a last-minute recovery i
the Conservative vote and a corresponding reduction in the Labour lead.

3-

Table 2: Polls during the campaign grouped by first day of fieldwork

No of polls Con Lab LDem Oth Clead

11/3-13/3 (8) % 39.3 40.6 15.3 4.9 -1.3

15/3-21/3 (11) % 39.1 40.5 16.5 3.8 -1.4

22/3-30/3 (14) % 38.0 40.3 17.5 4.2 -2.3

31/3.-6/4 (13) % 37.1 39.4 19.3 4.2 -2.3

7/4 (4) % 38.4 39.2 19.2 3.1 -0.8

Comparing companies

6. The polling agencies during the campaign were all close to each other in their findings. Their average

figure was within 1V2% of the median share (see glossaiy) for each party^.

Table 3: Similarities between polling agencies

No of polls Con Lab LDem Oth Clead

Gallup (5) % 38.9 38.4 19.4 3.3 +0.5

Harris (13) % 38.9 39.8 16.8 4.5 -0.9

ICM (9) % 37.4 40.0 17.9 4.7 -Z6

NOP .(9) % 38.2 40.9 16.7 4.2 -2.7

MORI (7) % 37.7 40.9 18.0 3.4 ^.2

Range 38.1 ±0.8 39.7±1.3 18.1±1.4 3.9±0.6

7. There were sma^ll differences between the agencies in terms of methodology - over question wording and

question order, differences in weighting strategy and quota details (see glossary) - which could have

contributed to these small differences in results. This was accentuated by the approach of using 'master

samples' whereby a company sticks to the same constituencies in successive polls (see paragraph 230 et

seq). This could introduce elements of systematic similarity between polls within a series and systematic

differences between different series. If this effect was present in 1992, however, its impact appears to have

been minimal. There may be some 'company effect' on a trivial scale^ but there is nothing that would help
to explain the overall error. The most important reason for variation between polls was, almost certainly,

the random variation inherent in sampling.

' Within the overall pattern of relative stability, there is a suggestion of a short-lived peak in the Labour lead immediately before
that party's Sheffield rally on 1 April, with three polls (fieldwork 29-31 March) showing Labour leads of 7%, 6% and 4%. Over the
following week these polls showed a swing of 3%, 2% and 2% respectively. We cannot be sure that this apparent peak did not anse
from sampling fluctuations, but we accept that the pattern is intrinsically plausible and may well have been real.

^ P.Clifford and A. Heath, 'The Election Campaign', in A. Heath, R. Jowell and J. Curtice with B. Taylor, T .abour's I .ast Chance?
(Aldershot: Dartmouth, 1994).

® M. Collins, 'Lessons from the Polls' (1988 MRS Conference Papers).

Polls as forecasts

8. Pollsters throughout the world point out that their findings should be regarded not as attempts to

forecast election results but as snapshots of opinion at the time the interviewing took place^ operating as an

^ The table excludes the later waves of the MORI and NOP panels. See Appendix 1 for the findings of these surveys.

' The Clifford and Heath analysis ('The Election Campaign' in A Heath, R. Jowell and J. Curtice with B. Taylor, T t s,^t
Chance?. Aldershot: Dartmouth, 1994) found statistically significant evidence of a minor company effect.
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opinion thermometer, not a behavioural barometer. This opinion may or may not be translated into votes

on the day. This 'snapshot* principle is especially important weeks and months before polling day; too

often media reports treat poll findings as forecasts before writs have been moved, candidates selected and

campaigns fought.

9. Nevertheless, it is clear that many journalists do treat polls as if they were forecasts, and that the polls

are the nearest approach to an objective forecast that is available to the general public. The polls'

consumers want and expect the polls to provide something as near to a forecast as possible - as do the

consumers of weather forecasts. In any case, the 'snapshot* argument would miss the point in 1992. Even

if polls are not forecasts, they do claim to be accurate snapshots, so they should only diverge from the

actual result when the nation changes its mind after having been polled. The four final polls undertook

their interviewing on the two days before polling day, leaving little time for any late swing to occur. And
unless it did, the real question about the polls in 1992 would seem to be whether there was a degree of
error throughout the campaign.

10. The consistency between the polls both throughout the campaign and in the eve-of-poll surveys can

be likened to a marksman 'zeroing-in* a rifle on the target, initially shooting a tight pattern and then

adjusting the rifle's sights to bring the bullet's trajectory into the centre of the target. In the case of the
polling agencies during the 1992 British General Election, the pattern was tight but not near enough to
the bullseye; the analogy would suggest either that the sights were not correctly adjusted (sampling error
and response error) or that the wind blew the bullets off course (late swing and differential turnout).

I.2 Exit Polls

II. In addition to the campaign polls,' both ITN (through Harris) and the BBC (through NOP)

commissioned exit polls, asking large samples of voters as they left the polling stations to report how they

had jii^t voted. These too somewhat underestimated the performance of the Conservatives and overstated

that of Labour, but to a smaller degree than the campaign polls.

12. Each organisation in fact carried out two exit polls. One was a national poll designed to provide

material for editorial comment (an 'analysis' poll), but not to predict the outcome in seats; the other was

undertaken only in marginal constituencies, and was the main (though not the only) source of information

used to produce a forecast of the outcome in seats (a 'prediction' poll), to be broadcast between the close

of polls (at 10 p.m.) and the declaration of the first results.

13. The prediction exit polls were designi^ to minimise the number of refusals to participate, using only

a very short 'secret ballot' questionnaire. But because these polls were only undertaken in marginal

constituencies, we cannot assess their accuracy by comparing them with the overall national r^ult. Rather
we have to compare their estimate of the change in each party's share in the constituencies they surveyed

with vdiat actually happened in those constituencies®. In each case the results were reported separately
for the two mainlj:ategories of marginal seats - those where Conservative and Labour were the main
contenders and those where the Conservatives and the Liberal Democrats shared the first two places.

The figures quoted here are based on all respondents. The forecasts broadcast at 10 p.m. were inevitably made before the results
of all the interviews were available. In the case of the BBC at least the final poll results were noticeably different from (and more
accurate than) those available at 10 p.m. See J. Curtice and C. Payne in I. Crewe and B. Gosschalk, Political Communications; the
British General Election of 1992. (Cambridge University Press, in Press).



Table 4: Marginal Exit Polls (Trediction Polls')

Change in % vote share since 1987

Con Lab LDem

(a) Con/Lab marginals
NOP/BBC estimate -3.1 +8.4 -6.5

Actual -1.2 +6.9 -6.6

Error -1.9 +1.5 +0.1

Harris/ITN estimate -2.4 +8.1 -6.6

Actual -0.7 +6.4 -6.6

Error -1.7 +1.7 0.0

(b)Con/LibDem marginals
NOP/BBC estimate -4.2 +4.9 -1.5

Actual -1.7 +2.3 -1.4

Error -2.5 +2.6 -0.1

Harris/ITN estimate -0.5 +0.5 -1.2

Actual -0.8 +2.7 -3.1

Error +0.3 -2.2 +1.9

Source: J. Curtice and C. Pavne in 1. Crewe and B. Gosschalk. Political Communications: the British

General Election of 1992 fCambridge Universltv Press, in press); see also G. Mathias and D. Cowling, 'The
ITN Exit Poll' (paper presented at 1992 EPOP Conference, University of Essex)

14. As can be seen both prediction polls overestimated the swing from Conservative to Labour in

Conservative/Labour marginals by a little under 2%, less than half the error of the four eve-of-poU surveys

conducted a day or two before polling day.

15. The national analysis polls involved longer questionnaires and anticipated greater problems in gaining

co-operation. Hence they were not used directly to forecast the outcome in seats. In practice however both
polls underestimated the Conservative performance by approximately the same amount as did the exit

prediction polls, again less than half the under-estimate of the eve-of-poll polls.
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Table 5: National Exit Polls ('Analysis polls')

Con
Con Lab LDem Oth lead

Actual Result % 42.8 35.2 183 3.7 +7.6

nop/BBC % 40.0 36.3 18.3 5.4 +3.7
Error -18 +1.1 0.0 +1.7 -3.9

Harris/ITN % 41.1 36.3 18.0 4.6 +4.8
Error -1.7 +1.1 -0.3 +0.9 -18

Source: J. Curtice and C Payne in I. Crcwe and B. Gosschalk, Political Communications: the Rritich
General Election of 1992 (Cambridge University Press, in press); see also G. Mathias and D. Cowling, TTie
ITN Exit Poll' (paper presented at 1992 EPOP Conference, University of Essex)

16. On the morning of polling day the final polls suggested that Labour were still in the lead, but that the

lead had narrowed. The exit poll results then further contributed to the impression that there was a late

swing in the final hours of the election. An exit poll undertaken for the Sun by ICM, which finished

polling at 4 p:ih. and was released in the early evening, also suggested that Labour were still in the lead.

At 10 p.m. both the other exit polls suggested that the Conservatives would win most seats, but not enough
to sefcure an overall majority (see Table 6). ITN's underestimate of the lead in votes was also broadcast,

and although th^jBBC did not broadcast a vote share forecast, the seats forecast implied a narrow Tory
lead in votes. Aitid then when the results came in, the Conservative lead proved to be even larger.
Together, this s^uence of events gave the impression of an electorate that had slid continuously towards
the Conservativ^ in the final hours of the campaign.

Table 6: Exit Poll based Seats Forecasts at 10 p.m.

BBC/NOP

ITN/Harris
Actual Result

Source. J. Curtice and C. Payne in 1. Crewe and B. Gosschalk, Political Communications: the British
^eral Election of 1992 (Cambridge University Press, in press); see also G. Mathias and D. Cowling, The
tTN Exit Poll' (paper presented at 1992 EPOP Conference, University of Essex)

. The methodological problems involved in conducting an exit poll are in many respects different from
hich face opinion polls. Further, the forecasts of the outcome in seats broadcast by the television

panies at 10 p.m. are not simply based on the results of their exit poll, but also depend upon the
judgments used to convert votes into seats (see Appendix 7). But the inaccuracy of the forecasts
undoubtedly contributed to the general perception that 'the polls got it wrong".

Con Lab LDem Oth
301 298 24 28
305 294 25 27
336 271 20 24
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2. HAS IT BEEN DIFFERENT IN THE PAST?

18. Much of the impact of the polls' failure in 1992 came because it was generally so unexpected. In recent
years the polls had seemed accurate. The media had become reliant upon them; they were quite

unprepared for a collective and systematic error. Even so, the impact would have been less, had the

election not appeared to be so close - seemingly the closest for twenty years - meaning that the overall

outcome was in doubt; the fact that the poll error misled most observers as to which party was likely to

form the next government considerably magnified its impact.

19. In 1992 the fact that the results of the four final polls were so close to each other also added to the

shock. In the previous three general elections (1979, 1983 and 1987) one polling organisation produced

a late estimate remarkably close to the actual result while the others were a little further away but were

within sampling tolerances. This did not happen in 1992; the variation in the final four polls was, in fact,

smaller than at any general election since 1959 (when there were also four eve-of-poll forecasts).

20. Once the magmtude of the polls' failure in 1992 became clear, it would be expected that a close

examination would be made of the record of the past as well as the present. Was the recent 'good

performance' of the polls illusory? Did 1992 merely reflect a more dramatic than usual manifestation of

a flaw already present?

21. The 1992 election was not the first in which the polls were Svrong'. When Mr Heath won in 1970 all

the polls (except a last-minute update firom ORC) suggested a Labour victory. In February 1974 most of

the polls put the Conservatives comfortably ahead - the hung result was a general surprise. In October

1974 the polls appeared to point to a Labour landslide, yet the party secured only a three-seat margin.

However, polling error can only fairly be judged in terms of percentage share of the votes, which is what

the polls measure.

22. The interim report of the MRS enquiry was taken by some to suggest that there might be evidence of

a long term trend for the polls to overstate support for the Labour party. This has not been true over the

last two decades, and the interim report was never trying to suggest that there was a consistent failure in
the methodology of the polls, but rather to examine whether or not the historical record of the polls

suggested the industry should not over-react to 1992.

23. Historically, there has not been any consistent bias in the polls. (See Appendix 3). Between 1945 (when
general election polls were first published in Britain) and 1987, of the 55 published final polls, 31
overestimated the Conservative share of the vote and 22 underestimated it; 31 overestimated the Labour
share of the vote and 21 underestimated it.
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24. After the 1970 election, the MRS launched an enquiry into the errors of that year (up to that time, the
worst performance in British polling history), producing a number of recommendations^ and there was

much soul-searching among the pollsters arid reappraisal of their methods. When we average the polls
from 1974 to 1987 we find that there was a very slight tendency to overstate Labour support (0.3% on
average) and to understate the Liberals by the same amount. The overestimates and underestimates of

Conservative votes over the period exactly counterbalanced each other. Put another way O'udging each
election to the nearest full percentage point) Labour's vote was overstated slightly in three of the five
elections and understated in two; the Tory vote was overstated in one and understated in two. There is
no evidence that the polls have systematically favoured one party or another. On the contrary, until 1992
their margin of error had generally been within the expected limits"

25. All in all, we feel that the record of the past has been relatively good. We have borne this in mind in

considering how readily to recommend change in the polls' procedures - we have been aware of the risk
of throwing out the baby with the bathwater, and have been cautious in recommending change without
hard evidence that it would be effective. Consequently, our recommendations are for the most part directed
at details of the polling procedure rather than at a wider criticism of the entire process; nevertheless, we
feel that they are important, with substantial implications for the entire market research industry.

Conservatwe^ntra" MRS Committee on the performance of polls in the 1970 election);conseivative Central Office also earned out their own enquinr and produced a detailed internal report.
10.

'"e past have been thought to st„>ngly favour the
«««»'»rthe lead ̂  1% in any
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3. HOW CAN THE ERROR IN 1992 BE EXPLAINED?

26. Why were the eve-of-poll polls Svrong* in ̂ forecasting' the result of the 1992 General Election? Broadly

speaking, there are three main potential sources of error.

(1) The pollster can ask the wrong people, so that the sample is not representative of the

electorate in the answers that they give. This may be (a) sampling variation (the effect of the

chances inherent in sampling), (b) bad sample design, or (c) differential refusal to participate by

some of the population.

(2) The pollster can ask the right people, but get the wrong answers. That may be because people

simply change their minds - though they honestly tell the interviewer how they think they will vote,

they eventually vote for a different party, or do not vote at all. Alternatively, the answers may be

deliberately misleading, or in error because those who take part in the survey but fail to reply to

the vital question are disproportionately supporters of one party. A further possibility is that the

pollster may be misled by putting the questions in the wrong form, order or context; this may

make them ambiguous or misunderstood, or may cause bias in the answers that they elicit. These

are all factors which might have resulted in a poll getting the wrong result even though it was

interviewing a perfectly representative sample.

(3) The pollster may get the right answers from the right people, yet misinterpret the data.

Moving from the raw data to the finished article - usually a media client's report of a poll's

findings - is almost as complex a business as the survey itself. Any of the assumptions involved in
producing the final figures - how the data should be weighted, how to interpret 'don't knows (see

glossary), whether to make adjustments to allow for those who say they are less certain to vote -
may be wrong. Furthermore, the way in which the poll is reported may be misleading or
distorting.

27. Our report will consider each of these possibilities, examining whether the evidence suggests that they
were a problem in 1992, and it will examine what steps can be taken to improve performance in the future.

28. The first point to be considered is whether the electors actually changed their minds during the

campaign, especially in the last few days when the change was too late to be detected by most or all of the
polls. There is a sense in which errors caused by late swing are a different kind of error from those caused
by other factors. Polls affected in this way may be 'right' at the time they are taken but 'wrong' in the final
outcome. Our investigation of the evidence for a late swing has been fairly exhaustive, because we are

conscious that the question needs to be settled as far as is possible before entering upon the more

11 -

speculative process of diagnosing and quantifying the other causes of error - polls being wrong in eveiy

sensb'even at the moment the answers were given.
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4. DID THE VOTERS REALLY CHANGE THEIR MINDS?

29. We have reached these conclusions with regard to 'late swing':-

(1) There were signs of a swing in the week preceding the final surveys; indeed, this was noted by

commentators at the time. It should perhaps have warned all concerned to exercise more caution

than they did.

(ii) After the final interviews there was a further swing to the Tories. It seems likely that this was

the cause of a significant part of the final error. The scale of this swing was certainly not sufficient

to offer the pollsters an excuse for their failure, and most of the discrepancy remains to be

explained. Nevertheless, late swing is part of the story. Since it could happen again in the future,

pollsters and the media need to bear the possibility in mind and if necessary allow for it in the

interpretation of their findings.

(iii) Despite some appearances to the contrary, the British electorate was more than usually

volatile in 1992.

30. What we call late swing can be classified into three distinct components:

(a) Turnout Not all those who had said that they would vote and expressed a preference for a

party actually went to vote on the day, and some of those who said that they would not vote did
so after all. The Conservatives benefitted from the differential effect of these decisions. (Although

this 'differential turnout* would normally be distinguished from 'swing* by psephologists, its effect
on the polls is the same and is in essence another facet of the same problem - respondents not
doing what they had honestly told the pollsters that they believed they would do.)

(b) Switchers. Some people who had said they would vote for a particular party decided on the
final day to vote differently. All parties lost some voters and gained others but the Conservatives
made a net gain; the largest group were people who had said they intended to vote Liberal
Democrat but finally switched to the Conservatives.

(c) Late deciders. Some people made up their minds to vote and decided which party to support
on the very last day. The Conservatives gained more of these last-minute votes than the other

parties.
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31. We can try to measure each of these aspects directly. We believe all of them played a part in 1992.

However, the data are inevitably conflicting or ambiguous. In the light of this, we need to consider, in
addition to the direct evidence of late swing, the mood of the electorate throughout the campaign to see
if there were clues suggesting that a late swing of unusual proportions could have been anticipated. In the
secoiid half of this chapter, we show that the conditions existed to produce a larger late swing than usual

in 1992.

4.1. Late swing and differential turnout

32. The most direct evidence of late swing is provided by ICM*s post-election recall study", in which
those voters who were actually interviewed in that company*s eve-of-poll survey were questioned again.
This survey offers the only direct opportunity to examine how those who were interviewed in one of the

final polls actually voted, and found clear evidence of a late swing. Of course, there is some risk of

inaccuracy in the reported vote, but this should be minimised by the short period between the election and
the date of the recall interviews.

33. Table 7 shows the effect of adjusting ICM*s eve-of-poll survey successively for each of the three factors
'' ' ■

The last line of the table consequently shows what the result would have been if the changes revealed by
the recall could hi^ve been predicted in advance.

\  t mTableip ICM*s eve-of-poll survey as corrected in the light of recall survey data

Original data
Adjustments fon
Turnout

Switchers
Late deciders

Ave error Con

%

Con Lab (all parties) lead
38 38 2.3 0

% 39 39 2.0 0

% 40 39 1.8 +1
% 40 38 1.7 +2

Source: ICM

a telephone number. »i,h aU ques'lonnaima fhe & "'O "<»
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34. The second useful source of evidence is supplied by panel surveys (see glossary). Two national panel

surveys were conducted, one by MORI for the Sunday Times^^ and one by NOP for the Independent on

Sunday^^. The panel respondents were interviewed during the second half of the week in which the

election was called, and again during each, of the three full weeks of the campaign; they were then

reinterviewed after the election to find out which way they had voted". These surveys can, of course, give

no direct evidence on last-minute swing as their last pre-election interviews were on 3 April, six days

before voting. However, they can measure the total swing in the last week, which is an important part of

the broader picture. They both found a last-week swing entirely consistent with the last-minute swing

recorded by ICM.

35. Over the period of the last week, the panels found a larger swing - 2V2% according to MORI, 4%

according to NOP. (See Table 8). Perhaps most significantly, MORPs panel shows real evidence of quite

significant change among those who had expressed a voting intention in week four''.

36. The swing suggested by the panels was broadly consistent with the swing recorded by the cross-section

polls over the final week of the campaign. The apparent swing back to the Tories over the last week was

noted by almost all the commentators at the time, among them David McKie who warned in the Guardian

on election day of the possibility of further late swing:

The MORI/Sundav Times panel baseline consisted of a nationally representative sample of 1,544 adults aged 18+ in 65
constituency sampling points, and both initial interviews and re-interviews were carried out face to face; 1,257 (81%) were re-
interviewed in the second wave, 1,292 (84%) in the third wave and 1,265 (82%) in the fourth wave. Re-interview responses were
weighted by first wave voting intentions to ensure comparability. For the post-election recall, interviewing by telephone only on the
Friday (April 10) - the Sunday Times going to press on the Saturday - 934 interviews were achieved (60%).

The NOP panel had 2,155 respondents in its initial wave, interviewed facc-to-face; subsequent interviews, by telephone,
contacted 1,004 (47%) in wave two, 1,000 (46%) in wave three and 1,006 (47%) in wave four. After the election, 620 were re-
contacted on April 10-12 (29%).

" A third panel, of a specially selected panel of potentially 'floating' voters, by MORI for the BBC TV programme On the
Record, is of less value for quantifying overall change as it was not intended to be representative of the whole electorate, although
in fact its findings were fully in line with those of the other two. For details of the findings of all three panels, see Table 62 and
appendix 5A and 5B.

Of course, there is always some suspicion of the accuracy of post-election recalls. The number on the panel admitting to having
not voted is very low - 6% of those who responded to waves I and V, 5% of those who responded to waves IV and V, which is in stark

official turnout figures that state that 22.1% of the electorate did not vote. However, this is consistent with other
MORl/Sunday Times studies in earlier general elections, suggesting that the most significant 'panel effect' is to heighten interest in

e cc ion among pane participants. Of course, real percentage turnout of the electorate is somewhat higher than the official figure
register represent potential votes: there is a significant (unknown) number of electors

was cnmniled and i^i " Y pemitied to vote once, and the number of 'dead names' (both actual deaths since the register
UDio9%oftheaua!inRHaH ro'stakenly included in the first place) is also substantial. However, this may be offset by anythingbeing apparently not regLstered (see S. Smith. Electoral Re.i;,rat ion in 1991. HMSO/OPCS.1993, for this estimate), although the unregistered population may also be less likely to be polled.

TIMES financial TIMES
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*ICM puts the swing over the last week at 2%. Should this swing have continued after the

pollsters had put away their clipboards^ the Conservatives, written off for most of the

campaign, could yet finish up ahead of Labour.'

The same swing back to the Conservatives over the last week was also recorded by MORI and Harris in

their cross section surv^ (3% and 1% respectively) though not by Gallup (V^%) or NOP (V2% swing to

Labour); almost all the newspapers reflected the apparent swing in their election day headlines.

37. The findings of one of the two surv^ undertaken by the British Election Survey, a panel study which

re-interviewed respondents who had first been interviewed in 1987", agrees in general with the other

evidence on changes of opinion, although its design is not well-suited to investigating late swing because

it interviewed its respondents over several weeks during the campaign.

How big was the late swing?

38. Table 8 compares the findings of each poll series or panel over the last week and, where possible, the
reported vote of participants when re-interviewed after the election. The swing over this period breaks

down into two sections, shown in the first two columns of the right hand half of the table. The first

column shows swing between the start of the final week and the end of eve-of-poll interviewing, comparing
the findings of the penultimate and final surveys in each of the five main poll series. The second column
shows swing between the end of interviewing and the vote itself. Only ICM, who re-interviewed their eve-
of-poll sample, directly gives a measure of the swing over this period. The table for completeness also
includes the swing implied by comparing Gallup's final poll with their post-election poll (which used a
fresh sample) and comparing the eve-of-poll cross-section surveys by MORI and NOP with each company s
post-election recall of its panel, but it should be borne in mind that here we are not comparing like with
like and there are theoretical objections to measuring swing by comparing cross-sections with panels, so
the figures should be treated with caution. The final column measures swing over the whole period.

Telephone intetviews were conducted during the course of the whole campaign among original respondents on the survey who
were available telephone, who were willing to be re-interviewed and who could be found. In all 1,050 interviews were conduct
during the campaign out of an original sample of 3,826 (27%). Respondents were contacted again after the election to check on what
they imd actually done. Because of the high l^el of attrition the achieved samples were weighted on the basis of declared voting
behawour at the 1987 election (as given by the whole EES sample). The panel was unrepresentative of the 1992 electorate, since it
consisted only of survivors of a panel originally recruited in 1987. This means, of course, that it excluded entirely all those not
registered to vote in 1987 (including all those who were too young, amounting to about 10% of the adult population); thanks to five
years' attrition it co^isted of only thc^ members of the original panel who were stable enough in their lifestyle and housing to bere-^ntact^ after that r>me, very possibly an atypical group. A full explanation of the findings of the EES survey are to be found in
A. Heath, R. Jowell and J. Curtice with E. Taylor, Labour's Last Chance? fAldenthm- Dartmouth, 1994).
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Table 8: Evidence of late swing in the polls

Start of
final
week

Eve of
poll 1 Change - last

day
Change -
total®

ICyUGuardian 31/3,
n=1126

8/4.
n=!2186

12-15/4,
n=1203

_ Conservative 37 38 40 + 1 2% -1-2 1% -1-3 3%

Labour 41 38 38 -3
swing

0
swing

-3
swmg

Lib Dent 18 20 18 -1-2 -2 0

MORI/Twwej 30/3.
n=10^

7-8/4.
n=173l

_ Conservative 35 38 +3 3%

Labour 42 39 -3
swmg

. Lib Dem 19 20 +1

Harris/TTN 29-30/3,
n=2152

4-7/4.
n=2210

Conservative 35 *  38 +3 2%
swmg

Labo^^f 41 40 -1

_ Lib Dem 19 13 -1

OaUup/Teleg^apH 2-3/4.
n=104^ nJit%

10-11/4,
n=18«i

-^Conservative , 37.5 38.5 39 +1 V4%
swmg

V4%
swmg

+ lYt Wo
swmg

Labour 1 1 37.5 38 38 0

Lib Dem li 20.5 20 •  19 -1

^0?lIndepende)f^ 31/3-1/4.
n>Bi302

7-8/4.
n=:174o

Conservative 1 1 37 39 +2 -Wo
swmg

Labour 39 42 +3

Lib Dem 19 17 -2

MORl/S. Times
Danel

1-3/4.
n=1265

10/4.
n=934

Swing^m
MORilTimet

Swing in
panel

Conservr^tive 37 40 -1-2 2%
swing

-f3 2Wo
swing

Labour 39 37 -2 -2

Lib Dem 21 21 +J 0

NOP///Ki on S.
panel

2-3/4.
n»1006

10-12/4.
n=620

Swing from
NOFIIndot

Swing in
panel

Conservative 38 42 +3 4% +4 4%
swingLabour 41 37 -5

swmg
-4

Lib Dem 17 17 -2 0

RESULT 9/4

Conservative 43

Labour 35

Lib Dem 18
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39. ICM found all three of the component factors of late swing - switching, late decisions and differential

turnout - were present in 1992, and together accounted for about a quarter of the total difference between

the final poll and the outcome of the election, or a late swing of about 1%.

Who claimed to have decided at the last minute?

40. If the Conservatives won as the result of a late swing, it might be argued, this ought to be detectable

in the votes of those who claimed that th^ decided late. Gallup found an advantage to the Conservatives,

but not of such proportions as to «q)lain the error in the eve-of-poll surv^: 12% of Conservative voters

said thqr decided 'in the last few days* compared with 9% of Labour, equivalent to a swing of about 1%

(and part of this presumably took place before the eve-of-poll surveys). 11% of each group said they had

decided 'two or three weeks ago*. The MORI Sunday Times panel recall found a similar number of late

deciders, but the party effect was different, being fractionally to Labour.

41. However, it appears that those who wavered in the last week had predominantly intended to vote

Labour before they wavered; consequently an even split of their votes between the parties amounts to a

swing to the Conservatives - although the late deciders voting for each party at close of play were

approximately equal, a greater proportion of the late deciders who voted Conservative represented real
gains. The MORlJSunday Times panel gives evidence of this: of those who said they intended to vote

Labour at the last pre-election interview (a week before voting), 8% subsequently said they made up their
mind 'in the last 24 hours* and a further 12% 'during the last week* (most of which was after interviewing
ended); this compared to 3% and 8% respectively among Conservatives.

Further evidence on differential turnout

42. The constituency election results offer further evidence to suggest that Labour supporters were in fact
less likely to turn out. Across the country as a whole, turnout was, at 77.9%, 2.4% higher than in 1987.
But it rose more in the South of England and the Midlands, where the Conservatives were strongest in
1987, than elsewhere. Equally it rose more in (Conservative) rural seats than in (Labour) urban ones.
Indeed, the stronger the Conservatives were in a constituency, the more that turnout rose, while it fell m
many safe inner city Labour seats. Overall, in those seats won by the Conservatives in 1987 turnout rose
in 1992 on average by 3.5%, while in Labour seats it barely changed (+0.1%)".

43. This pattern strongly suggests that compared with the position in 1987 Conservative supporters were
more likely to turn out and voting than were Labour supporters. This may not have been because more
Labour supporters stayed at home than did in 1987, but because more Conservative supporters who
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abstained in 1987 turned out in 1992. The results of both the 1992 EES cross-seCtion^® and panel studies

suggest that this was the case. Whereas both reveal similar proportions of those who voted Labour in 1987

saying they did not vote in 1992", th^ both show a clear Conservative advantage in 1992 amongst those

who abstained in 1987. In the cross-section study 26% of 1987 abstainers said that th^ voted Conservative,

whijie. only 19% voted Labour. In the panel study the respective figures are 30% and 24%^.

44. It must remain a moot point how far this greater propensity among Conservative supporters to turn

out and vote was actually reflected in the answers respondents gave to the polls before polling day. There

has long been evidence to suggest that some electors are not able to predict accurately whether th^ will

in fact turn out and vote^\ Insofar as this was the case in 1992, the possibility that the polls were partly

wrong because of differential turnout must be taken seriously.

Evidence from the Post-Election Polls

45. Further evidence that 'late swing* was part, but only part, of the explanation for the difference between

the final polls and the eventual outcome also comes from four face-to-face polls undertaken soon after

polling day which asked voters how th^ had voted. Their findings are set out in Table 9. While these were

closer to the actual outcome than were the final pre-election polls, on average th^ still underestimated

the Conservatively lead.

18

electoral register, including a boosted sample of 957 in Scotland, repiesenting a

rSr A. Heath, R. JoweU and J. Curtice vwth■  Labour's I nst Chance? rAlri^hr>t. Dartmouth, 1994), pp 302-4.
/

ciXJM-sectlon study 8% of those who said they had voted Labour in 1987 abstained in 1992, compared with 7% of 1987
Conservative voters. In the panel study the figures are 6% and 8% respectively.

^ The percentages are based on 332 in the cross-section study who abstained in 1987, and on 223 in the panel.

C. Marsh, 'Predictions of Voting Behaviour from a Pre-Election Surv^, Political Studies. 1985.

17 J. Curtice and M. Steed in D. Butler and D. Kavanagh, The British General Election of 1992 (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1992).
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Table 9: Reported vote in surveys after the 1992 election

Post-election cross-section
polls with fi^h samples
Gallup post-election
(10-11 April)
ICM Rowntree Reform
Trust poll (10-11 April)
MORI post-election
(25-28 April)
ICM post-election
(8-9 May)

Average
RESULT
Error

Surveys re-interviewing
respondents to
pre-election polls
ICM recall survey
MORI Panel recall
NOP Panel recall
Average
RESULT

Error

Exit Polls
NOP Exit poll
Harris Exit poll
Average
RESULT
Error

Con Lab LDem Oth C lead

% 39 38 19 4 +1

% 40 38 19 4 +2

% 39 37 18 6 +2

% 44 37 15 4 +7
% 40.5 37.5 17.8 4.5 +4.0
% 42.8 35.2 18.3 3.7 +7.6
% -Z3 +13 -0.5 +0.8 -3.6

% 40 38 18 4 +2
% 40 37 21 2 +3
% 42 38 17 3 +5
% 40.7 37.7 18.7 3.0 +3.6
% 42.8 35.2 18.3 3.7 +7.6
% '11 +25 +0.4 -0.7 -4.0

% 40.0 36.3 18.3 5.4 +3.7
% 41.1 36.3 18.0 4.6 +4.8
% 40.6 36.3 18.2 5.0 +4.3

% 42.8 35.2 18.3 3.7 +7.6

-22 +U -0.1 +1.3 -3.3

the polls problem had been only late swing, we would expect these surveys taken after the election
ry close to the true result, but th^ were not. Either their samples were imperfect or the answers
*  were misleading. Furthermore, as Table 9 shows, the reported vote in the final wave of the

P  'n ICMs recall survey also understates the Conservative lead. This may suggest that the
cy suffered were similar, and that the errors in 1992 did not arise from unique problems

P  hat election campaign. Together the two sources of evidence suggest the existence of a pro-
hour imbalance in the 1992 final polls which accounts for at least half of the difference between the

f tu ®l®ction polls and the eventual outcome. Nevertheless, they also confirm that partof the problem was, indeed, late swing.
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4.2. Vnlatilitv of the electorate

47. Some commentators have argued since the election that late swing should be discounted as an
explanation since they saw no evidence that the electorate was any more volatile than in past elections,
when late swing has been veiy limited. Why should we believe in a sudden late swing if the electorate was,
"P to that point, as stable in its views as normal? In any case, there is in fact concrete evidence that the

electorate was more volatile in 1992 than in the three previous elections: the campaign panels, the only
direct evidence of mind-changing during the campaign, show this clearly.

Evidence of gross change
48. Panels offer the best means of examining the volatility of the electorate during the campaign^. The
snapshot cross-section polls are at best able to measure net movement, when a much larger movement is
certainly going on under the surface with respondents moving in opposite directions cancelling each other
out. Panel surveys can go further, and directly measure gross change. By re-interviewing the same

respondents they are able to detect all the movement of opinion occurring within the sample.

49. Of
I'.

course, panels can have their own disadvantages. A sampling error in the initial wave of a panel
will persist in a way that it would not in a series of snapshot polls. There are also two specific 'panel
effects* - attrition (t^t is, distorting effects caused by inevitable drop-outs from the original sample - see
glossary) and paneiyconditioning (the simple fact of participating in the panel making the participants
atypical and unrepr^entative of the population). These potential problems must lead to some caution in
interpretinjg* panel tisults but do not outweigh the major advantages of our ability to look at gross change.

50. We are able to examine two groups separately, the 'switchers' (those who transfer their loyalties
tiirectly from one major party to another - see glossary) and the 'chumers' (those who switch from don't
know to a major party or vice-verea)^. We can see the histoiy of the size of these groups from the
findings of MORI's Sunday Times panel at each of the last four elections. Table 10 shows the percentage
of the panel in each case whose responses at the start of the campaign were different from those they gave

the final wave of interviewing before polling day; these are broken down into those who switched

22 p
review of panel studies, see I. Fallen and R. Worcester in 1. Crewe and B. Gosschalk, Political

-"'^Uong- the Rritigh General Election of 1992. Cambridge University Press, (In Press).

failed studies are not an ideal tool for getting a good overall picture of 'don't knows* or of those who ultimately
or to nature, panels are subject to a 'selection effect' (those least interested in politics are most likely to drop out
atypical ̂  ® 'conditioning effect' (the effect of being repeatedly interviewed may make the panel members
PopulaUon ^ "P election); consequently panels tend to have fewer 'don't knows' than the
were far too ^ unrepresentative of all 'don't knows'. In fact the numbers in these categories in the panelsman to draw any statistically significant conclusions about them, although they can contribute to the overall figures
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support between the three main parties and the 'chumers*. (For fuller details of the figures see Appendix
5A-)

Table 10: Changes of mind during election campaigns IS>79-92

1979

1983

1987

1992

'Switchers*

% of electorate

switching
between main parties

during campaign

5.6

7.8

8.4

9.4

'Chumers*

% of electorate

switching
to or from

others/don't knows

6.9

7.1

10.1

11.6

Total

% of electorate

changing answers
during

campaign

12.5

14.9

18.5

21.0

Source: MORI/Sundav Times panels

51. In 1992, MORIs figures (Table 11) are closely confirmed by NOP*s panel study for the Independent
on Sunday (Table 12), though there are no data from earlier years from that study.

Percentages of the electorate switching during the campaign 1992
(not including final week)

One week
Week 1

(After election announced)
tH^iurc

election % Con Lab LD Oth/DK total

Con (29.2) 0.8 1.4 3.5 5.7

Lab 1.4 (29.8) 1.2 4.6 7.2

LD 2.6 2.0 (12.9) 2.1 6.7

OthyDK 0.6 0.6 0.2 (7.1) 1.4

total I 4.6 3.4 2.8 1 10.2 1 21.0

Source: MORI
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One week

before

election %

Week 1

(After election announced)

Con Lab LD Oth/DK TOTAL

Cton (32) 1 VA 2A 5

Lab 1 (32V4) 2 4 7

LD IVi 2 m 2 6A

Oth/DK Vi m A (5) 2A

total 4 4 21 1

Source: NOP

Admitted changes of mind
52. Although there was more behavioural volatility in 1992 than previously, there is no evidence that the
social psychology of the electorate was any different - the voters did not 'feel* more volatile. But this

merely emph^is^ that the potential for substantial sudden swing has been present in the p^t - what was

different in 1992 was that the electorate were more likely to act upon it.

53. For cxampleL {questions asking respondents how likely they thought thqr were to change their minds,
elicited broadly similar responses to previous years. But these still revealed very considerable potential for
volatility, even if the potential has not been realised at previous elections. 42% of respondents to the first
wave of intervie^ in the UORl/Sunday Times panel (11-12 March) said either that th^ were undecided
which way they would vote (14%) or might consider switching firom the party th^ then supported (28%
of the entire panel and 32% of those naming a party).

54. In MORPs post-election omnibus surv^ (25-28 April 1992), respondents were asked to choose
between the three options:

"Q* Which of these descriptions applied to you during the election campaign?"

"I seriously considered switching my vote to another party" 68%
"T H**' ®®^ously consider switching my vote to another party, but decided not to" 18%Id switch my vote from another party" ii%
i-'on t know

Source: MORI
Base: All who said th^ voted (1,623)

In Other words three voters in ten were prepared to admit, even after the event, that they had at least
wavered.

ly
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55. The Svhen did you decide?' questions tell a similar tale. Both Gallup and MORI in their recall surveys

produced figures comparable to those in previous elections, which were nevertheless high. When Gallup

asked *How long ago did you decide which way you would finally vote?', 73% said *a long time ago', 13%

*two or three weeks ago' (i.e. during the campaign) and 14% in the 'last few days'. The number admitting

having decided late was no higher than in previous elections^. The MORI recall of the Sunday Times

panel found a similar number of late deciders to Gallup. But the figures indicate that, far from being

stable, the electorate has always had the potential for substantial volatility. (The Harris exit poll, in fact,

did find unusually high numbers admitting late decisions: 21% claimed to have decided in the last week

and a further 9% on polling day itself.)

56. The 1992 BES cross-section study, too, found comparable figures in 1992 to those in the past, as

Table 13 illustrates, but once again it is equally clear that the number of potential switchers has always
been high and the possibility of a late swing has always been present.

Table 13: Time of decision 1974-92
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% of voters who

said they decided
during campaign

% of voters who said

they thought of voting
for another party

Feb 1974

Oct 1974

1979

1983

1987

1992

they actually voted had changed parties. This in its turn is well short of the 21% who later said that they

decided within the last week". This evidence is what we would expect if there was a late swing: voters
who had earlier been convinced that their minds were made up changed their opinions right at the end

of the campaign, and only in retrospect was it possible to detect the degree of uncertainty which ultimately

Source: BES

existed.

43 Lnte swing! conclusion

59. We estimate that late swing, in all its forms, probably accounted for between a fifth and a third of the
total error in 1992. The net effect of this late swing is relatively small in statistical terms but the increase

iti the Tory lead could have made the difference between the polls suggesting that Labour would be the

largest single party in a hung parliament and suggesting that the Conservatives would be the larger of the
^o, a fraction short of an overall majority.

-^though the electorate was unusually volatile in behavioural terms - more of them actually changed
their minds than in the past - they do not seem to have felt more volatUe than at previous elections. The
potential for a late swing has always existed. The possibility of its happening again cannot be discounted,
and pollsters need to be prepared for its consequences as far as possible. We discuss electors' inability to
predict their own behaviour, especially in the context of a close election, in chapter 9.

61. Meanwhile, we have seen that late swing explains only part of the poll error; we have still to explain
"lost Of the problem. Were the samples unrepresentative? Were the answers the pollsters were given
misleading? Was the data misinterpreted? These are the questions we must examine next.

57. The volatility of the electorate in 1992 suggests a substantial potential for late swing. The fact that this
potential may have been equally present in previous elections, yet remained unrealised, does not weaken
this argument but, rather, emphasises the possibility that late swing may occur again at future elections.

58. A feature of the 1992 campaign seems to have been that the electorate were unaware how volatile they

were. Considerably more of the MORI panel admitted after the election that they had come to a decision
at the last moment than had earlier indicated that they were in any doubt. A week before the election only
10% of the total said that they might change their vote; when it came to the point, 15% of those who said

Compared to the 73% who claimed to have decided 'a long time ago' and 13% 'two or three weeks ago' in 1992, Gallup found
73% and 15% respectively in 1979, 78% and 14% in 1983. and in 1987 when the question was asked regularly throughout the
rampaign the figures were 73% and 14% at eve of poll; hence only in 1983 does there seem to have been significantly less last-minutc
decision making. ®

Taking into account the whole election campaign, 27% of the MORI panel said they might change party at the first survey,

^•d of 'hose who claimed to be commiued did In fact change by polling day. This 31% compares with the 37% who
wh h "P 'he campaign started. Of those who said at wave I that they had 'definitely decided'nich way they were voting and that there was not 'a chance that [they] might change [their] mind', 15% said on the recall wave that

•oMa during the campaign. There was a distinct party effect, with only 8% of initial 'committed' Tories but 17% ofmuted Labour and 23% of 'committed' Liberal Democrats subsequently wavering.
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5. WOULD IT HAVE BEEN BETTER WITH BIGGER SAMPLES?

5.1 What is Sampling Error?

62. One of the most basic tasks in survey research is to ensure that the sample interviewed is

representative of the population being observed. If the polls were wrong in 1992, the possibility that th^

interviewed the wrong people is perhaps the simplest and most obvious explanation. This could arise in

a number of ways.

63. Even the most efficient polls are subject to the risk of sampling variation. Since only a sample rather

than the whole population is interviewed, they are dependent on the law of averages to give them a

representative sample. The extent of likely error is limited, and can be mathematically calculated^i26

64. However, if flaws enter the sampling procedure, other errors are possible. Any procedure which allows

a biased sample - one which makes it more likely that one section of the population will be interviewed

than another - is obviously dangerous. Of course, it is not enough to eliminate bias in deciding who to

approach for interviews - the most perfect sample survey cannot expect to achieve 100% response, and bias
may enter by the refusal of some groups to participate. Some means of compensating for this possibility
is necessary. One means of attempting to achieve this is *quota sampling', which targets types rather than

individuals for interviews, attempting to make samples representative of the population by ensuring that
th^ conform to the appropriate proportion of various demographic sub-categories; quota sampling is used
by most modem opinion polls in Britain, and was the methodology used by all the election polls in 1992.
Weighting is also used to add further accuracy. We have to see how far these methods were successful in
eliminating the possibility of bias in the sample.

65. Another problem for pollsters is to ensure that they are sampling the right population. The polls for
the most part focus on the adult population of Great Britain; if those with the right to vote are n
significantly different group, or if the pollsters fail successfully to isolate the subsection who will actually
vote, error could creep in.

66. The polls in 1992 might have gone wrong in any of these respects, and consequently ended with
unsatisfactory samples.
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67. One of the criticisms that is sometimes levelled at survq^s is that they rely on samples that are too

small; with a sample size of between 1,000 and 2,000, it is suggested, you cannot hope to get a

representative picture of the nation's opinions except by a fluke. This criticism is misconceived, and

statistical error arising from small sample sizes - sampling variability - cannot have contributed significantly
to ̂ qplaining the error of the polls in 1992.

i  t

68. Sampling variability must be distinguished from sampling bias, which we discuss in the next chapter.

Sampling variability is the inevitable mathematical consequence of probability: you cannot draw a perfea
sample every time. In layman's terms, sampling variability is that aspect of polling where the pollsters are

forced to rely on the law of averages, and where the degree of accuracy could theoretically be improved
6y using bigger samples. Sampling bias, by contrast, is a systematic error in the sampling process which
makes some types of individual more likely to be selected than others, and which (X)nsequently skews the

results; this is not related to sample size, since a large but biased sample will perform just as badly as a
small one.

69. The variation between individual polls during the 1992 campaign was comparatively smaU. (See

paragraphs 4 to 7>. A fraction at most of this variation is accounted for by systematic differences,between
Ihe companies. The remaining variation between the polls taken at the same time was probably the effect
of sampling variability, as was most of the variation over time. Allowing for these factors, we find the polls
in substantive agreement, and still adrift from the actual vote. The difference between the final polls and
Ihe actual result is certainly not to be accounted for by sampling variation.

The Thpory of Sampling Viariability

70. When we use a sample to produce estimates of the characteristics of a whole population we have to
accept a degree of imprecision. We cannot expect any single sample to be a perfect representation of the
population. Nor can we expect any two samples to be perfect replicas of each other. This is the concept
of sampling variability; it underlies the cautionary disclaimer almost always attached to reports of opinion
poll results, the warning that the results are subject to sampUng error of, say, plus or minus three percent
for a sample of 1,000 people.

S3 Th^ PVtent ofVnriAhiiity

71. How much variation should we expect in the polls? Unfortunately, this is a veiy complex and technical
question, which causes much confusion for the layman and is difficult to convey simply (above all in a

26

samples.
Although, as we discuss below, strictly speaking these mathematical calculations of probable error apply only to pure random
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popular newspaper). The usual assumption is that the margin of error can be calculated by a relatively
simple formula based on sample size, but strictly speaking this formula applies only to one-off pure
random (or probability) samples (see Appendix 4 and glossary); for normal two-stage, clustered, random
samples, and for quota samples, the position is more complicated.

72. The extent of variability - or the size of likely error - attached to any sample-based statistic can be
estimated from the results of a single surv^. With complex sample designs, as must be used in the polls,
however, this can be a demanding and laborious process.

73. An alternative approach is to use variations between different polls as empirical estimates of sampling
variability. In this approach, a set of polls is regarded as a series of independent replications of the same
process, this is a vahd assumption provided that the polls used essentially the same methodology and that
there was no movement in the variables being estimated (or, alternatively, that the pattern of movement
is known). We know that the methods used by different pollsters vary little; if they produce systematically
different results the difference is too small to be readily detected^. We also know that, over the four-
week campaign period in 1992, there was little underlying movement in aggregate reported voting
intentions, ̂ cept for the rise in Liberal Democrat support. We can therefore proceed by assuming, after
allowing for this minor trend, that we would eq)ect all polls to produce the same estimates; variations
between them are taken to arise from sampling variability; this enables us to achieve a numerical estimate
of the variation.

74. Analysis of variations between 50 polls carried out during the campaign gives us an estimate of about
1.5% as the Standard Error* of an estimate of a single party's share of vote. (This result is almost identical
to that calculated in the same way after the 1987 General Election^.) The standard error is a measure
of the extent of imprecision inherent in any given poll result. It is the kind of fluctuation from overall
trend that must be ejqfected to arise. We should not be surprised at even greater fluctuations: for example,
one in twenty poll estimates can be expected to deviate from the overall trend by more than twice the
standard error (plus or minus 3% in the case of a single party share). This is the '95% Confidence Interval'
( he level of accuracy that 95% of polls can statistically be expected to achieve) and is the figure usually
quoted as an estimate of the sampling error of a poll's results. On the other hand, most polls will be more
accurate than this - nineteen in twenty can be expected to be within the 3% band, but half can be expected
to have an error of no more than 1%.
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75. Our empirical analysis of variation between the polls confirms that the standard ±3% margin of error
usually quoted is a realistic statement of the sampling error normally to be expected in opinion polls.

76. Any poll's estimate of the gap between two parties (e.g. between Labour and Conservative) will be less
pre^e, since it is calculated as the difference between two imprecise estimates. From the same 50 polls

can estimate the standard error of the gap between the two largest parties at about 2.5%. The 95%

confidence interval is plus or minus 5%. (Again these are veiy similar to the estimates derived in 1987.)
Thus, we should not be surprised if a single poll produces an estimate of the gap or lead which deviates
from the overall trend by 5%. In a series of 50 polls we expect two or three to deviate from trend by even
uiore. In 1992, two did so: a Harris poll for the Daify Express in the second week of the campaign showing
u 5% Tory lead, and a MORI poll for The Times in the third week showing a 7% Labour lead. Even these
deviations could be due to sampling variability, although the MORI 7% lead, which coincided with leads
of 6% (Harris) and 4% (ICM) in other polls, may be a reflection of a genuine movement

^ The FfTd^t of Averaging Polls

77. Th^e margins of error sound large, but th^ are not nearly large enough to explain the error in the
polls' estimates ofi the final result. The results of a single poll, using a sample of around 1,500 or 2,000,

be subject to Lme imprecision. As an example, the last poll in the campaign - an ICM poU for the
^ordian carried but on 8 April - produced an estimate that Labour and Conservative were exactfy level
^ terms voting intentions. The 95% confidence interval around this estimate (on the assumptions
outlined above) was of a 5% Labour lead through to a 5% Conservative lead: a wide range, but unlikely

the margins. Much more likely, a two-to-one bet, is that it would fall within a 2.5% Conservative to
2-5% Labour range.

78. Even for this one poll, however, sampling variability is an extremely unlikely explanation of the
discrepancy between the poll estimate and the result the following day of a Conservative lead of close to

And we are concerned in this report not with a discrepancy for a single poll but a systematic
discrepancy for many different polls.

79 Th#»• A ne mam determinant of sampling variability is the size of the sample: the larger the sample, the lower
the sampling variability. When we look at the average results yielded by a number of polls we are
effectively considering a larger sample. Thus, we saw in Chapter 1 that the four polls carried out in the
last two days of the campaign suggested, on average, a Labour lead of about 1%. With a combined sample
size close to 8,000, the 95% confidence interval around the average estimate of the gap between the two

28 M. Collins, 'Lessons trora the Polls' (1988 MRS Conference Papers).
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largest parties was roughly from a Labour lead of 3% through to a Conservative lead of 1%: a much

narrower range, well distant from the aaual result

80. If we look at the campaign as a whole, the effect is even more dramatic. Then we have 50 polls, with

an aggregate sample size of around 75,000 interviews. In terms of sampling variability, the average

estimate, of a Labour lead of about 1.5%, had high precision. The 95% confidence interval - about one-

third of one percent either way - would encompass only a range in the Labour lead from just over 1% to
just under 2%. Plainly, this slight imprecision is not even a significant contributory explanation of the

difference between the polls' estimate of a Labour lead of 1.5% and the outcome of a Conservative lead
of 7.6%.

5.5 The ICM Press Association Poll

81. In confirmation, we can note the results of the very large poll carried out by ICM for the Press

Association about a week before the election. With over 10,000 interviews, this poll would be expected
to have high precision, with 95% confidence intervals of about plus or minus 0.5% on a party share and
about plus or minus 1% on the lead.

82. In the event, the poll suggested a Labour lead of 2.5%, slightly greater than the average estimate of
the lead in other polls at the time, but close in party vote shares to all of them. (See Appendix 1). In other
words, the bigger sample made no appreciable difference to the findings^. Sampling variability can
probably explain why the poll deviated somewhat from others; it does almost nothing to explain why its
results bore little resemblance to the actual election result.
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6. WERE THE SAMPLES CHOSEN WRONGLY?

83. In the previous chapter we examined one type of sampling error, san^Ung variability. A second, and

potentially much more dangerous form of sampling error is sampling bias: this is what happens when there
is a' sj^tematic flaw in the method of drawing samples which skews the whole process with the result that

the average sample - the '^Epected' result - will be unrepresentative. We concluded that sampling variability
does nothing to explain the error in 1992; sampling bias, by contrast, we believe to have been a significant

contributory factor.

$.1 Qiipta samplin)!

The vast majority of polls published during the campaign used a veiy similar quota sampling
methodology. Quota sampling is a method by which interviewers instead of targeting specific individuals
Pre-selected from a list (as in random sampling) target types of individuals to fit predetermined target
numbers or Vptas'. The population is divided up into a number of categories, and the nprnber in each
category or 'cell' of the quota reflects that category's size in the population as a whole - for example, if
a quota was set -by age the interviewers might be instructed to cany out 13% of their interviews with
respondents ag^ 18-24, since that is the proportion of 18-24 year olds in the entire adult population.
85. TTie purposUOf quota sampUng is to ensure that the sample is representative of the population when
jndged liy the J^riables used in the quotas (e.g. age), and it is hoped thereby to ensure that it wffl also be
representative of the other iactois which the survey is attempting to measure (e.g. voting behaviour). The
quota methods used by most polling companies aim to mirror the structure of the adult population within
selected variables. TVpically they ensure that the achieved sample is representative by sex, by age (up to
four age groups would be specified), by social class (up to four groups) and some polls include working
Status.

86. These methods of necessity simplify the segmentation of the adult population and there is a possibility
that within each cell of the quota an unrepresentative sample is contacted. The risk that any sample may
'ook representative by accepted classification methods but contain some other bias remains. This may be
particutorly likely if those within any cell who are most available to be interviewed, or who are most willing
to be interviewed, are unrepresentative. This is the next possibility that we must investigate: there are clear
signs that the samples achieved were, indeed, unrepresentative. If so, are there alternative or variant
methods avaUable which wili reduce the risk or enable the pollsters to compensate for it?

29The same was true of the 1991 Press Association poll, which, with a 10,000 sample, yielded findings closely in line with ih®
other polls (based on smaller samples) conducted at the same time.
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How the quota method was operated in 1992

What were the quota controls used?

87. All the companies used virtually the same basic sets of variables in their quota controls. Age, sex and
social grade (see glossary) featured in all quotas and most companies also used working status. The
National Readership Survey (NRS)^ was generally used as the source for quotas, with additional use of
OPCS mid 1990 population projections and by NOP of their own random omnibus survey (which in turn
is weighted on the basis of NRS and OPCS figures). There were variations in the extent to which the quota
variables were interlocked with each other. Table 14 summarises the quotas set by each of the polling
organisations.

Tablel^ Quota controls used by each polling organisation

Number
of cells

Gallup Tele^aph 22

Harris ITN 12

Harris Observer 12

Harris Express 12

ICM Guardian 12

Mori Tones 12

NOP Independent 13

Five age (18-24,25-34,35-44, 45-54, 65-t-), within sex; four class (AB, Cl,
C2, DE) within sex; working/not working within sex.
Four age groups within sex (18-29, 30-44, 45-64, 65-i-); four class (AB,
Cl, C2, DE).
Four age groups within sex (18-24, 25-44 ,45-pension age, over pension
age); four class (AB, Cl, C2, DE).
Four age groups within sex (18-24, 25-44 ,45-pension age, over pension
age); four class (AB, Cl, C2, DE).
Sex, three class (ABCl, C2, DE), four age (18-24, 25-44,45-64,65+) and
three working status (Full time, part time, not working).
Sex, four age (18-24,25-39,40-retiremenl age, pensioner), four class (AB,
Cl, C2, DE), working status (working, not working).
Three age (18-34, 35-54, 55+) within three class (ABCl, C2, DE),
Working status within sex (Male full time, male other, female full or part
time, female not working).

88. With one exception, these quotas were operated through taking an equal number of interviews at each
ber of constituency sampling points, chosen collectively to be representative of the nation as a

(  ch company had its own individual set or sets of sampling points; we discuss the selection of
sampling points below, paragraph 230 et seq).

Gallup sample design for their final poll was unlike the others. It was a mixture of 150
presentative sampling points with 10 interviews in each and an additional 50 Conservative marginal seats
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with 20 interviews in each yielding about 2,500 interviews. Substantial weighting was applied to correct the

oversampling in Conservative marginals^^

If the quota system were operating effectively, we would expect the polls' measures of other

demographic variables not included in the quota to be fairly accurate. As we shall see, this was not the
case. The estimates of at least two important variables were very poor - the samples were unrepresentative,
^is led naturally to error in the voting intention estimates.

How did the pollsters weight their findings?
91- Hand-in-hand with quota techniques goes the weighting of the data. Most pollsters applied corrective
weighting to their polls. Those who did apply weights made sure that any smaU failures in the field to meet
quotas were corrected. MORI and NOP used additional variables in their weighUng which were not part
of the quota controls.

Weighting is a useful and nonnally necessary adjustment to check and conect for any deviation.
However, the investigation of classification variables indicates that the use of these additional variables
«>^eighting in 1992 probably made the voting intention estimates worse by inflating Labour support. But
'his seems to have arisen for the most part from the use of inaccurate data as a basis for we.ghting; had
'he weightings been correct, the adjustments could have improved the estimates.

iTable 15: Weighting strategies used by each polling organisation in po
Gahup Tele^apH Weighted for sex, class, region and marginaii.y of constituency to correct the

oversampling of Conservative margina
Harris ITN No weighting applied to final poll
Harris Observer No weighting applied to final poll
l^nis Express No weighting applied to final poU ^

^^ardian Weighted for age, sex, class, wo ® housing tenure and region.WORI Times Weighted tor age, sex, class, Ph™^ ie and car ownership.
WP,.nted for age, sex, class, workingJtatuMio^ rj

Qx . i« that there are a few cases where decisions• One conclusion that has emerged from our investiga
nf t- . . this does not seem to have been a seriouslighting were not taken on a consistent basis. Alt g ... .
contriK rftinaerous. It is preferable for weighting strategiesuontnbutory factor to the 1992 error, it is potentially dangerous f

30The National Readership Survev is a ranrtrxm • .
basis by Research Services Limited which measure*; of over 30,000 interviews a year, undertaken on a continuous
electoral register For further details' see National demographic variables. Up to 1992 the sampling frame was theNauonal Readmh.p Suwev: Tabl^ RM.,ine ,n 1W (London: NRS,

3, to find a slight Q>nscivaUve lead in their Hnai

poll aitl^r „L more Tory than die average of the other potts.•  "bough their polls throughout the campaign were a little m
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to be designed in advance and adhered to throughout a poll series, rather than based on ad hoc decisions
taken for each particular poll.

94. In detailed examination of the quotas set and achieved, and of any corrective weighting, a few minor
inadequacies were found. For example, one company used the proportion of 15-24 year olds in their quota
for 18-24s; another used somewhat out-of-date NRS statistics as the basis of their quota controls while
another used an alternative social grade profile not based on NRS results (and found fewer ABCls). B
minor inadequacies of individual polls do not contribute to the explanation of the generally poo
performance of the polls collectively. We need to find some significant shortcoming that was common
aU.

Variations in poll jfindings on classification variables

95. We can test how well the polls succeeded in achieving representative samples by exam' * g
measures of classification data - demographic information for which reliable objective data is n
for comparison from other sources. The polls differed considerably in the amount of informa
Some gathered a lot of data on their respondents while others restricted themselves to just th ^d
used in the quota controls. However, there is some evidence that the general sampling m SY ^
quota 'Controls employed failed to provide consistent and valid measures of certain key
particular, the measures of housing tenure and car ownership give indications that th g
sampling approach used may have had some weaknesses. Each of these variables shoul jT^ially
unchanged during the campaign and we would expect the polls to produce a range of esti
distributed around the true figure. In fact, there were three distinct danger signs, th
unweightedfigureswasconsiderably higher than should be expected; the average of the g
was some way fi-om the true proportion, indicating a bias in the samples; and the appli
to correct for bias actually made the figures worse, not better.

Housing Tenure ^
96. Housing tenure is quite strongly correlated with voting behaviour. In particular, ggsure^
a much higher probability of voting Labour. Table 16 shows the proportion of council tena^
m 22 campaign polls which collected this data. The polls are rank ordered on the unweight pe
rvf . •« thp case of thosecouncil tenants. (Not all the polls in the table are weighted by housing tenure i measure o(
re not, the difference between the weighted and unweighted figures reflects the eff -ghted

tenure of weighting by other factors. It should be noted that even those polls which were
tenure do not all perfectly reflect the target figure. This is an effect of rim-weighting, this tec q
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polls to be simultaneously weighted by a number of control variables, but it is not always possible to
precisely meet all the targets.)

Table 16: Proportion of council tenants measured in 22 campaign poUs

Pollster Poll

Census 1991
NRS 1991
NOP
NOP

Gallup
Nop

Gallup
Gallup
Nop
Nop
Nop
Mori
Nop
Mori
ICM
ICM
Mori
Gallup
Gallup
Harris
Mori
Mori
Harris
Harrisj

Mail on Sunday 2
Independent 3
Final poll
Mail on Sunday 4
Second poll
Third poll
Independent 1
Mail on Sunday 3
Independent 2
Times final poll
Independent final
Times fourth poll
PA 10,000 poU
Final poll
Times second poll
First poll
Fourth poll
ITN second poll
Times third poll
Times first poll
ITN final poll
ITN first poll

Unweighted
%

17.5

18.8

19.0

19.7

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.4

20.5

20.6

20.7

21.6

22.0

22.0

22.4

23.0

23.0

23.0

23.2

23.2

25.0

26.0

Weighted
%

19.5

21.5

24.0 ♦
24.0*

20.0

24.0*

21.0

20.0

24.0*

24.0*

24.0*

24.0*

24.0 ♦
12,9*

23.0

22.0 ^
22.5 ♦
24.0
23.0
17.0*

23.4*
23.2

25.0

25.0

» Polls weighted by tenure

97 tk .i:. « 17';^ to 26% before any weighting wasc estimate of council tenants in Table 16 ranged o • ♦ the campaign,
a variation of 8.5% on a measure that should have heen sutdc throughout the camp go

«>mpanles which weighted by housing tenure" seem to have adop j
target for this variabi. L pubUcation of 1991 census dan. (which

) suggests that the correct proportion of adults in councU hommg dumg j^ted
weights were applied they generally led to an overstatement of councd tenants an

^"Shtiy the Labour vote.

'y MORI weighted their final poll by tenure.
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99. This confusion seems to have arisen from two sources. One was the use of the percentage of

households in council houses as the target rather than the percentage of individuals: this was measured
at 24% by the General Household Suiv^ and 25% by the National Readership Survey. Second, it appears

that even allowing for the confusion between households and individuals, the figures used were higher than

those eventually published in the Census, which found only 21.4% of households were council tenancies

and only 19.5% of adults lived in these households. The NRS over the relevant period in fact found 21.5%

of adults were council tenants; the results for June 1992 - May 1993 based on the Postcode Address File
sample and computer assisted personal interviews shows council tenants down to 20.0% (see paragraph

107 et seq below). This is much closer to the 1991 census results.

100. It is worth noting that although there was considerable variation in the unweighted findings on tenure,

with one exception the effect of weighting was to worsen (or leave unaltered) rather than to improve the
accuracy. In this respect the quota methodology appears to have performed better than the weighting. This
was the case even for those companies who were not weighting by tenure, which indicates that the cause
of the unrepresentativeness of the samples involved more than just the fact of using one incorrect weight.

101. The exception, the second poll which Harris conducted for ITN, clearly had some sample problems.
The weighting applied reduced the council tenants from 23% to just 17%. This survey still produced a 6%
Labour lead, one of the highest of the campaign. It would have been even higher without this corrective
weighting. This was probably a rogue poll (see glossary) and Harris used the housing tenure profile of
respondents from their exit poll at the previous General Election as the base for corrective weighting. This
was an unusual weighting strategy.

of the

Car ownership

102. Car availability is another variable related to voting intention which was measured by some —
pollsters. Adults living in households with two or more cars are more likely to vote Conservative. Table 1*7
shows the results from fifteen campaign poll estimates of the proportion of adults living in households
with two or more cars. The unweighted measures are in the range 24% to 27%, but after weighting the

ge widens to 21% to 27%. The NOP weighting plan used the car ownership variable and the profile
is based on results from their regular random omnibus survey.
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Table 17: Proportion In two or more car households measured in 16 campaign polls

Pollster

NRS 1991
Census 1991
NOP

NOP

NOP

NOP
NOP
NOP

Nop
NOP

Gallup
Gallup
Gallup
Gallup
Harris
Gallup
Harris

Poll

MaU. On Sunday 2
Mail On Sunday 3
MaU On Sunday 4
Independent 1
Independent 2
Independent 3
Independent Final
MaU On Sunday 1
Second poll
First poll
Third poll
Final poll
Observer 2

Fourth poll
ITN Final

Unweighted Weighted

% %

31.8

30.1

24.4 21.1

26.1 21.1

23.8 21.1

n/a 22.0

n/a 22,0

n/a 22.0

n/a 22,0

24.4 23.2

25.0 24.0

24.0 25.0

26.0 25.0

25.0 25.0

25.0 25.0

26.0 27.0

27.0 27.0

103- Again, it seems that the polls generally underestiinate this characteristic. The 1991 NRS gives an
estimate of 31.8% for adults aged 18 and over Uving in two-car households. As we have observed with
housing tenure, if the polls had achieved more accurate estimates of car ownership, the Ubour vote would

been reduced.
i  I

I'M. On the evidence presented so htr, it seems that weU-«,n.roUed quon. samples which produced
representative sampled based on age, set and social gra^ did not usually produce reliable estunates o
«>«nca tenure or car ownership. Both these variables are related to voting patterns, and the measurement
error was in the same direction - a tendency to overstate Ubour support Nor was the error a n^or on^
■""e <««ere„ce between the worst estimates of the polls and the figures they would have achteved by^e'Shting to a correct estimate of either of the two variables would have been equivalent to a swmg of
around 1%, a quarter of the total error.

'^^de Union membership ., • ♦ a-a^"^•^contrast.athirdvariablemeasuredbysomepolls.ersthatalsocorrela.esw.th^^^
Oemonstrate bias in any particular direction although there was once agam »me vanation m the""•Mters- estimates. Table 18 shows the results ftom fifteen campaign polls which climated i^on

"•^mbeiship. -me estimates range from 15% to 21%. There is no definitive source of v^danon^enal^-•hisesfimatebut based on past surveys thepollsters-espectationwasl9%unionmembersm^^
Wfieed precisely the figure found by the British Hection Study.
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Table 18: Proportion of Trade Union members measured in 15 campaign polls

Pollster Poll Unweighted Weighted

% %
BES 19.0

Harris ITN Final poll 15.0 15.0

Harris ITN First poll 16.0 16.0

Gallup Fourth poll 17.0 17.0
[

Harris ITN Second poll 17.0 18.0
MORI Times First poll 17.9 17.9
Gallup First poll 18.0 18.0 1

Gallup Final poll 18.0 18.0 J

Gallup Second poll 19.0 19.0
i

j
Gallup Third poll

19.0 19.0
MORI Times Final poll

19.4 19.5 '

MORI S,Times Baseline
19.6 19.2

MORI Times Second poll
19.7 19.5 j

1

MORI Times Fourth poll
19.8 19.4 i

MORI First Tuesday poll
21.2 20.8

MORI Times Third poll
21.2 21.1

106. In this respect our findings are more encouraging: most of the polls* estimates are close to the
expected figure. Trade union membership is, presumably, better correlated with the variables used for
quotas (not least working status) than are housing tenure, number of cars or, most importantly, voting
behaviour. This iUustrates the importance of having effective variables as the basis for quotas (or
weighting) if quota sampling is to be successful.

Data sources for weighting and quotas
107. Of course, the success of the quota methodology also depends crucially on the availability of accurat
information on tho distribution of the social characteristics on which quotas are set. All of the opinio®
polls relied in whole or in part upon the results of the National Readership Survey as their source for this
information , although measuring the social profile of the country is not one of the explicit objectives
of the survey. This survey uses random rather than quota sampling and is undertaken on a continuous basis
by Research Services Ltd^. At the time of the election, the most recent information available from the
survey was for 1990; in two years social change is unlikely to have been a substantial source of error

while NoTa'l^uI^d ^ »heir source for the distribution of age and se*.NOP also used their own random omnibus survey. The NRS was itself weighted to the OPCS mid-year estimates.

^ For further details see National Readership Survey; Tables relating to Jannaiy-Pecember 1992 (London: NRS, 1993)..
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Contrary to some press reports after the election, none of the pollsters relied upon the results of the 1981

Census which was of course substantially out of date by the time of the 1992 election^.

108. The recent publication of results from the 1991 Census provides an opportunity to assess the social
profile of the National Readership Survey. We have been able to make a number of comparisons between

the results for all of the 1991 NRS surveys together and the results of the 1991 Census, although there

are a number of differences between the methodology of the Census and the NRS, which make comparison

tlifScult. Most importantly, the Census does not use the Social Grade classification scheme, so we are
unable to check accuracy in that respect. The NRS does however also classify its respondents by the
standard occupational classification used in the Census, so we can compare the distribution of occupations
ut the two sources using that criterion.

109- Table 19 shows a number of comparisons between the results of the NRS and the Census. In many
respects the results of the NRS are similar to those of the Census. Its gender and age distribution (which
K weighted to the OPCS mid-year estimates) is veiy close to that of the Census. But in other respects
there are some important differences*'. j.

. used to select sampling points for the NaUonal Readership Survey
still«it .

in ̂  lhat the stratification procedureon figures fi:iom the 1981 Census.

.. tpniire tvoe. and not the more commonly
aged 18+ living in ° type.
ercentage of households m eacMen ^ percentage of
s aged 17+ living in households without

®  following:\^*"is IS the percentage of persons aged 18+ living in „ type.
SSLOwne^k^ relevant figure of the percentage of households m without a car, rather.his is the peieenttge of person aged 17+ IMog ta

SsSBomier?^'""'^ „,„e,duded from the count of pail+imcworkeo■— Based on peisons aged 16+. these working less than 8 hou aagnionaily recorded 0S% of respondents as'» Ike NRS and those workiog less than 10 houis in the Census. Ike NRS addtn
kfjjor OceT°"^® 'MS than 8 houis a week. ,
^^jTiiji. i Groups! Based on employees and self-employed aged • . respondents for whom social class^^'^^^Sapiiso^sj^ss: Based on^nomicaily active petsons. TTtese not classdled we
§2^o-Errk^" ^ ascertained or who were members of the armed ^®"^' ^popdents for whom socio-economic group^SaaaioGiouE Based on econoniieaib active pe.sons.Tkose not classified wetere^^^

""I" not be ascertained.
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Table 19: Comparing the National Readership Survey and the Census

Gender

Male

Female

Age
18-24
25-44
45-64
65-1-

Housing Tenure
Council houses
Owner occupied houses

Car Ownership
No car
One car
Two cars
Three or more cars

Economic Activity
Work full-time
Work part-time
Unemployed
Retired
Students
Other

Major Occupational Grnnpc
Managers & Proprietors
Professionals
Asst^te Professionals
Clerical and Secretarial
Skilled trades
Protective & Personal Service
Sales

Machine Operators
Agriculture & Other Elementary

Registrar GftneraPs Social riocc
I Professional etc
n Managerial and technical
nn^ Skilled non-manual
IIIM Skilled Manual
IV Partly skilled
V Unskilled
Unclassified

Socio-Ecnnomic Omnp
Employers and Managers
Professionals
Ju^or non-manual
Skilled manual
Semi-skilled manual
Unskilled manual
Unclassified

NRS 1991

%

48.1

51.9

13.4

37.9

28.0

20.6

21.5

69.2

24.3

44.8

23.7

7.6

44.5

10.3

5.0

14.7

4.7

20.0

11.8

9.0

8.1

17.1

17.5

9.8

7.0

10.3

9.3

3.1

21.6

22.4

24.5

16.4

6.5

4.7

12.4
3.0

32.1

25.0

16.1

6.0

Census 1991
%

Ann

52.3

13.2

38.1

28.7

20.1

19.5
69.9

25.9

43.8

22.7

6.6

45.2

9.8
5.7

19.0

3.8

16.2

15.9
8.7

8.7

16.1
14.5

9.1
7.2

10.3
8.6

4.7

27.3
22.8
21.3
15.9
6.0

2.0

14.7
4.5

32.6
21.2
15.8
5.5

For notes to the table see footnote 36
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110. The most important is in respect of occupation. On all three measures in the table - major

occupational groups, Registrar General's Social Class, and Sodo-Economic Group - the NRS has fewer
persons than the Census in professional and/or managerial occupations and more in manual (especially
skilled manual) ones. Given that persons in professional and managerial occupations are more likety to
vote Conservative and those in manual occupations to vote Labour this suggests that quotas based on the

NRs may result in too many Labour voters being interviewed and too few Conservative voters.

111. In addition, the NRS also seems to have fotmd slightly more council tenants", but this was at the
«£pense of those who were privately renting rather than owner occupiers. On the other hand, the NRS
"oes not systematically contain more persons in social groups likely to vote Labour, for it reports a higher
number of persons living in households without cars than does the Census.

112- The NRS also seems to contain fewer retired and unemployed persons. These differences m particular
may well arise because of differences in the way in which the Census and the NRS are administered. In
m'y event, ali of the polls simply set quotas for the proportion who were working and not working (where
ihe two sources are largely in agreement) and not the different categories of those not workmg.

Tltese findings suggest that there is a need to esamine whether the opinion polls should continue to
">e NRS as the basis for setting quotas. Although some or even aU of the

■^^^ences in methodology mther than any sampling bias in the NRS, it is evident that the ^S ̂ y n
provide a whoUy accurate measure of the sOdal profile of the country. Greater use im

Of govem„,„. surveys which do aim to measure tite «,un«ys social profile stich as the General
"ooselioid Survey rather than relying upon a survey for which that objective ts secondary.

Since I9P1 NRS has made some important changes to its methodology.
1900.-. „ 1992 the postcode address me nas

—ivrewmg has used the CAP! techmque , wuu. ^ ^
»"med as a sampling frame (see glossary) rather than the electom ^

thar*^' evidence to suggest that the soaal profile o ^
cha Census«. However, some of the differences betweenwhile the NRS still has fewer persons classified as Managers

note that in January-June 1992 the proportion of council tenants in the NR
.  ̂ministered by a portable computer with responses

®'»tered di ' assisted personal interviewing - uses a *^"®®^^j^ifnique.^ dir^tly by the interviewer rather than the traditional paper-based techmqu
Th. u qqQiCensusinitsstratificationproceduresfromJanuaryl993.®  was also able to intbrporate information from the 199

40 f «mahts aDPlied to smooth differences in the
^^^al * ^°^er, that the impact of any change may have been delayed because o' c of the sample between one month and the next.

39.
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recorded bv thp p/»nci.c r\

establishing targets for quotas "T information forg targets for quotas and weighting would still seem to be valid.

Table 20: Recent trends in the NaH»n„. Readenihip Survey

Housing Teniirft
Council houses
Owner occupied houses

1991

%
1992

%

1993

%

21.4

69.5
20.0

70.5
18.8

70.7

23.4 22.6 24.0
Economic Activity
Work full-time
Work part-time 41.7
Unemployed 11.3
Retired 4.9 53
Others (inc. Students) 14.1
.  26.7Maior Or/nipotf^n.,!

Managers & Proprietors
Professionals U.9 12.3
Ass(^*ate Professionals 9.4
Qerical and Secretarial 8.3
Skilled trades ^2.1 jg 3
Protective & Personal Service 17.9
^3les 9.8 jQ Q
Machine Operators 6.7
Agriculture & Other Elementary 10-2

9-3 9.0

Source; Research Services Ltd
115. The Social Grade profile of the NRS in
change since the general » P^rticu ar has also been subject to a further methodological5 ucrai election. Until Julv 199^ h
basis of the occupation of the Head respondent was assigned a Social Grade on the
basis of the ̂ ief Income Earner Th ®"^ee July 1992 the assignment has been on the
property in which a respondent lives ^ Household is the person who is responsible for the
Chief Income Earner is simply the T' ^ a married woman, her husband) whereas the
distribution of respondents by Social household with the highest income. The reported
however, because a weighting procedur * immediately affected by the change,
month's sample. But the impact of th^ smooth differences in the Social Grade profile of each
following table shows, even after allowi procedure had disappeared by July 1993, and as the
the change does seem to have increased^s changes in the distribution of the Social Grade,
and C1 categories and reduced the number in th C2^ P^®P°rtion who are classified as being in the AB
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116. This change does not, however, have any relevance to an assessment of the utility of the NRS as a

source for targets for quotas and weighting. The change of methodology changes how those who are

interviewed are classified, not who is interviewed. But it clear that if opinion polls continue to use the

NRS as a source of information they should now also classify their respondents by the Social Grade of the
Uhief Income Earner.

Table 21: Recent trends in the National Readership Survey

AB

C1

C2

DE

1991 1992 1993

Jan-Jun Jul-Dec Jan-Jun Jul-Dec

% % % % %

17.9 18.0 18.1 19.3 20.4

24.1 24.2 25.2 26.2 27.0

27.1 27.6 26.9 25.0 23.9

30.8 30.2 29.7 29.4 28.8

Source: Research Services Ltd

E)o Quota samples suffer an availability bias?

While the quotas used may have been accurate this is not the same thing as saying that they were
""equate. As we have already seen (paragraph 95 at seg), the election surveys did not always achieve a
'^Presenutive sample of the population in terms of a number of key social charactenst.cs. A further
'"^^^tigation into the adequacy of the quota methodology in the 1992 election has been undertaken by
^°*eli,etai«. Theysuggest that even when opinion polls have an accurate social profile of the popul^on
«  of the quotas which are used, they are still more likely to interview Ubour sup^rters. They

that this is because quota polls are normally undertaken over a short period of tune wth no attemptto recontactthoselare initially unavaaable for i«terview.and that Ubour supporters
^^ly available for interview than Conservative supporters.

W the quota rules allow interviewers discretion to pick unwittingly unrepresentative samples within
quota cell, which groups are most Ukely to be excluded?

thai
' "'Xtr ar^usebound). and members of the armedy (especially those who are living in insututio rfch ,iving in large houses at the end

of?^ «te possible examples. It has also been claimed that' restrictive entiy systems would
g Stives, and people in high rise tower blocks in inner ty

^  British ElecUon^TneFatture of .he PeinSeiHic^
Quarter^ r'®"' ̂  Hedges, P.Lynn, G.Farrant, and A. Heath, TTie

^  238-63.

118.

each
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Table 18: Proportion of Trade Union members measured in 15 campaign polls

Pollster

BBS

Harris

Harris

Gallup
Harris

MORI

Gallup
Gallup
Gallup
Gallup
MORI

MORI

MORI

MORI

MORI .

MORI :

ITN Final poll
ITN First poll
Fourth poll
ITN Second poll
Times First poll
First poll
Final poll
Second poll
Third poll
Times Final poll
S.Times Baseline

Times Second poll
Times Fourth poll
First Tuesday poll
Times Third poll

Unweighted
%

Weighted
%

19.0

15.0

16.0

17.0

18.0

17.9

18.0

18.0

19.0

19.0

19.5

19.2

19.5

19.4

20.8

21.1

106. In this respect our findings are more encouraging: most of the poiis" estimates are dose to the
expected figure. Trade union membership is, presumabiy, better correlated with the variables used for
quotas (not least working status) than are housing tenure, number of cars or, most importantly, voting
behaviour. This illustrates the importance of having effective variables as the basis for quotas (or
weighting) if quota sampling is to be successful.

Contrary to some press reports after the election, none of the pollsters relied upon the results of the 1981
Census which was of course substantially out of date by the time of the 1992 election .

108. The recent publication of results from the 1991 Census provides an opportunity to assess the social
profile of the National Readership Survey. We have been able to make a number of comparisons between
the results for all of the 1991 MRS surveys together and the results of the 1991 Census, although there
areanumberofdifferences between the methodologyoflheCensus and the NRS,which make comparison

difficult. Most importantly, the Census does not use the Social Grade classification scheme, so we are
wabie to check accuracy in that respect. The MRS does however also classify its respondents by the
standard occupational classification used in the Census, so we can compare the distribution of occupations
ht the two sources using that criterion.

w  thf^ rp^iilK of the NRS and the Census. In many
109. Table 19 shows a number of comparisons between the

rPficiK Its eender and age distribution (which
respects the results of the NRS are similar to those of the Ce

tn flint of the Census. But in other respects
^ weighted to the OPCS mid-year estimates) is very close to
there are some important differences^.

Data sources for weighting and quotas

107. Of course, the success of the quota methodology also depends crucially on the availability of accurate
information on the distribution of the social characteristics on which quotas are set. All of the opinion
polls relied in whole or in part upon the results of the National Readership Survey as their source for this
information , although measuring the social profile of the country is not one of the explicit objectives
of the survey. This survey uses random rather than quota sampling and is undertaken on a continuous basis
by Research Services Ltd^. At the time of the election, the most recent information available from the

survey was for 1990; in two years social change is unlikely to have been a substantial source of error.

mid-year population estimates for 1990 published by OPCS as their source for the distribution of age and sac,
while NOP also used their own random omnibus survey. The NRS was itself weighted to the OPCS mid-year estimates.

^ For further details see National Readership Survey: Tables relating to January-December 1992 (London: NRS, 1993)._

H tn select sampling points for the National Readership Survey stiU
It is true, however, that the stratification procedure

*^Iied in part on figures from the 1981 Census.

V  . .. f -«/.h f«»nure tvpe, and not the more commonly
In the table, note the following: j,, households of

-3llSjn&. tenure: this is the percentage of Pf tage of households in eac ^ ̂  rather than the percentage of
quoted but less relevant figure of the living in households without

--JLOwnersbip- this is the percentage of persons ag excluded from the count of part-time workers
households without a car. than 8 hours arc ^^ed 0.8% of respondents as

^^mic Actlvitv: Based on persons aged 16+. m Hie tits.
^^Hii^NRS and those working less than 10 hours
^  working less than 8 houR a self-employed ag^ 16+- . iflgd were respondents for whom social class
^^-^l^Occupatinnal Groups: Based on empl y „ g^jiyg persons. Those n
^^trar-Generai's Social Classj Based on e"'"® of the armed f^ces- -spondents for whom socio-economic group

could not be asc^ned or who Vtosc not classified were lespon
^SSlOiEconomic Group: Based on economically active pe

could not be ascertained.
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Table 19: Comparing the National Readership Survey and the Census

Gender
Male

Female

Age
18-24

25-44
45-64

65+

Housing Tenure
Council houses
Owner occupied houses

Car Ownership
No car

One car
Two cars
Three or more cars

Economic Activit
Work full-time

Work part-time
Unemployed
Retired

Students

Other

Major Occupational Groups
Managers & Proprietors
Professionals

Associate Professionals
Clerical and Secretarial
Skilled trades

Protective & Personal Service
Sales

Machine Operators
Agriculture &. Other Elementary

Registrar GeneraPs Social Class
I Professional etc
II Managerial and technical
IIINM Skilled non-manual
IIIM Skilled Manual
rv Partly skilled
V Unskilled

Unclassified

Socio-Economic Group
Employers and Managers
Professionals
Junior non-manual
Skilled manual
Semi-skilled manual
Unskilled manual
Unclassified

NRS 1991
%

For notes to the table see footnote 36

'J

,1

.}

b

Census 1991

%

110. The most important is in respect of occupation. On all three measures in the table - major
occupational groups. Registrar General's Social Class, and Socio-Economic Group - the NRS has fewer
persons than the Census in professional and/or managerial occupations and more in manual (espeaaUy
Skilled manual) ones. Given that persons in professional and managerial occupations are more likely to
vote Conservative and those in manual occupations to vote labour this suggests that quotas based on the
NRS may result in too many Labour voters being interviewed and too few Conservative voters.

111. In addition, the NRS also seems to have found slightly more council tenants", but this was at the
expense of those who were privately renting rather than owner occupiers. On the other hand, the NRS
does not systematically contain more persons in social groups likely to vote Labour, for it reports a higher
number of persons living in households without cars than does the Cens

112. n,. NRS .0 —

»,«, o,««.. " "T "■
f r thP nroDortion who were working and not workmg (whereany event, all of the polls simply set quotas for the p p . . . ^nrvino

\  A nr\t thp different categories of those not working,the two sources are largely in agreement) and not th

j  ominf whether the opinion polls should continue to113. These findings suggest that there is a need to examinethese findings sugges differences may reflect
"se the NRS as the basis for setting quotas. A1 h g ^
«fferences in methodology rather than any samp mg > ^ ^
provide a wholly accurate measure of the social pro ^
future of government surveys which do aim to measur ^ ^ secondaiy.
Household Survey rather than relying upon a survey or w

^  ,.„„es to its methodology. In particular, since July114. Since 1991 the NRS has made some impo ^ January 1992 the postcode address file has
1^ interviewing has used the CAPI technique , electoral register^". And indeed as Table 20

used as a sampling frame (see glossary) rather than become more similar to
shows, there is some evidence to suggest that the social p reflect real social
that of the 1991 Census® However, some of the differences smed Trades than were^^angewhile the NRS still has fewer persons Classified as Managersa

.ion of council tenants in the NRS was just 19.8%.

: survey was also able to incorporate informstion
ion fmm the 1991 Census in

Note, however, that the impact of any change raj hw been d y
profile of the sample between one month an

of weights applied to smooth differences in the
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recorded by the Census. Our conclusion that the NRS may not be the best source of information for
establishing targets for quotas and weighting would still seem to be valid.

Table 20: Recent trends in the National Readership Survey

Housing Temirp.

Council houses

Owner occupied houses

1991 1992 1993
% % %

21.4 20.0 18.8
69.5 70.5 70.7

Car Ownershi]
No car

Economic Activity
Work full-time

Work part-time
Unemployed
Retired

Others (inc. Students)

43.9 41.7 40.6
10.9 11.3 11.2
4.9 6.3 6.2
14.5 14.1 17.3
25.8 26.7 24.6

Major Occupational Group.s
Managers & Proprietors
Professionals
Associate Professionals
Clerical and Secretarial
Skilled trades

Protective & Personal Service
Sales

Machine Operators
Agriculture & Other Elementary

Source: Research Services Ltd

115. The Social Grade profile of the NRS in particular has also been subject to a hirther methodological
Change since the general election. Until July 1992 each respondent was assigned a Social Grade on the
basis Of the occupation of the Head of Household, but since July 1992 the assignment has been on the
basis Of the Chief Income Earner. The Head of Household is the person who is responsible for the
property in which a respondent lives (or, if that person is a married woman, her husband) whereas the
Chief Income Earner is simply the person in the household with the highest income. The reported
distribution of respondents by Social Grade in the NRS was not immediately affected by the change,

w, because a weighting procedure is used to smooth differences in the Social Grade profile of each
month s sample. But the impact of this smoothing procedure had disappeared by July 1993, and as the
following table shows, even after allowing for possible real changes in the distribution of the Social Grade,
he Change does seem to have increased somewhat the proportion who are classified as being in the AB
and C1 categories and reduced the number in the C2 and DE categories

116. This change does not, however, have any relevance to an assessment of the utility of the NRS as a

source for targets for quotas and weighting. The change of methodology changes how those who are

interviewed are classified, not who is interviewed. But it clear that if opinion polls continue to use the

NRS as a source of information they should now also classify their respondents by the Social Grade of the

Chief Income Earner.

Table 21: Recent trends in the National Readership Survey

Jan-Jun

%

18.0

24.2

27.6

30.2

Jul-Dec

%

18.1

25.2

26.9

29.7

Jan-Jun

%

19.3

26.2

25.0

29.4

Jul-Dec

%

20.4

27.0

23.9

28.8

Source: Research Services Ltd

quota samples suffer an availability bias?

117. While the quotas used may have been accurate this is not the same thiug as saying that they were
^Clequate. As we have already seen (paragraph 95 cr seq), the election surveys dtd not always ac^eve a

.  o nnmber of key social characteristics. A further
representative sample of the population in terms ^ „ inHprtntpn hv

.  1 tuo 1007 election has been undertaken by
*hvestigation into the adequacy of the quota methodology i si # u i t-
T  1. • nnik have an accurate social profile of the populauonJewell et al'*^ They suggest that even when opinion polls h ^ r™.
1  j I. o ctiii more likely to interview Labour supporters. They^ terms of the quotas which are used, they are stil ■ a ft- nth rxn

j _ r>u/»r a short nenod of time with no attempt
^rgue that this is because quota polls are normally undertaken otnis is oecausc q y interview, and that Labour supporters are more
thade to recontact those who are initially unavailab
readily available for interview than ConservaUve supporters.

.,,o. """"
^ch quota cell, which groups are most likely to be exclud

w  An work both ways. Certain groups are less likelyIn terms of political leanings, the potential especially true of in-street interviewing. The
others to be found by interviewers filling a quota^ housebound), and members of the armed

elderly (especially those who are living m instituti^
'forces are possible examples. It has also been claim restrictive entry systems would
«long drives, and people in high rise tower blocks in inner ctty

,^H,,,,^.et992BdU.hE,ecao„:^t.eFai.u^ecf.hePom^PgHi^RJoweil, B.Hedges, P.Lynn, G.Farrant, and
LVII, 238-63.

I 'i I i i i<lif>'
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tend to be left out of in-home interviews. Such deficiencies in the sample may be mitigated by the fact
some of these excluded groups are precisely those who are least likely to vote.

120. A change to random methods could solve some of these problems but possibly would increase others.
If the difficulty is one of access, it may apply equally whether the interviewer is trying to approach a
specific individual or only a generic group. Elderly people living in institutions are not easy to contact as
wardens may be concerned about allowing interviews to be conducted; when the interviewers give a pre
selected name this may add to the warden's unease. Equally, interviewers will find it difficult to gain access
to a high rise tower block, whether or not an individual has previously been identified by reference to the
eleaoral renter or postal address file. Young people are also less likely to be at home and available to
be interviewed in pre-selected name or address surveys while more likely to take part in quota surveys.
These problems are not exclusive to quota sampling.

121. Jowell et al base their claims on an analysis of the 1992 British Election Study. This survey was
undertaken using random sampling methods, but they suggest that those who were successfully interviewed
on that survey the first time that they were contacted by an interviewer are similar to the kind of people
who are interviewed in a typical quota poll. Tl,ey therefore attempt to measure the political consequences
of 'availability bias' by comparing the reported vote of those who were successfully interviewed on first
contact with the reported vote of the whole sample.

122. Those who were successfully interviewed on first contact were not of course a representative sample
of the population. Jowell et al therefore weighted these respondents so that their profile matched the
profile of a quota sample undertaken during the election campaign. This, they argue, enabled them to test
the effectiveness of quota controls in producing a representative sample. They found that even after
weighting the lead of the Conservatives over Labour was 6% lower amongst those who were interviewed
on first contact compared with all those who were eventually interviewed.

123. There are however some difficulties with this analysis. In weighting their data they used a social grade
profile used by only one of the companies, which was different to that used by all the other companies.
Consequently they required that 61% of their respondents be in the C2DE social grades while all but one
of the polling companies set a quota of 59%. If Jowell et al had weighted their first contact data to this
more typical quota their estimate of the 'availability bias* would have fallen to 5%.

124. It is also important to be aware that in calculating 'availability bias', Jowell et al compare the reported
their first contacts with those of all those who were eventually interviewed. However, the reported

respondents to the British Election Study (in sharp contrast to the opinion polls) produced a
Conservatives which was 3% higher than actually occurred at the election. If instead we were

to compare the reported vote of first contacts (weighted to a typical social grade profile) with the actual
election result, the estimate of 'availability bias' falls to just 2% .

125. Further. It is unclear how far first contact respondents to a random survey conducted in home for an
hour mirrors those who are interviewed in a quota survey. The majority of polls undertook some or all
of the polling in the street rather than at home, so those who are easUy available for interview in such
polls may well be different than was the case for the election study. Equally, faced with the prospect of
an hour-long interview, respondents may well have been more likely to ask an interviewer to return at a
more convenient time than would be the case for a brief five-to-ten-minute intervtew typical of an election
poll. So the availability bias may again be different. FinaUy. it should be noted that many opinion polls
attempt to counteract possible 'availability bias' by requiring interviewers to conduct a proportion of then

e 1. -Dcc firct mTitact intcrviews were undertaken in the evemng .
interviews in the evening. Only 14% of the BBS first

.2.!. S. ... o., 1,1— » "V -U «» ■«« 0' "
..«. - ew-

controls are adequate and as we have already seen above (pa grap
m 1992. More effective methods of quota sampling are clearly required.

Conclusion ^^„,ely representative samples
27. Our investigation has suggested that prese P of quota variables was inadequate and

'n 1992. However, this seems to have been because t^ necessarily because quota methodology,
the data on which quotas were based were inaccura . ^ poUing. However, if confidence in the
properly operated, is incapable of delivenng adequate P separate factors.
Ihota methodology is to be maintained, consideration must g.

• s establish reliable and regular sources of quota control and128. It is essential that the polling companies es available from the 1991 Census at the time^oighting variables. The fact that the necessary figures wer^ profiles, incorrect data and
Of the 1992 election was a source of uncertamty. a^sUng quota variables correctly.
Unreliable data sources should be avoided in future, problem. While
together with use of other variables already collected, oug unweighted

is no room for complacency about the failure of q
.  nm-Torv bias in the BBS sample occurs

T Ml et al's method assumes that th p and that this bias is not
equal! " " "ebatable which procedure is and those who wOTjn ^ ^ ,|,e source of? y amongst those who were mterview^ ^ respondents. weighting procedure.
Zy corrected by the weighting applied to fimt J ^^ted by the w gpro-Tory bias amongst first contact respondents proportion of Conservative respondents

.  ._.„„UshownintheBES,whereah.gherpropoThe potential importance of evening '^^^^Lndents.
■ interviewed in the evening than of La
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measures of key variables, the fact that the deviation can be seen so clearly indicates that adec[uate
weighting would be at least a partial answer.

129. We recommend that the use of alternative quota controls or weighting, using variables more closely
related to voting behaviour, should be considered. If it proves impractical to adopt a completely new set
of quota controls for sampling, it should certainly be possible for the pollsteis who do not already do so
to collea and weight for variables such as housing tenure and car ownership. Correct weighting on these
kinds of variables would probably improve the overall accuracy of the poll measurements. The first stage

plainly experimental work to establish which variables are best correlated with voting behaviour, and
we would certainly recommend that this be explored. We discuss some alternative variables, the use of
which has already been canvassed, in the next section.

.in -

6.2 Should thev have weighted bv different variables?

Different variables from the NRS

130. Many of the potential pitfalls of unlucky quota sampling or inadequate sampling firames can in theory
be mitigated or even circumvented by the use of a suitable and effective weighting strategy. As we have
seen, only a small number of variables were used for weighting in 1992, all of them demographic variables
which are regularly collected on the National Readership Survey.

131. However, demographic weighting as used in 1992 produced relatively little improvement in the polls'
performance. Newspaper readership is one alternative that has been suggested as a variable by whrch polls
®uld be weighted. However, this is impractical for several reasons, most importanUy that patterns of

t. . 1 H..«tinif»WIndeed they almost certainly change precisely because Itnewspaper readership change at election times, (inaeeu, my
.  tH hovp Tin reliable 'target figure' for each newspapers^ election time). Consequently pollsters would
readership to use as the basis for their weighting.

■ vioc mnre closely associated with voting intention by132. We suggest that pollsters look for other vanables more cios y ^esuggest mat poiis inclusion in the quota and/or by using them as weighting
-hrch polls can be controlled either „^,,ered for this purpose, hut as we
variables. Housing tenure is one such vartah.e wh. h
have seen in 1992 not all the companies us i prove suitable for weighting
inaccurate data. The NRS measures many other van , -hjiitia;
'be polls - we suggest that the companies should investigate these pos

Using attitude variables 3, pri^e
133. Attitudinal variables might also be used in the we.ght.ng proced
•^^nhidates^ : yo„„elf as Conservative, labour,

(1) Party identification. CGenerally speaking.
Liberal Democrat, or what?)

_ fnr at the last General Election?')
(2) Past voting. ('Which party did you v

(3) Strength of support for, or opposition to, P

f"»'. I ,

R. Jowell, B. Hedges, P. Lynn, G. Farrant, and A.
LVII, 238-63.

Heath,.the t,92Bdd.H.ecdo.thePai,u.ofd.ePo,h',P..^
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(4) A scale question including several statements measuring right and left-wing values.
Respondents, for example, intending to vote Labour but scoring high on right-wing values could
then be downweighted.

134. Of these, past voting (2) is discussed in the next section. The other three are attitude variables which
would be expected to move over time with party support. The obvious difficulty for the pollsters would
be in deciding whether changes in both attitudes and party support were as a result of a real change in
opmion or a defidenqr in the samples. Certainly MORI's test (see Appendix 6B) seems to confirm that
party identification is a less fragile measure than voting intention. On the other hand, unless some
evidence can be adduced that it is more strongly related to present voting behaviour than is voting
intention, there does not appear to be any way in which it could be usefully employed to modify or weight
poll responses, there being no independent yardstick of party identification strengths with which it could
be compared.

Such weighting could only be contemplated by reference to a large sample of the population,
interviewed recently and by the highest sampling standards. At the moment no such data source exists.

Past voting

136. One vanable that is likely to be closely correlated with current voting intentions is the recall of past
votmg behaviour^. Pollsters could simply ask respondents how they voted in the last election. The results
can then be weighted by matching the declared past voting of respondents back to the actual percentages
of votes cast for each party at the last election. This is a technique adopted by polling companies in
Germany and France with considerable success. This international evidence is discussed in the following
section.

137. It is obvious that if accurate measures of respondents* past voting could be obtained, it would be
ridiculous not to use it in weighting. Past voting was used regularly by some British pollsters up to the mid
1960s. Its fall from favour coincided with a growth in support for the Liberal Party. In particular, it was
noted that the recall of voting Liberal generally fell to low levels compared with their actual past
performance. It seemed that people just forgot (or perhaps-^preferred to forget) that they had voted
Liberal. Up to and including the election in 1992, weighting by past voting therefore made such a
prediction worse, not better. For example, when the final ICM poll before the 1992 election had an
average error of 2.5%; weighting by past voting would have resulted in an average error of 3%.

45 See. for example, D. Builer and D. Smkes. PolMeal Chan.e i„
Macmillan, 1974)
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138. Evidence that voters tend to have a selective memory about the way they voted in the past is strong.

The 1992 BES panel survey found that people were unlikely to remember either having voted for the
Alliance or having abstained. It was found that as many as 21% gave a different answer when asked m
1992 what they had done in 1987 compared to what they said shortiy after the 1987 election. We have
examined this effect by looking at the relationship between reported vote and recalled vote according to
how people voted in 1992. Of a total of 341 voters whose vote was different from their recall, only 53%
aligned their recaU vote with their current voting intention. (For further details, see Appendix 6C) TTie
tendency for declared past voting to move in sympathy with voting intentions was found to be particularly
strong amongst Conservative and Labour votem. less so among Ubetal Democrats. One consequence is
therefore that weighting by declared past vote wiU tend to overestimate the level of third party support

139. TTiis phenomenon may not reflect a tendenty either for people to lie or to wish they had voted
i>n pffect widely known to exist in all forms of

<lifferently. It may be due to alternative quesuon ordering,
.. J V already rcDorted their current party loyalties toniarket research. People may be conditioned by g , •„ iQ<n

,  that not Strictly accurate. MORI s experiment in 1993
'"hsremember the past and report yoting behayiou affected
f  V .. that this is not currently the case - question order affected(see Appendix 6B) seemed to show, howeyer, that this . u

Tt*rnW This may reflect a genuine change in thevoung iorenrlon significan.,. but had no eff^ ^
accuracy of vote recall since 1992. As Table 22 shows, smto . - ♦uaty oi vote recall since proportion than m the past.^ying,hey voted Liberal Democrat in 1992 has b^nmu^^^^^
' K possible that the Liberal Democrats have reac ^giefore more likely to remember doing

likely to vote for them on more than one occasion
So.

.  1992 election and September 1993
Table 22: Vote recall measures betw

O

Con

43
39 ±2
41 ±3
39 ±2

Lab
35

41 ±2
39 ±3
40 ± 2

LDem
18

16 ±2
16 ±2
18 ± 3

th
4

4± 1
4±2
3 ± 1

1992 G.E.
Gallup
ICM
MORI

... do not suggest even a modest decline in
Recent polls from the three companies iden yentified. In October 1993 ICM registered

'««aHed Liberal Democrat vote, even within the n®""" oaUup 17%, compared^«<=lared past voting for the Liberal Democrats at 17%, M
Rte actual 18.3%.

months into previous Parliaments have shown
Polls conducted by ICM and Gallup about eightwn ^ ^bile

proportion of declared past Toty voters within «
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Labour have historically enjoyed higher declared past vote figures (up between 4% and 81/2%) than they
actually achieved. (Overclaiming votes for left-wing parties and underclaiming past votes for right-wing
parties are a feature of the polls in both Germany and France as the next section shows.) The tendency
for Liberal Democrats to forget seems to have declined recently.

Table 23: Average error in vote recall surveys

Con Lab Lib Oth
Post 1983 % 0 +8.5 -7.5 -1
Post 1987 % +2 +4 -7 + 1
Post 1992 % -3 +6 -1 -2

Source: Gallup

142. The effect of weighting by past voting in polls conducted since the last election would be to reduce,
by about half, the leads Labour has enjoyed in the polls over the Conservatives, but without boosting the
Liberal Democrat vote, so long as the Liberal Democratic vote recall is accurate.

143. What this would do to the accuracy of the polls depends entirely upon why they are finding inaccurate
recall figures. One possibility is that interviewers simply interview too many left-wing parly supporters and
too few right-wing party supporters. (It is interesting to note that the recall of voting at the 1992 election
in polls conducted since the elections, like the polls conducted immediately before the election, have found
too many Labour supporters and too few Conservatives.) In this case, weighting by past voting could be
the answer. Alternatively, there could be some people in the sample, who having voted for the
Conservatives, subsequently wished they had not done so and denied it when asked to recall their vote.
In this case weighting simply assumes they will do the same again, profess support for other parties but
vote for the Conservatives when the next election comes. This is a potentially perilous assumption.

144. Previous experience with past voting may discourage many pollsters from using it in future as a
weighting variable. However, some of the pollsters intend to continue to experiment with the use of past
voting weighting to see if it can be used with more confidence in the future to compensate for
unrepresentative samples and misleading answers. (A separate, more limited, use of past voting might be
in compensating for the *don*t knows*. This is discussed further below - paragraph 323 et seq).

International evidence

145. There is, of course, almost limitless information from around the world on different weighting
procedures employed to overcome the deficiencies of quota, random or telephone interviewing.
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146. Past voting is used widely, if not universally, by polling organisations in both France and Germany,
in some cases with startling results. Indeed, pollsters in France insist that it would be wrong to publish
a poll without weighting by past voting ('political weighting-). For esample, there is a clear unweighted
left-wing bias in polU carried out during the French legislative assembly election in 1993 and regional
elections in March 1992. The poll for the legislative elections represents a 5% overestimation of the left
vote and there is a 13% overestimation in the regional poll.

Table 24: 'Political Weighting' of French Opinion Polls, 1992-3

French Assembly elections, I5>93

Unweighted
%

Left-wing Parties
Right-wing Parties (inc. FN) 48

National Front (FN)

Weighted
%

46.5

52.5

11

Difference

%

-5.5

+4.5

+5

Result

%

44.8

55.2

12.5

French regional elections, March 1992
Weighted DifferenceUnweighted

%

58Left-wing Parties
Right-wing Parties (inc. FN)

National Front (FN) ^

44.3

51.4

14.2

-13.7

+12.4

+9.2

Result

%

41.2

55.7

13.7

Source: IPSOS

ed past voting in France is to overcome this leftward
Part of the reason why polling companies have us extremist parties. This is particularly

^*'45 and address the problem of undeclared suppo ^ ̂  figures above. Nearly all the
'he case with the National Front vote, which is a elections is due to the undeclared
"Merestimation of the right-wing vote in the ^,e is also underestimated by 9% in
""PPort for the Nationai Front. However, while the ofi,er tight-of-centre parties,
'he regional elections, nevertheless there is also an u^ jefi^ed to participate in polls or are
•National Front voters have tended to be people who have pr ^ the

4? A HoWCVCfj

^^Ple who interviewers have tended not to n . fogional elections as proof that it is necessaiy
for the use of past voting weighting, and point to t

remove a more general left-wing bias in the polls.
vh, -Weaty, published polls showed that the result

In the 1992 French referendum on the Maastn ,gad). -nfis
be veiy tight and that the 'OuiV would win by a weighting. Tbe closeness
was not obtained by the appiication (as used in
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of the prediction was largely a result of weighting by past voting. The example below shows the effect of
various weighting strategies on the prediction of a poll by CSA conducted a few days before the election.

^ble 25: French Referendum on Maastricht, 1992

Unweighted
Weighted (demographics only)
Weighted by presidential vote
Weighted by regional vote
Weighted by both the above
Actual result

% Tfes' lead

over 'No'

+ 14

+ 14

0

+6

+4

+2

Source: CSA

149. In Germany political weighting has the same effect of increasing the percentage of votes for right-wing
parties, indicating that the same left-wing biases are at work. Table 26 below has been supplied by Forsa,
and is based on over 64,000 interviews in 1993. It shows that on average, demographic weighting does not
alter the percentage support for each party. Political weighting has the effect of reducing the estimate of
SPD (left-of-centre) and increasing CDU/CSU (right of centre) votes.

Table 26: Weighting by past vote in Germany, 1993

Unweighted Demographic Demographic plus
weighting political weighting

%  % %
CDU/CSU 32 32 34
SPD 45 44 40

5  5 7
Green 12 15 10
Other n n o

Source: Forsa

150. The evidence of declared past voting in Britain, France and Germany is therefore similar, that recall
of voting for right-wing parties is too low and recall of voting for left-wing parties is too high, hence the
effect of political weighting. In all three countries polling companies find too many left-wing supporters
and loo few right-wing supporters or, perhaps, there is a tendency for a group of people to espouse left-
wing tendencies except when they actually vote. Whatever the reason, the fact that in both France and
Germany predictions of election results are only made accurate by the application of political weighting
which reduces an inherent left-wing bias is evidence which the British polling companies may find
persuasive.

151, Of course, electors in both France and Germany go to the polls more often than we do in the UK,

and turnout tends to be much higher for local elections or European elections than in the UK. Therefore,
recall of past actions tends to be based on a more recent event, memoiy has less time to play tncks and
voters have less time to think of what they now wish they had done rather than what they actually did.

152. Obviously, pollsters in Britain must be careful when applying any lessons learned from abroad. In
France and Germany, simple demographic weighting is not found to be sufficient to guarantee the accuracy
of a voting intention survey; in Britain, demographic weighting has, in the past, been sufficiently effective.
TTte political context in France, at least, is also vety different - parties have tended to be more short-lived
and identification with a position on the left-right axis is stronger than that with specific parties.
Nevertheless, as we have seen it is not perfect, and the effectiveness of political weighting abroad may
suggest it is worthy of serious consideration in the future. But we reiterate that use of the techn.que as
n is employed abroad would not have helped the polls in Britain '

plral of Silence -h j hv Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann* and has been used by
153. The so-called 'spiral of silence* was describ y

various people to explain the failure of the polls in the British elections in 1992.
„ .uo. when a group of voters sense that the climate of54. Simply described, the spiral of silence sugges ^

"Pinion is hostile to their chosen party they react to

®"her refuse to participate altogether, resulting m
««ement as to their last voting decision or their future intention, or y J

ediately following a general election have found155. Historically, in Germany and in Britain, polls mm party than actually voted for
lliat a larger proportion of people claim to have a peculiar result, that too few
^hem. However, in Germany after the 1965 election contrary to previous experience and was,
P^^Ple claimed to have voted CDU, the victorious party.
^Or IsinAii^ XT^ o for alflnn •

A ̂  l\j liavw '

Noelie-Neumann, a 'signal for alarm'.

H  ame peculiar finding emerging in the UK. Gallup figuresDuring the late 1980s we can see the sam especially in 1992. the
'^ggest that the familiar pattern was evident in 198 , u ^
proportion claiming to have voted Conservative shortly a er
Percentage vote.

T Iniversity of Chicago Press, 1984).
' E. Noelle-Neumann,
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Table 27: Vote recall shortly after British General Elections 1983-92

157. These figures are confirmed in 1992 by cross-section and panel recall surveys, most of which found
a lower proportion claiming to have voted for the Tories than actually did so. However, the BES cross-

section survey found the opposite - indeed, the exaggeration of the real Tory lead was worse than in the
past. It is also possible that the timing of the 1992 Gallup survey - following the local elections - may have
had some effect.

158. For Noelle-Neumann in Germany, confirmation came in the answers to a number of questions

regarding willingness to espouse publicly one's support for a political party. These showed that there has
been a climate of opinion working against the CDU, a (moderate) right-of-centre party, which may have
inclined its supporters towards silence. This finding has been replicated by Noelle-Neumann on a number
of occasions.

159. The spiral of silence theory, by attempting to explain why declared past voting figures differ from
reality, offers a theoretical justification for, and explanation of the effectiveness of, weighting by p^sl
voting. In Germany Noelle-Neumann weighted the raw poll figures by declared past voting because, th®
theory suggests, supporters of the CDU were inclined to silence. She did so with startling success. In 1972
a 15.9% lead for the SPD over the CDU was adjusted to a 3.4% lead. The actual margin of victory was
3.5%. In 1978 a 0.9% lead for the SPD was adjusted to a 5.7% lead for the CDU. The CDU actually won
by 5.2%.

160. Attempts to replicate the spiral of silence findings in Britain since 1992 have been less convincing-
MORI asked respondents which of a number of things they would do for the party they most support. (Se^
Appendix 6A for details). They found Tory supporters were slightly more likely to claim they would do
nothing to actively show support for the Conservatives, thus giving some support to the spiral of silenco
theory. However the results are not nearly as dramatic as those from Germany. Nor do they display what

Con Lab Ub-SDP/LD

jjj,

1
jJi

i''

% % %
i ii'

1983 aaual 43.5 28.3 26.0
!i;
jij

Recall of vote, July 1983 46.5 26.0 25.7 i
if'

1987 actual 43.3 31.5 23.1
$
I)!-

Recall of vote, July 1987 41.4 35.1 21.4 1
1992 actual 42.8 35.2 18.3 1

<r

Recall of vote. May 1992 38.5 39.6 17.9
If

1

Source: Gallup jl
1
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Noelle-Neumann

or visible actions.

considers the most characteristic effect, greater reluctance to perform the most public

161. ICM found some evidence of voter shyness and fashionabOity m a poll conducted m Decem
for the Guurdian. Among those interviewed, labour voters were the group who ^

they might give a friend or colleague an accurate answer.

Table 28: 'Voter shyness': ICWGuardian survey, December 1993

G. If a friends coUeag^ askedyou Howyau inund ycu, .auUlyou
LD

Tell them

Refuse to say
Say 'don't know'
Say a different party
Tote/ misleading
^on't know

Con

%

66

21

10

2

33

0

. \ V

Lab

%

76

15

8

0

23

0

em

%

66

18

13

2

33

1

Source: ICM

.  nie to be a supporter of the labour Party (36%). Less than
People also felt that it was more fashiona nominated the Uberal Democrats.

" quarter thought it htshionable to be a Conservative and only
.  rt, some weight to the spiral of silence theory, and if163. The data from MORI and ICM'therefore en ^ participate in polls, the effect

'hose Conservative voters who are inclined to silence
'he spiral may be greater than those polls have estima

be learned. The techniques employed to conect
164. In any case, there are no straightforward lessors o ^ i„
fo''he spiral Of silence, so successfully used by Noene_ ^ ̂  ia
fil'ain in 1992 or in any election going back at least to j^^^tely before

4Ue„ce effect which might have been apparent rn gpp^peral Alliance voters to forget how
"•e 1992 election was completely swamped by the wn
they voted in 1987 (as shown above, paragraph 1
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63 The Measurement of Social ria«g

One obvious area to explore in trying to improve the performance of the quota system is the
effectiveness of the social classification employed; social classification is simultaneously the least reliable
of the standard quota variables and the most important in the sense that is likely to be most strongly
correlated with voting behaviour. As we have already seen (paragraph 87), social class was universally used
as a quota control, age and gender were the only other characteristics similarly used as a quota control
by all the companies. Thus any failure to measure social class accurately or adequately could well result
in an unrepresentative sample.

166. All opinion polls use the class schema known as 'social grade'. This class schema has been developed
by the Institute of Practitioners in Advertising and is used in nearly all market research"''. Under this
schema the coding of respondents is undertaken by interviewers in the field. The primary criterion used
in determining the social grade of a respondent is occupation, normally that of the head of household
(though some market research companies now use the Chief Income Earner in the household)"®. However
where information on occupation is not obtainable, 'the assessment of social grade is based on
environmental factors such as the type of dwelling, the amenities in the home, the presence of domestic
help and so on . Persons who are reliant on state benefits (including unemployed and retired persons
whose income is not above state benefit level) are assigned to a separate class. These practices are
consistent with the primary aim of the social grade scheme, which is to categorise people according to the
kind of lifestyle that they lead. Lifestyle of course plays a key role in influencing patterns of consumer
spending which is what much market research is designed to analyse.

167. The categories of the social grade schema are as follows:-

A  High grade professionals and managers
B  Lower grade professionals and managers
C1 Other clerical and non-manual
C2 Skilled manual workers and foremen
D  Semi- and unskilled manual workers
E  Pensioners and others on state benefit.

In practice, all of the companies combined grade A and grade B in setting their quotas and grade E was
combined with grade D (to restrict the number of categories to a practicable number).

47^  A summary of the system, plus a detailed list of occupations and their associated social grade codes, is contained in
'Occupation Groupings: A Job Dictionary', published by the Market Research Society.

The Head of Household is the person who owns the accommodation occupied by the household or is responsible for the
payment of rent. However, where that person is a married woman whose husband is a member of the household, the husband is the
head of household. The Chief Income Earner is the perron with the largest income in the household.

^ National Readership Survey: tables relating to January to December 1992 (London: NRS, 1993)
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168. But the value of using this schema in opinion polls has been questioned on two grounds. The first
is that coding by interviewers in the field is less reliable than coding undertaken by experienced coders in
the office, indeed, the discretion that this procedure inevitably gives interviewets could be used by them
to assign respondents to the quota category that they need to fill rather than the one to which a
respondents probably ought to be assigned. The second objection is that the social grade schema is
relatively poor measure of social class for use in public opinion research because it discriminates less
effectively between respondents in terms of such characteristics as voting behaviour.

169. nte potential unreliability of interview coding using the social grade schema has b^n demonstmt^
O'Brien and Ford". In a panel undertaken by BMRB they found that 37% to 41 . o

• H nf in to 12 months. Half of these changes wereappeared to change their social grade within a penod o inadeauate
p  . ufhile another quarter were due to inadequatefound to be due to misclassification by interviewers, while anoin q

interviewer probing.

■u fTTfldp mav not the best measureThe possibiUty that, whatever its ments in market experiment conducted by
social class to use in public opinion research has been em respondents

and Nufficid Coiiege, Oxford, on an NOP eTt—^ —. But in addition
'0 this survey were classified by interviewer coded socia schema", which has become
^^pondents were also coded in the office according to behaviour in Britain in the last ten
fite schema most widely used in the academic study of version most widely used in the

fiill version of the schema has eleven categories, but the

^  . , jgumaLcf^^ ^
3 . S. O'Brien and R. Ford, 'Can we at last say goodbye to socia c

S„ " ̂  reported in A. Heath and S. Witheispoon, 'Respondenl mS
„,e,y aecordine lo thh nhamceriafc of their

occnp 'are staSn" he and Leb
ap'"«;oe, their degree of eeonontic security and rha^ , between this schema and the social grade
and and autonomy in performing ere three main differences betw(Oxfordi Carandon, t9B0).

') the Goldlhorpe schema does not separately skilled worters ut m
") the Goldthorpe schema separates „„sldlled mamtal fmn employees undertaking the Mmedoes no^^serimlnate be^een sk ^ ̂  ^ed non-p.vf®.on^«-^-^„,eteas an employed one a memt«r
hi) the Goldthorpe schema separates out ,aced in the petty ho"tgeooecupatiom-ntusaself-employedcatrenter. P

of the working class. Pergamon, 1985); D. Robertson, Qassand
53c .XT r.,rtice.HowBriwia^ielS

iiitBrii"' A- Heath, R. Jowt" attd^^^^tiSlLElector^te (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1984).
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study of electoral behaviour is a collapsed version with just five categories^\ Because each respondent
was coded according to both schema it is possible to compare the discriminatoiy power of the two schema
directly. The Goldthorpe schema proved to have the greater discriminatory power^^.

171. There is one major drawback to use of an office-coded Goldthorpe schema - time^^ No opinion poll
can realistically hope to administer such a procedure given the very severe time constraints under which

it operates during a general election. In any case, if the information could only be coded in the office, it
would be useless for setting quotas.

172. However, a number of experiments have been conducted with a quicker version of the Goldthorpe
procedure, based on three self-assignment questions, which an interviewer could use in the field. (See

Appendix 8.) Speed is of course of no use if it is bought at the expense of unreliability. However a number
of experiments undertaken using SCPR's Social Attitudes survey and other surveys have suggested that

self-assigned Goldthorpe class data has a reasonable level of reliability^'. The 80% reliability found in this
experiment is only modestly lower than the average level of reliability of 87% found by OPCS in the
assignment of Registrar General's Social Class (which is a six-fold schema) in a number of experiments

54 The five categories are;-
Salariat (or service class): Professionals, managers and administrators
Routine Non-manual: Clerks, secretaries and sales workers without supervisoiy responsibility
Petty bouigeois: Non-professional small employers and self-employed
Foremen and technicians: Supervisors of manual workers
Working class: Skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers, personal service and agricultural workers without

supervisoiy responsibility.

The proportion of respondents to the 1992 British Election Study in each category was Salariat, 28%; Junior Non-manual»
24%; Petty bourgeois, 7%; Foremen, 5%; and Working Class, 36%. These figures are based on respondents' own (last)
occupation. Figures based on the head of household or chief income earner would be a little different. See also A. Heath,
R. Jewell and J. Curtice, How Britain Votes (Oxford: Pergamon, 1985), Chapter 3.

55 An Index of Dissimilarity was calculated for the two schema which measured how much the level of Conservative and Labour
voting varied between each class. (The index is simply the sum of the absolute difference between the percentage voting Conservative
and the percentage voting Labour in each category, divided by two.) For the interviewer-coded social grade schema the index of
dissimilarity was 29; but in the case of the office-coded Goldthorpe schema the index was 35. Evidence from the British Election
Studies shows that the discriminatory power of the Goldthorpe class schema is also greater than that of Registrar General's Social
Class and Socio-Economic Group.

It typically takes 4-5 minutes of questionnaire time to administer the necessary questions in the field, and two minutes pcf
questionnaire to cq^e the occupations in the office. (The Goldthorpe class schema in fact uses exactly the same information used by
the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys to derive the two social class schema used in government surveys, viz. Registrar
General s Social Class and Socio-Economic Group. So the same difficulty also applies to any attempt to implement these schema.)

57In the 1987 British Social Attitudes study 1,200 respondents were asked both the Goldthorpe self-assigned class questions and
the questions needed for an office-coding. As many as 80% of respondents were assigned to the same class by the two procedures*
The errors were mostly found amongst the foremen and technicians (44% agreement) and amongst routine non-manual workers
(72%). Many of the 'errors' occurred because of differences in the supervisory status assigned to the respondent, an area where, even
amongst experienced coders, reliability is at its lowest. Further, this marginal loss of reliability does not appear to have a serious effect
on the discriminatoiy power of the class schema. This can be ascertained from the June 1987 NOP random omnibus survey which
classified respondents by interviewer-coded social grade and office-coded Goldthorpe class and also administered the Goldthorpe self'
assigned class questions. The Index of Dissimilarity for self-assigned class was at 37, actually slightly higher than that for office-coded
Goldthorpe class.
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they conducted into office-based coding and would seem to be higher than the reliability of interviewer-
coded social grade implied by the findings of O'Brien and Ford reported above.

173. We are not in a position on the basis of the limited experimental evidence available so 6r to
recommend that opinion poU companies should switch to using self.assigned Goldthorpe class (or any
other self-assignment procedure). But the evidence which has been made available to us does suggest that
further investigation into the merits of a change is justified. The fhct that there is a greater assooattonbetween self-assigned Goldthorpe class and vote than between sodal grade and vote suggests

Of Goldthorpe class in setting quotas could be a more powerful tool than social grade ̂
political representativeness of opinion polls. (There would, of couise, be a need to «ta
^^eline data were such a change to be implemented.)

fej^efusal to take part

.... .« <. «

... ™,pi. ».id W.1 b. ^
Unlike other (uninterviewed) members of their quota cell.

"5. TTiis can arise in two ways: „„.^ched by interviewers. This we have
a. Certain groups may be inherenUy less likely to be approached y

already discussed above. (Paragraph 118 «' ^ ^ inevitably, unwilling to beb. Of those who are approached by interviewe , P ..«g,gntftom those who co-operate,
interviewed. If this group of refusers are systemaUcaUy
the sample will of course be unrepresentative as a resul

j in the campaign polls ^ jj,gi, voting intentions. Some
f 76. No, everybody that an interviewer approaches will be pr^p ^ survey, but will refuse to answer
''■'f refuse to co-operate altogether, others will agree to mke p participate of a large
"116 of the questions ('item refusal'). Selection potential cause of the error in the polls

Proportion of those approached by interviewers is get to participate in an interview,
1592. If refusers are different, as a group, from those w o ,elated problem
' results of any survey will not reflect the views participate in the poll is also a cause

.0 answer the voting intention question by those penuading respondentsthe poll results. But the potential solutions toUusp
file
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Refusal
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to answer or to compensate accurately for their silence, are rather different. Consequently, we discuss this
Item refusal' separately, in section 8.2 below.)

Overall levels of refusal

177. The level of refusal to participate in surveys certainly seems high enough to be a cause for concern.
The number of refusers in quota surveys are not usually recorded. Indeed, with in-street interviews as used
by most of the companies during the election, reluctant members of the public can simply avoid the
interviewer and refusal rates cannot be meaningfully measured at all. However, both ICM and Harris have
researched the rate of refusal during in-home surveys.

178. ICM conducted two experiments^®. On the first survey each interview was introduced as a political
polL Refijsals amounted to 35% of all attempted contacts on quota. On the second survey the poll was
introduced as a market research interview to avoid the possibility that people averse to giving party
preference would refuse an interview altogether. Refusals were 37% of all attempted contacts.

179. Harris conducted one test on a survey that was introduced as being 'a survey on a number of issues
including current events'. They found 38% refusals.

180. The overall refusal rates hide a large variation in the reported refusal rates by interviewer. This may
reflect the differences between interviewers on what th^ consider to be a refusal or the style and manner
of the initial approach by individual interviewers. Since each interviewer has his or her own different quota
to fill, a variation in refusal rates between interviewers offers further scope for unrepresentativeness in the
sample.

The profile of refusers

181. Having established that the refusal rate is high enough to be a potential problem, what clues can we
to tell us how this will affect the final sample? One clue as to whether they are the same or different

is their demographic profile. If the profile of refusers were to be markedly different from the population
whole then we might guess that they are different in other ways also. In fact, investigation of the
rs shows that their social profile differs little from that of the whole population except in age.

ICM and Harris interviewers were asked to estimate the age, sex and social class of each refuset
lately after attempting an interview. The tables below show the estimated demographic profiles oi

those refusing to participate, compared with the profile of the whole adult population as measured by th^
National Readership Survey.
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Table 29; Gender and class profile of refusers in quota polls

Male

Female

AB/Cl

C2/DE

ICM ICM

Tolitlcal 'Research

poU' survey* Harris

% % %

46 44 44

53 55 55

38 39 40

62 61 59

AIIGB (NRS)
%

48

52

43

56

Source: ICM, Harris, NRS

Table 30: ̂ e profile of refiisers In quota polls

ICM *ReRearch Survey*

Age AIIGB

range Survey (NRS)

% %

18-24 11 14

25-44 35 38

45-64 28 28

65+ 26 20

iritf <Pnlitical Doll'_

Age
range Survey

AIIGB

(NRS)

% %

18-34 37 34

35-64 36 46

65+ 27 20

Harris

Age All GB
range Survey (NRS)

%  %

18-34 25 34

35-54 33 32

55+ 40 34

Source: ICM, Harris, NRS

A„ u.e -pomica. poU'. show^
People. n,ey were also a little more likely to be fettle „uier than those classed AB/Cl.
'P® ICM surveys for people classed 02 or DE to re ^
^ «true that the reason for refusal among older f ^ ̂
°®es, then it is unlikely that the profile of refits

PoU, conducted outside poUing stations, found men ra

1, that too much should not be made of them. TTie
Even so the absolute numbers involved are so sma jjj^oduced as a market research survey is

^^erential response by gender, for example, on the ^ ̂ accounted for by 48 people
^^unted for by a total of 31 people. The discrepanqr am^g demographic profiles lends

Of a total of 2,268 attempted or productive intervie jesearch surveys or political pollsweight to the theory that people who.ufi.se to takcpartmcth
"f® indeed airly normally distributed in the population.

. _ demogtaphic profile of refitsers looks normal.
^85. However, it is perfectly possible that, even '"o-gh i„„,aons and the

political affiliation is not. Demographics are a re especially on variables
•^ibility of coUecting other information fiwm refusers

58 fiesults of Test.s to ImpmvP Voting Intentinn Prviic (report
published by ICM) for details.
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likely to be more closely linked to voting behaviour. For example, ICM asked those who refused to

participate in the 'research' surv^ one quick question on economic competence. Refusal to answer this

question was also relatively high, at 58% of those who refused to take part initially, which might well be
expected. The results from those answering the question show a roughly even split between those saying

the Conservatives had the best policies on the economy and those nominating Labour, results which are

broadly in line with those obtained from the successful interviews conducted at the same time.

186. If some potential respondents become aware that the survey is about voting intentions before agreeing

to participate, there may be a problem if those intending to vote for one particular party are more

reluctant to take part. In the last election, some Conservative voters may have decided not to participate
in the interview at all. (This is, of course, one of the basic phenomena that gives rise to a spiral of silence,
as discussed above; see paragraph 153 et seqf^,

187. One clue to the political affiliation of refusers may be found in examining those who do agree to take
part. It seems likely that those who refuse to participate because they are reluctant to disclose their voting

intention will be similar to those who agree to participate but refuse to answer the voting question
(although there are probably in addition groups who refuse to participate for other reasons, who may b©
very different). Here there is certainly a differential refusal effect operating to depress Conservative

support. Gallup, ICM and NOP have all found a substantial proportion of those who agree to an interview
but then refuse to answer the voting intention questions are from those who say they previously voted
Conservative.

188. The ICM election recall survey also suggested that differential refusal by party allegiance was partly
responsible for the failure of the polls in 1992. This found that refusals to answer in the eve-of-poU survey
were predominantly by Conservatives; the demographic profiles of refusers to the other companies' poH^
and analysis of their answers to other politically relevant questions suggest a similar conclusion.
examine the question of refusal to answer in more detail below, paragraph 299 et seq.)

189. Differential refusal to participate, then, is probably a significant problem in achieving representative
samples. To counter this, the polling companies need to make strenuous efforts to include all adults ii*

silence' effert'r^nrt differentially low Conservative participation may arise not only from a conventional j
«2rrL^r^^^^^ '-fashionable' party), but iL a greater Lpticism about surveys - an^
voters are considerablv more groups in the population. Of those who do respond, Conservay  ptical about opinion polls. This would naturally lead to a higher Conservative refusal rate.
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their samples, whether or not they intend to vote, and to encourage all people, regardless of their political

persuasion, to participate in the interview. However, this is unlikely to be ea^^.

Refusals in the exit polls
190. Further evidence of the problem of refiisals can be seen in the tesolls trftte two prediction eat polls
conducted by NOP for the BBC and Harris for ITN. As we have seen (Table 5), both these surveys
produced results which were considerably closer to the actual outcome than the eve of election polls, but
they still produced results which were biased towards Labour.

191. Bdt polls can go wrong for two main reasons. One is that they iittendew in an unrepresentativesample Of polling locationsCsee paragraph 243 errc,).mother is that those who refuse to discl^h^
they have voted differ in political persuasion from those that do. Thus differential refusal is ̂ e y

«i.A vociiitc nf an exit Doll and the actual outcome .^ major factor in any discrepant^ between the res

Tlte problem of differential refusal U clearly understood by both ̂
»^hed people to fill in ballot papem rather than s^y how th^ had voted, to ovettome the relumancepeople to fill mbaiioipape . deUberately kept their questionnaires veiy
Some people to state openly their voting behavi
short.

t. of^amnted to compensate for those who refused193- The two companies differed, however, m how ef participate they recorded the fact
to participate. When Harris' intendeweis fowid a ^ ̂ ̂le same age and sea

then looked for the next person emerging from
^ the original refuser. Overall they found that 26% refused.

age of each refuser. Weights were then applied toNop*s interviewers noted the sex and estima ^ g^arion and (ii) differential refusal by age and
^ta to compensate for (i) differential refusal by po^ interviews) were more likely to be male (m
^  found that refiiseis (who were 16% of aU aged over 65 (in common with opinion
^^trast to the opinion poll findings of ICM and gflect the fact that th^ were more likely to be in

findings). The higher refusal rate among men may re ^ interviewed.
^^1-fime work than women and hence were less likely to
^  ̂ orobleni for random as well as for quota

3^ * Refusal u. partidpale (snd non-conUc,,^i^^

of election polls when a quick tumaroun mischievous if any substantial of
. f„r It would however seem mis^^ they would simply refuse.

peoj R^pondeul, migW also lie abou. who they for. M b "^^tia^Woas to lespondentaagreed ,o be intlviewed only to '^.^^rly voting belnndonr or deetae to take part,
insist that people ^ .dtelher they «isb >» tepo"■ag. Votere could thetefote deeide at a vety early atagew
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Table 31: Age and gender profile of exit poll refusers

Male

Female

Total

%of %of

refusers participants Ratio

18-29 13.8 12.3 1.12

30-49 12.8 16.1 0.79

50-64 13.2 10.4 1.27

65+ 14.2 8.5 1.67

18-29 6.8 13.7 0.49

30-49 13.0 17.5 0.74

50-64 10.1 10.6 0.95

65+ 16.0 10.6 1.51

100% 100%
Source: NOP exit poll

195. However, NOP's weighting procedure had very little impact on their estimate of the outcome.

Weighting by age and sex simply increased the estimate Conservative performance by just 0.1% in both
Con/Lab and Con/LibDem marginals. For while the weighting by age increased the estimated Conservative
performance (because amongst the productive interviews elderly people were more likely to have voted
Conservative) the weighting by sex reduced it (because men were less likely to vote Conservative than
women). Weighting for differences in the level of refusals between polling stations was only a little more
useful, increasing the estimated Conservative performance in Con/Lab marginals by 0.4% (but reducing
it by 0.2% in Con/LibDem ones).

196. Subsequent analysis of the NOP/BBC exit poll by Curtice and Payne^ has highlighted other evidence
which suggests that differential refusal by Conservative voters may have been responsible for at least half
the error in the exit poll. They demonstrate that voters living in Conservative areas were more likely to
refuse to participate than those living in Labour ones. Alternative weighting procedures that reflected this
pattern might have been more successful. Thus the weight of the evidence from the BBC exit poll confirms
our suspicions as to the likely effect of refusals on quota polls.

197. Unfortunately the sex and age profiles of the refusers were not recorded in the ITN/Harris exit poll*
making it harder to assess how far differential refusal might have been responsible for its error. Given the
weak correlation between age or sex and voting behaviour, however, it seems equally unlikely that Harris
procedures for replacement will correct for differential refusal by Conservative voters. Interviewers may
simply replace, for example, an older male Conservative voter with an older male Labour voter.

In I. Crewe and B. Gosschalk, Political Communications: the British General Election of 1992 (Cambridge University Pres®'
in Press).

L
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198. Further, it is also worth noting that the record of the Hanis/ITN ana^is exit polls reveals a long-
term increase in its under^timaUon of the Conservative vote. TOs lends weight to suggesUons that
differential refusal may be a growing problem which the polling industry needs to address.

Table 32: Error In Harris/ITN Exit polls

Election

1979

1983

1987

1992

Average

Error

0.3%

0.7%

0.7%

1.2%

Source: HanTs/TIN exit polls

11 Qtiidies ICM*s post-election recall and the199. As we have already seen (Table ^ ^ measures of past vote, showing a
cross-secUon polls conducted after the elecuon ^ ̂
smau bias in favour of Ubour which is m conservative participation through differential
certainly consistent with a persisung ten encjf having voted Conservative. However, while
refusal exacerbated by greater Conservative reluctance ^ admitted that there
" is tempting to assume that all these errors arise from
®re alternative explanations which could also account for

&s_ Ar«^ ihArA Iwtter rniT'' iaiiiple&.

impact of survey methodology ^ companies have been criticised as
A number of the techniques or details quota method®. We examine each
especially liable to cause ^^^es which have been suggested,

these in turn, as well as some alternative meth

^-street and in-home interviewing a,eir reliance on stteet interviewing techniques®.
201. Some polls were criticised during the campaign especially if conducted at the week-
^-home polls, it was said, give a better cross section

d.

In.

®nd.

.  I.. averaged include thefollow results of polb^ jjiej in append" 1.In the tables that louow i ^
any of the conclusions. In addition
Unless otherwise indicated.

R. Waller, Ohseiver. 22 Mareh 1992.
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202. The evidence of the polls conducted during the 1992 election campaign shows that the place of
interview did not significantly affect the poll predictions. Table 33 shows that, on average, polls conducted
exclusively in street (and all on one day) produced exactly the same results as those conducted partly in
home and partly in street (over two days). Polls conducted only in home produced results that were only
1% different.
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Table 34: Comparison of phone polls and face-to-face polls: average party shares

Phone polls (7)
Face-to-face polls (47)

Con Lab LDem Oth
%  38.8 39.5 17.3 4.4
%  38.2 40.0 17.7 4.1

C lead

-0.7

-1.8

Table 33: Comparison of in-street and in-home polls: average party share

Con Lab LDem Oth C lead

In street

In street and in home

In home

203. The average results for those polls conducted exclusively in home hide much higher volatility in the
results they produced. For example the Harris poll conducted on 21-23 March produced a 5% lead for the
Conservatives but the same company produced a 4% lead for Labour in another in-home poll conducted
in the same sampling points on 22-23 March. Thus, while a few in-home polls produced results during the
campaign that were closer than any others to the final outcome, nevertheless others produced by the same
company using an identical sample design, the same sampling points, some of the same interviewers and
overlapping or consecutive fieldwork dates, produced quite different figures.

204. There is no evidence to support the view that street polling is preferable to in-home polling, or vice-
versa.

Telephone polls

205. Telephone polls now seem to produce results very similar to face-to-face polls. In the early eighties
when telephone polling was first introduced, there were clear biases in the samples achieved and the
technique was not widely adooted. However as nonAfrotii-^n inoi-AacAH rit is now over 90^)

—^ was iiiM iiiirouucea, mere were clear biases in the samples acnievcu duw

technique was not widely adopted. However, as telephone penetration has increased (it is now over 909&)
and weighting strategies for coping with potential biases have improved, the future for the use of telephone
polls looks better.

06. The evidence from 1992 suggests that those telephone polls conducted during the campaign produced
broadly in line with face to face polls, but with slightly lower measurements of Labour support

20Z ter"'„o difference in results ascertained over different interviewing periods; this holds whether
or not telephone polls and panel recalls are excluded.

Table 35: Comparison of one-day, two-day and longer poUs ;

All polls (54)
%  38 40

All one-day polls (15) % 38 40
All two-day polls (24) ^ 38 40
All longer polls (15) "

^cludinp telephop''- polls f471 40
One-day polls (13) ^ 3g 40
Two-day polls (23) ^ gg 40
Longer polls (11)

^cludinp telephone p^Hs and wavps^of p ~ 40
One-day polls (13) ^ 3g 40
Two-day polls (23) ^ 39 40
One-day polls (13)
Two-day polls (23)
L

C lead

-2

onger polls (8)

This would seem to scotch any suggestion th

Outcome of the polls.

length of interviewing period was a significant factor in the

Weekend polling whether or not fieldwork was partly cond
I. m... '7'" NOP -

MOW. O..I.P ""
'he telephone polling companies.

Clemens, The telephone poll Ixrgeymam a ease-elect,on paranoia ,n I. Crewe and M. Harrop, Poli.ical Con,n.„nre..,ons: the r.e..,., r.Si.n 0^983.
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Table 36: Weekend and weekday polls: average party shares

All polls (54)
With some Saturday or Sunday fieldwork (17)
With no Saturday or Sunday fieldwork (37)

With some Saturday fieldwork (14)
With some Sunday fieldwork (10)

Con Lab LDem Oth C lead

% 38 40 18 4 -2

% 38 40 18 4 -2

% 38 40 18 4 -2

% 39 39 18 5 0

% 39 39 18 4 0

Comparing cross sections with panels
209. Another techmque, much more widely used in some foreign countries than in Britain, is the panel
study. We consider both panels and cross-sections to be useful techniques which complement each other,
providing different and valuable perspectives on the campaign. There was some suspicion in 1987 that
panel conditioning effects made the panels slightly less reliable than the cross-section polls^. The
evidence of 1992, however, does not suggest that either technique is systematically superior or inferior to
the other.

210. Panels are a more reliable way of tracking trends than cross sections, but have pitfalls of their own.
There is the risk that a sampling error might occur in the recruitment of the initial panel; this error would
then be built into the design of the panel. In contrast to a series of snapshot polls in which a rogue sample
is likely to be detected by comparison with other surveys taken at the same time, and discounted, if panel
study baseline samples are out of line, it wiU also be detected, but cannot be discounted; instead, this bias
must be corrected by weighting the baseline data to cross-section poll findings or, alternatively, be lived
with. Even so, the risk of unrepresentativeness of this sort in the panel does not detract from its principal
contribution, which is that we can identify what kind of individuals are changing their views or voting
intentions. The sampling error assoaated with the estimate of swing is also lower than in the case of two
separate cross-section polls. The demands of recruiting a panel did not seem to produce a less
representative sample than the cross-section polls (although with only two representative panels being
conducted, no panel effect on voting intention would be likely to be detectable by comparison with the
OSS section polls, even if such an effect existed: the degree of statistical significance could not be higl*

enough unless the discrepancy were huge).

Panel effects are a separate matter. The inevitable attrition in the membership of the initial panel
p  es one potential complication, but this can be largely dealt with by judicious weighting. The proble***

P  1 conditioning, by which panel members behave distinctively precisely because they are panel

66 See M. Collins, 'Lessons from the Polls' (1988 MRS Conference Papers).
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members, is more intractable, but can be controlled by weighting to cross-section poU results; however this
has not been necessary in the past

212. In fact, the two nationally representative panels in 1992 showed consistent results which matched
those of the cross-section surveys being taken at the same time so far as two of the parties are concerned
(see Appendix SB). Nor is there any evidence that the effect of attrition on the panels was to leave them
hehaviourally unrepresentative once weighting had been applied .

as

213. Plainly there is insufficient evidence from ffiese two panels to draw any concrete conclusions, but
far as the evidence goes there is nothing in the experience of 1992 to suggest the syste^tic supertontyinsantplingterms of cross-s^tion polls over panels or vice.versa.Tlus conclusion is muchmhne^thffi^

s . t. « oomniAc were recruited usmg standard quota
®vidence at previous British elections. Both panels as p
^mpling methodologies. It is possible that a ^pT Jore accurate
»ot Of much concern) using a closely using quota samples to select their
■measurements. However, on the evidence a '^ ,^^„„„^,ionalcross.section quota samples,
haselines do not seem to offer a more reliable measureme

•^temative sampling procedures

'*>»Proved quota sampling - random location -^lution is to consider alternative sampling
If the pollsters are asking the wrong people, a natural so

"■ethods that might deliver a more reUably representative
points - consUtuendes - to construct their samples.^15. Opinion polls normally use large pritnatysamp ^ order to fiU their quota. Using

^■erviewers can interview wherever thq' like with" Mmpie design, the type of area in which
lesign makes it imp<«sible to control, as part of

^'^lerviews are conducted.

.  bv an the polling agendes on occasion for other types^16- There are alternative techniques available (us areas to select the areas in
survey). These use census and geodemograph'c m^ . census

interviews are to be carried out.^hich

... «rhirh was not used in the quotas or the
rfent test is nevispaper readership, ^ ^ pa„el),r, independCTt' «mepi«seDUtiw ( • • _ Uie Bret and tostl''n<l<iiiiontothevotingtrends,af^^>®^^^,j„gcategoiy«^° ^^^. In bet, comparing'it.hoaodmppingou.«idin^q»2^«^p.perreadeBl«pa»^^

^^Sht well be able lo detect il t>y nlteted^'|«®,
the MORI

^'[l.ibte effect of din «»■•
panel, there was no
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enumeration district averaging around 150 addresses, and have to fill their quotas from those streets. The
small area selection effectively controls for such factors as social grade, tenure and other area
characteristics. There is no need for interviewer quotas to control these. Information on factors such as
age, working status and whether or not women have children at home must be obtained for quota controls
as these are related to respondents' probability of being at home to be interviewed.

217. This form of sample design has some of the advantages of random sampling, particularly the detailed
control of exactly where interviewers conduct their interviews, without all the time and cost penalties of
random sampling. Its benefits are, however, highly dependent on the quality of the prior stratification
applied to the EDs before sampling. Any weakness in this respect is likely to yield high variability in survey
results due to very tight geographical clustering of interviews. Pollsters use this method for sampling by-

elections in individual constituencies, and have done for some years, as they and others have for social
survey and commercial work. It also allows quite accurate matching of successive surveys by ensuring that
the area characteristics of the sample are kept constant.

218. None of the published national opinion polls during the campaign used random location sampling'
However, Research Services Ltd did use this method throughout the campaign for their weekly CAPl
omnibus survey. They collected measures of voting intention on five surveys during the campaign which>
though never published, have been made available to this enquiiy. The results of the five surveys are shown
in Table 37. On average they showed a 2% Conservative lead during the campaign. This still under
represents the eventual vote for the Conservatives, but to a lesser extent than the published polls.
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Table 37: Five unpublished RSL random location surveys

Fieldwork

6-9 March

13-16 March

20-23 March
27-30 March

3-6 April

Average

Result

Sample size

2,097
2,160
2,087

2,133
2,042

Con Lab LDem 0th C lead

% 40 37 16 7 -1-3

% 41 35 17 7 +6

% 39 39 17 5 0

% 39 36 20 5 +3

% 38 37 20 5 +1

% 39 37 18 6 +2

% 42.8 35.2 183 3.7 +7.6

Source: Research Servi^ Ltd

oicrk need in some constituent polls during the 1992219. However, random location sampling was ^„ced by conventional
election. These tended to produce results entirely consis e
quota sampling^.

_ ̂  t. Horn location sampling is necessarily superior to conventional
^20. It Is not clear on this evidence that ran

Itota sampling, but we recommend that this question be raptor

I'l^babliit, sampling ^ ̂ ̂„ota sampling method to select
^21. All the face-to-face polls during the je in each selected consUtuemy at will within
respondents, allowing interviewers freedom to select ® ̂  over-representing those who are more
"re quota controls. This approach has been y ^ led in 1992 to over-
eecessibie and more wiiling to take part. It has controls". TTiese critics would favour the
representation of Labour sympathizers, even given e preselected by appUcation of formal
'"•option of probabiUty (or 'random') samplmg. where res
^^uipiing procedures.

68iCM's constituency polls in Southampton
Test andGraveshamarea

case in point.

Southampton Test

27-29.3

Conservative 3®
Labour ^
Lib Dem
Other 2
Swing since 1987 10.5

Q„ * B.Hedges, P.I-ynn. O.F«n.n. and A Heath. The
Summer 1993.

43

42

13

1

5.6

20-223

%
44

45

10

2

8

Gravcsham
Result (9.4)
%

50

40

9

1

3

1992 British election:
The bflure of the polls', Pnblie Opini(M
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222. The main argument against this change relates to timing. The use of probability sampling demands

that fieldwork should extend over at least a week in order to maximise the likelihood of contacting the

selected respondents. Although we find little evidence of dramatic changes of opinion during the 1992

campaign, pollsters are probably right to argue that their clients would not be interested in material that

was seen to be 'out-of-date* by a week or more in the course of a three-week election campaign. Interest

would be further deflated by the fact that the costs involved would be considerably greater than those

associated with a quota sample poll.

223. The timing problem would have been exacerbated in 1992 had probability sampling been used for the
final pre-election polls, since there does appear to have been a small shift of opinion during the last week
of the campaign. Supporters of probability sampling have however suggested a solution to the problem,

involving re-interviewing people selected by probability sampling and first contacted earlier in the
campaign. In 1992, this would probably have worked and we would welcome experimentation along such
lines in future.

224. Evidence from the past suggests that polls based on probability samples have performed no better,
and mostly worse, than those based on quota samples. This evidence is not conclusive, however, in tha^
probabili^ sampling - when used - has often been poorly applied. Commercial pressures have led to
tolerance of non-contact rates that would not be accepted, for example, in public sector research - carried
out by some of the same polling agencies and others - where probability sampling is the norm .

225. Our investigation has thrown up some problems with quota sampling as currently applied in pollmS'
in respect of the use of inadequate sample controls and of matching samples to incorrect estimates o
population characteristics. In 1992, the consequent inaccuracies probably exceeded those that would have
arisen as a result of opinion shifts after the end of interviewing had probability sampling been used.

226. We do not dismiss the arguments against quota sampling and in favour of the probability samplti*^
alternative and would welcome experimental comparisons between the approaches. We believe, however»
that it would be unrealistic at present to recommend the change. Instead, we have recommended tha
pollsters should address as a matter of urgency the need for improvements to their quota sampli^S
methods.

70The only major probability sample conducted at the time of the 1992 election was the BES cross-section study conducted
the election. This found Ggures for recalled 1992 vote (Conservative 46%, Labour 34%, Liberal Democrat 17%) as far from the
result as did the quota recall polls, although the error was in the opposite direction. This emphasises that, even if random samp ̂
were to solve the problem of 'missing Tories' that seems to have afflicted the quota polls, they would not necessarily be any mo
accurate.
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Polls in groups of marginal constituencies

227. Mos, parUamentary constituencies do not switch fton. one party to another at»TTte^ovententinthetnarginaiseatsisUheiytodeterntinetheoutconteoftheeiection^ItW
to concentrate opinion polling in groups of marginal seats in order to try to — ̂ J

f thAm will Chance hands. This imderUes the methodology adopted bycategory, and hence how many of them will en g
some of the exit polls.

«  . effective means of predicting the election outcome than228. Polls in marginal seats imty o er „ conducted effectively may be a worthwhile
estimatesofnationalsharesofthevote(seeAppe ), ^ not an alternative that
addition to the range of poUing information being produced. However, th y
could replace national polls.

Conclusion taterviewing techniques we have investigated seem better
229. None of the alternative sampling designs or methods. In 1992, in-street, in-home and
suited to solve the problems of the polls than no difference between one-day and two-
telephone interviews performed equally well (or b y ^ jjj^jiyjjed. Panels performed similarly to cross

polls, nor did it have any effect if \^kend appear to have attractions, we
sections. On alternative sampling methodologies, al of them should replace the
do not feel that there is a

conventional quota methods witho

feg. Selectiniii

Campaign poll sampling points population in each sampling pomt is only
a«.

••I. B .I. °
"•■womuo .re mo» «l»» " "O" "»»• EMUnd or
""fWng-class area than if they live in the Sou

.  cp.iected a
"^tking-class area than if they live m tne „,Hi,mentarv

•  initially selected a set of parliamentary
■>, w all the polling """P® -.a all the companies employedIn choosing where to intervi . ^ p^ure van , ^
^'^tituencies. Although the precise gjijamentary constituenaes m desired number
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of constituencies by taking a systematic sample from this ordered list. Because constituencies vary in the

number of voters th^ contain but the polls undertake the same number of interviews in each, this

selection was done in such a way that the chance of any individual constituency being included was

proportional to the number of electors within it. This ensures that the probability of any individual voter

being selected for interview is the same, whichever constituency he or she lives in.

232. Of the polling companies, only Gallup selected the constituencies in which they interviewed especially

for the election. In most cases the companies had selected a set of constituencies to which they repeatedly

turned in each poll they conducted between 1987 and 1992. This meant that the sample selection was

undertaken with probability proportional to electorate size in 1987. However, since 1987 some

constituencies had gained electors while others had lost them. Furthermore, there was a systematic pattern

to this. In those constituencies which the Conservatives won in 1987 the electorate had on average grown

by 657 electors by 1992, whereas in those won by Labour it had fallen by 1,088 electors'". It has been
pointed out that this meant that the polls could have conducted more interviews in strong Labour

constituencies than was justified by the number of electors in them at the time of the 1992 election. (Th®
claim made by Butler and Kavanagh^ that the companies had failed to take any account of differences
in the size of constituencies is however incorrect. All of the companies took account of the electorate siz®
of constituencies at the time that they undertook their selection).

233. Just how representative was the selection of sampling points made by each company? We cafl
ascertain this by comparing the votes cast in the sample of constituencies in which each company poll^
with the result in the country as a whole. This however is not as straightforward as it seems. We have to
bear two things in mind:-

a. How should we measure the outcome in each sample of constituencies? The most obviou
answer would seem to be simply to add up the votes won by each party in all of the select
constituencies, and so calculate their overall share of the vote. But in this calculation bigS

constituencies will contribute more to the result than smaller constituencies. Yet each pollitt^
company undertook the same number of interviews in each constituency; as we have already
explained, differences in the electorate size of each constituency were allowed for in the selectio
procedure. So the representativeness of each company's selection is best measured by giving cac
constituency equal weight in our calculation. This can be done by calculating the average or
vote won by each party in each company's sample.

J. Curtice and M. Steed m D. Butler and D. Kavanagh, The British General Rlection of 1992 (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1^92)
D. Butler and D. Kavanagh. The British General Election nf IW (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1992), p. 154.
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b. Against what criterion should we judge each selection? Again one might imagine that this
should be the overall share of the vote won by each party, albeit this time across the country as
a whole But our measure of the outcome in each company's sample, the mean share, not only
eliminates differences between constituencies in the numbers of electors they contain, but also
differences in the proportion of electors who turned out and voted. But the polls would expect to
uncover the latter kind of difference so if any gap between the ntean share in each company
sample and the overall result were simply caused by differences in turnout thts would not be
evidence that a company's selection of sampling points was unrepresentative. To overcome t^

kvvi tr» iiidpe each company's selection what the overallwe have used as our criterion against which to judge each comp y
whole country if the turnout had been the same m

share of the vote would have been across
r A ^hare Because turnout was higher m seats won

each constituency. We call this ,X.^e^uaUsedmmoutshare. Beca
T ahoiir this equalised turnout share produces a sugnuyby the Conservatives than in those won by Labour this eq

higher Labour share of the vole than the actual overall
uD to this yardstick is indicated in

234. How well each company's selection of constituenci

38- spiM^ion in 1992^tfitiveness of Constituency Selection in 1992
Table 38: Test of Representativeness o^

^^allup mean
Harris mean
ICM mean
^ORI mean
Hop mean

LDem

17.9

17.9

17.3

17.1

16.8

-^veragi
seats- equalised turnout

a .hree of the companies were close to being spot on, but
225. So far as the Consetvatives are concerned, thr ^ ^ ,he five
^o, Harris and NOP, were around 1 per cent while three are dose to 1 per cent
"^mpanies have a higher mean Labour vote share
^elow the Liberal Democrat target figure.

. . .1.. ckA rnmo ac

n/s selection would be exactly the same as
No., .. oo, .«». .... ...

...ge. B.. « ... It™, lid » •.» " ""T,
•^inpanies would be above each target figure w ' Conservative target figure, none at a o
"^•ances of a company's mean share being .arget^re would seem to b^^

below the Labour figure, or above the j„ the conduct of the polls.
"^lence here of a possible small source of an .
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237. One possible explanation for this is that tii<»
Labour's . companies were unlucky. For example, the rise in

^  - -

of the vote in each company's selection of •shmvs that there »as no systematic differenlTf

238. That leaves two possibiiiHes. One is that, indeed tho r •.
the Changes in constituenty electorate sfee between 1987" T
unrepresentative. The other is thot ♦u • rendered their initial selections. that then selection procedures proved to be biased in the fitst piace.
239. We can attempt to adjudicate between these
undertaken for the 1992 election for »ii. 100, P®®tbmues by repeating the exercise that we have
.u outcome Tf tko ^ ■ .

en we should find that the companies'selectio ®®'®ut'on was clearly representativethe original selection procedure was at feult tT'h ^ °°
and each company's mean share should iar«>i» L""'"' ''^®''®n®®s between the target figure

"»largely be Identical to 1992.

Gallup mean
Harris mean
ICM mean
MORI mean
NOP mean

AU seats - equalised tmnpnt

Con
43.1
4Z4
43.3
42.9
42.4

43.1

Lab
32.4
32.9
31.6
32.5
33.7

31.8

LDem Oth
22.4 2.1
22.5 2.2
22.6 2.5
22.9 1.7
22.1 2.0

23.0 2.1auuic reveals that at least srx du
concerned, the difference between ...k CoiKerv.,-

bad in 1987 as in 1992. Again we find tiT"'^"''' '''«® the tararblower than the target and that for 1.1.1!.;'^'°'^"""' for thetr" " """*
(sUghtly) above urget in 1987 while one comnlys/ whjle m the remain «>mpany had a Conservative leadunwortymg 0.5% to a more setious Z6% "'® '®f<l was underesti.ua, , ^

restimated by between an

241. The evidence thus points to the conclusion .u
procedure. This arose because of the *''®'® was some el^
and not because of a Mure to take Z"""" ««pTe seill.""
1987. WehavenotbeenabletoidentifywhyT" ®'®«ora.ernthat in fiitme companies pay dose Ptoc^ures

by using the kind Of pKx^dute used here " ®'''®®'"»«v®ness of the" '®®°"""®'«'®- selection, in part
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24Z Nevertheless, although we recommend greater attention to this issue, we doubt whether PP^
bias in the companies' selection was a serious souri. of error in the polls. One company,
a selection of constituencies which was very close to the national norm, yet tt ha as ®"

uff thP variation between constituency votmgOf the other companies in getting the result correct M^t o ^p^„«ave sampling
reflects demographic differences, and therefore most o selection of
points is canceued out by the operation of the companies' quotas. The actual eff,^
constituencies is almost certainly only a fraction of what the tables seem t gg

Exit pou sampling points aons is essential to the success of any exit poll
243. The selection of a representative sample of polling locati ^ countries, votes are not
'^is is not easy to achieve however in Great Britain becaus , a polling station is in a local ^
^^nnted separately in each polling station. At best it is po Section but the political character of
^^ithority ward that voted in a particular way in a rece ^ ^
individual polling stations may still vary considerably within a

A uawnp'' suegests that the selection«ii »w Oirtice and Payne sugg244. Analysis of the results of the NOP/BBC exit po y ^ ^ particular, there is
polling locations may have been partially responsibl ^ pro-Labour bias in

some evidence that, amongst Conservative/Labour niargi
iiie mixture of polling locations where interviews we

.  tar analysis of the Harris/rm exit poU.^45. Unfortunately, we have not been able to obtam any s

^Inl.CreweandB. Gosschalk,riililii il '
press).

OE1992 (Cambridge Um«n4.yP,os.
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7. WAS THE electoral REGISTER TO BLAME?

eventual «I>e results of the final polls and the

acle^eu^leto ~ "r
On the one hand it was argued that the nrni meligible adults might be polled.

notvotehe^usetheywerenotonth^irtuT"'''"'''^"^®^'""'"^^^^
-ontheo.erhandthepo.j:r:::rrr'^^^^^^'^^'-on the register such as overseas voters. In this (Conservative inclined) people who were
based on the operation of electoral \nxu - u ^'®port we examine how far ̂uch explanations

t help us understand what happened in the 1992 election.

247. During the late 1980s the number of electors on the i
according to the Registrar General's estimates th rf ^ ®^oral register stopped growing, even though
number of electors on the electoral register in ^ ^^s continuing to increase. The total
whereas the 1987 figure had been as much as 90onnn ^ ^
parliamentary eleaors in England and Wales renr ^
1992 ttey cousfituted ouly 95.7% « Of fte adult populaUon m 1987, but in

248. This decline led to considerable specula,"
^^oral reg^ter in order to avoid pa^g '"^-'''ves from the

a ZT T ZZ a the shortfhll 1«
LTZ!r Z Z "'I"."""»"

249. There are three things Which need ,0 be.of the poU tax might have been resne -k before we can .
ponsible for the difficni.- ^ 'be introducUon

■raenluesofthepoiis:.
a. What was the size of the .i.oi the shortfall in th^ ,

accounted for bv tiizh • electoral reirictzxMitroduction of the pon tax?

Commission for England N««i .

"^1-Sa-U.anUtMctean^ '
'  J- Curtice with B. Taylor,
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b. How would those who removed themselves from the register have voted if thqr ha
opportunity to do so?

c. What measures were taken by the polling companies to avoid interviewing persons who wer
not on the electoral register?

The Level of Non-registration ona^ctrar General's
•  rt A9 S'Jd 664 names in Great Britain. The Registrar General250. The 1992 electoral register contamed ^^54.^ ^ ^

estimate of the total population who were of a su
This represents a shortfall of 1,929,385 persons .

•  ,«H .here was already a shortfeU in the electoral register in IW251. However as we have already indicated th • er in which the 1987 general election
albeit a smaller one. 1,073,436 names were missing fr ccounted for by the poll tax was 855,949
^as fought. Thus the additional shortfall which could at most be
bames. \.

« «l bv the lesults of the 1991 Electoral Register Oieck".25Z The rise in nonregistration has been confirm y accuracy of the 1991 electoral register
This piece of research, undertaken by OPCS, involved chec ^ identified by

against the results of the 1991 Census. This exercise tevea ^ ^ ^ registered to vote,
'he Census and who appeared to be eligible to appear on jjg^ever, OPCS also found that more
The equivalent figure at the time of thd 1981 Cens ^ people who fail w appear on the
people failed to complete the 1991 Census than pr ^ census. Taking those into account OPCS
electoral register but should do so also feUed to 7.4% and 9.0%.
estimate that the total level of electoral non-registra

the population estimates and the electoral
253. We cannot assume that all of the increasing gap between RegistraUou
">11 has been caused by poll tax deregistration. For ««"? ' registration form has been
Offlcers have become less willing to allow the names o pe

~

, - lb= 4.Ufri„s Ua.e tor e>ec.o«.a«d remains curative until 15 Februaor register. "iWa tttose aged 17 and al»«.
^'rrency of the next register are entitled quoted here geed 16-

Gen Q^togfther with two-thirds of ^^neral's population estimates for mid-1991 g ^ ^ Scotland to Hany Barnes, MP,
^ Parliamentaiy Written Answers from the Secret
tt, ...... .rtor^/HMSO. 1993).

A
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between 6.0% and 7.9% of "" compared with 1981. They estimated that
actuaUy living there at the time me m

Mof.tweenoneandtwo-and.ar:::;:;rZ"""^^^^
254. Further, the rise in nonregistration between 1981 anri 1001
Check fits a longer-term trend which 1 ^ Pleasured by the Electoral Registration
registration from 4.0% in 1955 to 6 59" * •^tes the poU tax. Previous checks had found a risl in nln-

^  m 19ol 3. riQf* of O ̂€3f
mid-point of the range quoted for OPCS in 1991 ■ fifteen-year period. If we take the
account, viz. 8.2%, this would mean that th ^ inaccuraqr in the 1991 Census is also taken into

mean mat there was a further 1 -70/ •an almost identical rate of increase. Further when ^ rise m the foUowing ten year period,
register why th^ were not on the register thw foIL^^hlftr'''^
be registered was unchanged between 1981 and 1991 • ^ *■«> said thqr did not wish to
thqr had not received the form to register - an indi ^ Proportion saying that
compile the register - rose from 5% to 13%. xhe efficiency of the canvass undertaken to
for the polls, but the evidence suggests that it caZn!""""^ *" « clearly a challenge

smply be accounted for by the poll tax.
Table 40: Level of elecfnr»i r?rirty,tr

Wales 1981-93

81

Year

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

Registered
Electorate of estimatlS^ Proportion

(000s) resident populaUon
ap

37,183
37,492
37,708
37,949
38,080
38319
38368
38,629
38359
38396
38309
38,654
38,634

propriate age
%

97.4
97.6
97.7
97.7
97.3
97.3
97.4
96.9
96.3
96.0
95.5

^95.7
95.4

jource; Electoral
OPCS

Quarter^ (Summer 1993). Hov!^,' L sSth aifi elecf
laW.Iasiav.nce7(A.de.h,u Dama„„«., ie Po-bS 1^^

Curtice ;S;hB.fayior,

255. Tlie most sophisUcated and comprehensive analysis of the impact of the influence of the poll tax to
been undertaken by Smith and McLean". Looking at the relationship between the rateelectoral register and the level of the poU tax across Great Britain, they estimate that as many
names might have been missing from the electoral register in Great °
deregistration, or only about two-thirds of the rise in non-registration between 1987 and 1992.

Who Did Not Register? «/^^ia«nf^ne

perhaps Labour and SNP supporters in Scotland).

.  a the likely voting behaviour of nonregistrees to been257. However, no substantial nauonal stu y
undertaken. In fact there are some stran^ ^ ̂  overdrawn. When they returned after the election
nonregistree as an archetypal Labour voter may we ,ection poll, ICM identifled 30 persons
to those respondents whom th^ had intervrew m a poU card. Of these, seven
who said they had not voted because they were no r ^ ube^l Democrat and just seven Labour,
had originaUy said they were going to vote Consetvativ^ nonregistrees in Hampstead & Highgate, found
Another survey, undertaken by Granacto Television a amongst those citing the poll tax as
that 21% would have voted Conservative and just 42% ^ ^
their reason for not registering the proportion inten m

that it is only partly true that the social258. The 1991 Electoral Registration Check also suggests associated with
characteristics of those who are not registered are s' . youth and geographical mobility. As
Labour voting. Major factors associated with non r gis ^ ^ ^
^any as one in five of those in their early twenties vniina oeople are somewhat more likely

rnn the register, xounghave moved in the previous year do not appea u is on mobility suggests that those who
lo vote Labour than older people; however, what evidence

—  . .. . Heath R-JoweUandJ-CurUcewithB.Taylor,
J. Smith and I. McLean, 'The Poll Tax and the Electoral Registe mkaflaD^(A.derstoDartmo».h.l9»4). ^ rii.lii --t

81

1^).
Quoted in I. Crewe, *A Nation of Uara? The Opinion Polls in the

1

I
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move house are more likely to be Conservative®

areaof^L''^Iltstl^\°I^rf ^ Lo"""" "(10%) wheie the Conservatives are the strl"*"""^ ̂  ̂ ''
•»—.<». B™. BW.. «.= ™,» L^U,

260. There are, however, some signs to hack the da-
appear on the register. Most draiMticalty, over o ™ more Ukely not toon the register. But in addition, whfle only 4.9J Commonwealth citizens do not appear
authority tenants ate unregistered.® ° ° occupiers are not registered, 6.4% of local

261. Caution is needed about the assumpUon that de •most it seems that they were somewhat more likeh, ̂  labour. At
on the most extreme assumptions about both the L7T ^enerai population. But even
deregtstered to vote Ubour, we can see that its mtoJ ""O «he propensity of the
pames would have been made only a smaU contributio "V '"e
polls and the eventual outcome. " •" -"acrepanqr between the final campaign

26Z We can see this

-Oy making the fouowing assumptions:.
82 A MORI survey in 1991 found that mobility ̂ 33

Q. "Have you always lived within a stronger Conseivt.
about ten miles Of here on,

' or have you ever lived

'ative

Con

Lab

Lib Dem

Oth/DK

AU

n-1,230

31

34

14

21

lived
^Ihln about ten

or ben
aosss

25

42

11

22

 vote.

somewhere else?"

%of
3-party vote

32

54

14 •

lived

somewhere else
na628

(51% of total)

%Of

3-party vote
46

33

21

%

37

26

17

20

Rel<lworictiApri|.2May,9<,l
Source: MORI

A similar conclusion can be drawn from David IW.

Con«uva.ive and conversely .ta fte

® The highest level of uonreglsustion Is howevcTl,„ g„>np u Wtcally less Uhely tovote Lnbonr C^rte2>.'^''"«Pd,a'eb where
tenants though moie uv k ^PP'^mately 1 in a

do so than Xer^pj^'^'""'-
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a. AS many as 850,000 electors (2% of the eUgible population) Med to register to vote^useof the poll tax. Tltis effectively means that we assume that aU of fite Widening of the gap^tv^n

the numbers on the electotal roU and the mid-year population estimates was caused by the poll
tax.

b. If they had been on the register, 65% of these electors (1.. U% of fite e«
been registered), would have turned out and voted. (This ass^« ^
to withdraw their names from the electoial register on account
reluctant to go out and vote than the general populati ) ^

. d 75<r would have voted Ubour, 15% Uberal or SNP and 10%c. Of those who would have voted, 75%

Conservative.

w . ™ T ikelv Impact of PoU Tax Dere^sW^Table 41: Maximum UKeiy imp»

Actual
Result

%

Adjusted for Possible
Dereglstratioii
%

Conservative

Labour

Others

■  Labour414,375morevotes,theConseivatives55,250and
263. These assumptions would be enough to give Labour's share of the vote by 0.6% and
other parties 82,875. As Table 41 indicates this would in ^ ̂eregistration <»uld have caused
reduce the Conservatives' share by 0.5 %• Th*'® ^ practice it seems more likely that
the polls to have underestimated the Conservati . n- „ nojnt at most, and that the total effect of

failure to register for any reason cann

The Measures taken by the Polling Compa ^g^jj^^oiogy adopted by the polling companies
264. Even this more conservative estimate assumes t at ^^^ation. In practice this was for from
failed in any way to take into account the possible impa
ihe ciase.

VS NOP) did in «sk their respondents whether
a. MORI and ICM (and, on their early sutve , interview. Of course this
or not they were on the electoral register
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Certainly, the polls that did adopt this procedure riiri n«t
more nro nnn«»Tvof v P id not produce results that were consistentlymore pro-Conseivative than other polls conducted pt

crzrr ^ - •"
i«w ̂  fc ""d

•aolag™p.o.a„,^^

de-registtation adgh, have oftenvise had on

265. Furthennore, there is likely to be substantiai overlan beov
electoral registration ofBceis fail to find and which population which the
some extent similar and the difficulties whivi, *u ^ interview - their methods are to

lucs wnich they face likelv trk k u
the register are probably less likely to be interviewed ^ ®^nie. Hence those adults not on
numbers of unregistered adults found by those ^ refected in the low
veiy oonsistentty during the campaign that 2% sa d'^I **"'* **"* "'®'" °w: MORI found

* ̂  were not registered and 3% didn't know.
266. It has however been claimed that these measures were inad
that the result of the erit polls show that there was a s b Particular, Kellner has argued
voters and that of the general population. Topically 23^^"^' P'"®®
councti tenants while in the BBC exit poU just 15% said pre-election exit polls were
few as 13%». Ftaher only 53% of respondents to the ITN^ ® ®® ™ P°" ̂
grades while most pre-election polls aimed for 59%. ® °°® °t the C2DE social

267. We have already seen that Utere is reason to believe that ,H
(Table 16 above); the 1991 Census suggests that only 19% . °^®'-represent council tenants
error has nothing to do with the levels of electoral regisLatilT'"^

No solid figures are available, but there is .
registered were in fact not, and were thus Drevent«H f anecdotal evidence that sion-r
Election ofl<l!>2, p. 232. Whether this factor would «»nple, D "w' they
thty were unregistered between campaign and noii^- mmt be nT. " Kavanagh, iL British Z
oniywhentht^triedtovote ^ -cHect -i-'tS

gj they were unregistered
P. Kellner in the Independent^ i May 1992

were

General
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268 But we are stiU left with a lower proportion of council tenants in the exit polls than in the Census,
and with the lower percentage in the C2DE social grades as apparent evidence of the impact of poU tax
deregistration. However, these differences are ahnost undoubtedly a methodological artehia In the «.t
polls information on social grade and housing tenure was ascertained through a »
questionnaire whUe in the polls tiiey were ascertained by an interviewer. So fiir as social is

M Meanwhile SO fer as councU tenants are concerned, some of them appear to haveinterviewers would. Meanwniic, so lar <» .
.  .„..,he„tonortion of owner occupiers in the exit polls-67% accoidingclassified themselves as other rental, th p po ,qqi rencm nf70%® Once

a- . mu i, well in line with the figure in the 1991 Census of 70% .once
to the BBC and 70% according to ITN - is well in unagain the evidence of any substantial registration effect is wanting.

u tisda nnil tax initially seems a simple and attractive one. But269. The claim that the polls were 1^ 7 ^ deregistration had been
on closer exammatton it can c ear y ^ ̂ egpianation for the enor - at
reflected by the polls, on arithmetic grou ^ ̂ procedures adopted by the
most the error it could account or won electoral non-regfctration.
pollsters did take into account, at least to some was only a minimal one.
It may have had some effect, but its contn ution

7 7. Postal Votes

H, in the opinion polls could Ue in their feilure to aUow for
270. Another possible cans? of the discrepan thought to be more Conservative than other
the behaviour of postal Voters. Such ^ ^ ̂ ^,e, such as being away from home for
voters. The circumstances which give people t e th^ wiU be inteiviewed in an opinion poU.
work or chronic illness, may well also residential homes for the elderly.
For example, interviewing is not normally conducted

e cast at the 1992 election". This figure is in fact more than
271. However, only 692,139 postal votes were Further, there is some evidence to

1. 70^ 062 postal votes v€« .100,000 lower than in 1987, when postal votes than at previous elections. The postal
suggest that Labour were more successful at s^ng ̂  ^ respondents to the 1992
vote rose on average by 50% in fifty-one

-  ̂ j_ their 1987 eadt poll which also used a self-completion
. u found a similar discrepanty in their iv heir^pondents were classified as counalIt is also worth noting . introduction of the poll tax. Onty 17^ ^ Tr,..mai of the Market Research

questionnaire but was undertaken before» gee R. Waller. "Ibe HamsAW Exit PoU.
tenants compared with a population estimate ot Z3/»
Society. XXIX, (1988), pp 417-28.

^ Election Expenses. HMSO, April 1993.
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ZT" "«y(.-'=)«»clear advantage over Ubour (24%). Meanwhile a survey of 921 nn«,. •marginals undertaken as part of the BBCs exit noli " • " Conseivative-Dibour
they had voted Conservative, as many as 45% saL th t
case and we assumed that the Oinsetvativesvron as mlhrsTrofa"""?"""''^this would account for no more than 0 4% of the r

Conservatives* lead.

73 Overseas Vnt<^rc

272. The Representation of the People Act 1989 enla
resident abroad who were eligible to vote in a considerably the number of British citizens
only been abroad for less than five years were albwed Whereas previously only those who had
not permanently emigrated), the 1989 Act allowed ^ declaration that they had
still to vote. These people are of course impossible ^ abroad for as long as 20 years
assumed that overseas voters are much mor#» w opinion pollsters to interview, and it is widely

e hkely u> vote Conservauve than uie general population.
273. However, the level of registmtion for the ovetxeas vote a
on the 1992 electoral register (actually a sUght fen on the overseas voters were
IS clearly too smaU a number to have had any material ̂
voted and all supported the Tories, they would amo,' °° " ®v®n if they all

7.4 Conclusion

274. We conclude that non-inclusion of some adults on th
deliberate non-registrationjo evade the poll tax) probablvh'"^"'" "«
only a slight one. Those companies that did so were ptobabi ««= P°"».
excluding those who admitted they were not tegfatered al,b^° '"is factor by
difference to the results. This is clearly a fector that the 'com " ">"<"« "«'«
and if the scale of non-registration should rise or the polit'^'""'' «"«=
measures to compensate for the problem may be necessaj,. "'°^® ™®rked, further

275. Postal voting probably had no effect on the eim, t„
effea aM Oversea, v ,cas Voters certainly had no
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8. DO THE POLLS GET CXEAR AND ACCURATE ANSWERS?

276.

bu, p,™ ^
possibiUty of answers that are misleading even at the tune of mterview.

8.1 Do respondents lie?

V,.... believe that deUberate lying was a significant problem in the
277. We have found no evidence to make us bel

#  •

polls in 1992.

• .n bv resnondents can be trusted. If a sample is
278. It is natural to wonder how fer the ^ ^^ng behaviour of the
perfectly representative, will the voting figures i
population? Plainly there are a number of possi ^on't knows when in fact thqr
give an answer that is more actively misleading, ^ deliberately concealing a party
support a party. Some of those who say th^ trou n ^ o^^ight
loyalty, preferring not to give an outright le^ ̂
lying - naming a party for whom the responde

.  • .here was considerable publicity for the suggestion that a
279. In the aftermath of the 1992 elecuon, ^ who knew that thqr intended
substantial error in the polls could be attributed to ^ ^ ̂
to vote Conservative but deUbeiately nSmed with voting Conservative: the Labour
suggested, was beiause a "shame factor' had come ^ that Conservatives were ashamed
party had succeeded in occupying the ^ere in a minority, concealed it This theory
of their voting intention and their motives, .j ,o pollsters', yet, when asked by
was particularly popular with some journalists. interviewed at all.)
which polling agency he had been interviewed an

its nature, be conclusively disproved, aU of the evidence
280. While the lying hypothesis cannot, y ^ u^s occurring in the past, and since a
available is against it Since nobody has ,gems unlikely, this is not an explanation
wholesale change in the behaviour patterns o t e facts than alternative explanations.

Kptter explan^"®"deserving credence unless it offers significant degree the explanation for the poll results
In fact, all the evidence is against lying ^^y ̂ ygrved fects, and overaU it seems to add nothing
in 1992; in some respects it is directly contra

rtffpVftd bv other factors,to the degree of explanation offefed by

Notably R. Harris in the
...nHwUma. 12 April 1W2.
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281. The most direa evidence available on lying is that frnm ti,.
voters' num ^ ^ cross-section. There are also thevoters own accounts of when they made up their mind which way to vote.

Evidence from the BBS cross-section study
282. The 1992 British Election (cross-section) Study provides one
were wrong because people were hfine to the i. "ay of tesung the claim that the pollsP«>P lymg to the pollsters during ae election campaign.
283. The 1987 and 1992 BES were able to ascertain whether or r
whether they had voted or not tha people gave an honest answer about"wi. lue nonesty of the BES re.<in
ascertained by examining the marked-up electo 1 P^^eents about whether they had voted was
Chancellor's Office for twelve months after the el ^Wch are available for examination in the Lord
voted or was issued with a personal or proxy vot " marked-up registers tell us whether a voter
postal voter returned his or her vote. Further a h they do not tell us whether or not a
about having voted because they were reoict^s voters might be inaccurately identified as lying

uiorc t'Honsomewhere other than at the sample address) The ^^^Iress and exercised their franchise
respondents was successfuUy located from the m all but 146 of the 2,855 BES 1992

marked-up registers.
t  y I

284. If ae polls were led asuay because people were ivin ,that more people lied to the BES about whether or n Pointers then we might expect to find
imght anticipate an increase in the proportion of vote"' P®"'®"'" w®
vote because they had voted Conservative and did no voted whiie saying that they did not
of honesty amongst those voters whose electoral regist ° the fact. Table 42 shows the level
issued with a postal vote, in both the 1992 and 198? .1 traced, excluding those voters who were

"<■ 1987 eiecuon studies.

Table 42: Hie Honest. Of D

Reported Behaviour
Voted
Did Not Vote

1987
^ Honest

^■5 (n=509)

1992

Mn. ("=2,337)-52^ (n=333)
Source: BES285. Given that turning out to vote is widely rogarded as a

respondents would say that they voted when in feet they did that some
elections between 4 and 5 per cent of those who said that th

ey had voted in feet had not done so.
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However, there is no evidence of any substantial change in the level of overdamung between the two
elections.

r  /./snt rtf thn«te said they had not voted did in fact do so. In286. We also find that in 1987 just over 5 per cent of cionificant at the
sr .a- u oct,, nwiriv doubled The difference is statisncally significant at the1992, the level of this form of dishonesty nearly dou increased

00 ♦i.ot ht*TP we do have some signs of a marginally mcreasea5% level of probability®'. It would seem that her
reticence amongst some respondents to say that they had voted.

.u- mnservatives? There are only 33 reticent voters in total in287. But did these reticent votem favour the had not voted,
the survey, so the evWence can only be in i« iv . ^ ̂ ^po^aents were asked how they felt about
they were not asked for which party they a vo • j^t', and
all of the main parties on a five-point scale that ranged from strongly m
nearly all of the reticent voters answered these questions.

•  t a mark out of five for each party, with a response of288. We can convert this party feeling indicator mo ^ ^
'strongly in favour' receiving a mark of five and s y ^
being closet Conservatives, these reticent voters were Democrats, 1.8% Labour on
The conservatives were given an average mark of only 1.63
the other hand scored 2.14.

nn-nborates this evidence. 44% of them were in the (Goldthorpe)
289. The social profile of these voters co members of the salanatWorkingclassc»mparedwith34%ofaUrespondentsinthesu,vey,
(27%) and only 44% were owner-occupieis (72%)-

evidence that voters might have been more likely to Ue to the
290. The BES does flius contain some evi the claim that Conservative voters were

.b.. I-K-V
o, «..l,

•  of reticent voters in 1987 show more sign of being closet291. Indeed ironically the smaller proportion ^ Liberal Democrats 1.92, but
Conservatives. They gave the Conservatives an average ^^ctive. Although thqr are somewhat
Ubour only 1.76. The social profile of these e ecto ^ country.more likely to beworkingclass, their housing tenureprofileis

that they voted but did not is also of interest If these electora
292. The partisanship of those who sai ^ -^16 first is
were more likely to be Labour than those who reaUy

Chi-square = 5.82, df-1
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that It might provide a reason why the post-election opinion polls still underestimated the scale of the
Conservatives- success because labour supporters were more likely to overclaim about having voted than
Cci^rvatives. The second is that we nught infer that when respondents were asked in the final campaign
polls wheaer or not they would go out and vote, the polls may have overestimated the level of turnout
amongst Labour supporters.

said th^ had voted but did not We can sep tiiQt a.

say that they had voted Uhour

l.ahalfperc..^esocialprofiir:;Xrar'^"^members of the working cll; only 32^ ̂ e r«.!:i~
rp . only 63% were owner occupiers.
ZjH^Heported Vote Of Voters and Uars 1992

Actual Behaviour
Actually Voted
Liars

Con

% 45

% 38

Lab

32

39

Reported Vote
labDem Other Refused etc.

17

13
2

5

(Eitclndiug Other and Refused columns rn- ,
mmns, Chi-sq=3.13, df=2)

>  I '

(n=2,276)
(n=96)

Source: BES

294. TTie pro-Ubour character of the Uars was also •
Table 44). The evidence does therefore seem to be stronger in 1992 than in 1987 (see
have been led astray by differential abstention by La c'aim that the polls findings may
would not vote or had not voted Labour. However ' '"PPotters who were reluctant to admit they
voted and the 'liars' is not statistically significant '^'Stcnce between the behaviour of those who
regarded as suggestive. " level. So the results can at most only be

—^'^'PO^Vote Of Voters and l •and laars 1987

LOl

Actual Behaviour

Actually Voted % 43
Liars % 43

deponed Vote
Alliance

30

33
23

22

Other Refused etc.

1 (n=3,049)
(n=158)

Source: BES
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Evidence from the campaign polls
a  . Ki. m orove from the polls taken during the C^paign whether295. Although it is obviously impt^stbie to p with their declared

respondents were being honest with interviewers, consistently

which is never an easy thmg to do conservative responses to the other questions
the respondents who sard th^rnten „.^e enough Labour (or anti-Conservative) supporters
they were asked'^; they certainly appeared to be g
at the time.

Evidence from the 'When did you e • ^ ^ ̂
296. if the lying hypothesis has substance, we won ^ ̂  post-election
more accurate and honest than those against the lying hypothesis,
surveys asking wHen voters

Consider the case of a respondent wh ^ ^ declared voting intention with his actual
but who actuaUy voted Conservative; then a ^u,d not have changed his mind and
vote would show that he had changed his mind. to, having voted Conservative),
would presumably subsequently say so after the e^^^ j^^mded in the poU figures, the result would
Consequently when all such respondents are corn m^^^ me discrepanry between the
be that the apparent number of changes of mm ^
poll and the result caused by lying) would be grw ^ ̂ ^a„ges deteaed
post-election surv^. In fact the opposite rs ^ .joss-section polls. More voters said after the
iri panel studies and from willingness to ° dian admitted during the campaign
election that they had made up their mind after t e
that they were undecided or subsequently turn
intention.

• . v.tes that respondents Ued by saying that they had made up
297. It could be argued that this merely in ^ felrly implausible suggestion. On this
their minds when they knew that th^ had not,
evidence, the lying hypothesis does not stand up.

Vtereh which fohhC '
whidi i"'"y"^. ̂  ..Meis could be reasonably classing as pro-Twy

« MORI reared responses ro ^^S^udina.
highesr of any poU during rhe campaign). intenrion. Of ^ ̂ ajor would make rhe bear fnm Minrsrw,and anri-TorJ SL cross-checked for ~mi«™|^p^To.y srarem™rs (^fr^'_^
les.«i than 1 floreed with as many as sot . order, etc), anless than 1% agreed with as many as 5 ig^ and order,
that the Tories had the best pohci«
and other indicators were similarly consis
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Conclusion

riT TT T """ lyi-g "significant problem of the polls in 1992.

8.2. Won't Savs and Don't Knnar^

a group that have often been"^^!^!^' Z ^ ^°""
categories. These are:- " actually form three separate

a. Those who say they definitely m not vote,

b. Those who say they are iw&dtfcrf or don't imorn i. a.c. Those who rsfce to who thqr wOl vote for rel °
r, referred to elsewhere as 'item refusal'.

300. In 1992 all the polling companies 'squeezed' the neo 1
vote for. Simply, thqr were asked a follow up • « ^ ̂ know who they would
some polling companies asked the follow up (s ^ ^ party preference. However, while
ICM only squeezed the 'don't knows*. This may a of both the 'don't knows' and 'refusers',
item refusal rates shown in Table 45 below small differences between companies in

301. After squeezing, the renuftning .reW and .don't fo, .
calculations along with declared non-voters The usually excluded from poll
share in any election. If 'refusers* and 'don't knows' ^ ure usually taken as estimates of party
who declare support for different parties then this^"^
refusers and don't knows' end up voting dispro o distort the figures. However, if
accurate. for one party then the polls will not be

Table 45: Proportion of respondents not H .

*" P»fcfehedc»K^^^^' ''Ofti'g intention
n=14,122 Mori

0=20,405
Refused

Don't Know

Will Not Vote

Total

n=7,138 n=9,978

12 7OaHup rec^ueu
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302. Although aU the companies 'squeezed' their respondents, there was a remarkable variation in the
proportion of their respondents who foiled to give a voting intention. The proportion varies ftom 7% to
20.1%. This variation is startling when we consider how similar were the vote shares reported by
companies.

Item refusal, don't knows and overall refusal rate
m T« «.ds (P«l>i«

». ,.«T-1» poll-» nr!^ "iTT,
.  • nnminated the 'don t know^ response. It follows

specifically wishing not to disclose their voting i • ♦ i ctaop^that thev would be asked voting intentions at an ̂ rly stage
that if some of these people became aware that th y
they might have refused to participate in the polls at all.

ct that those who refused to answer the voting intention
304. There is considerable evidence to suggest that those who

.  . rnnservative. In ICJvrs cacperiment to measure refusal rates (seequestion were more like y to v ^ ^
paragraph 178«seq.) refusers to conservatives. (However it
economy, as Table 46 below shows ey significant) NOP
Should be noted that the base sizes are s gtudy found four times as
noted the same effect m their election ̂  ^
many of those who refused to say ho
voted Conservative than said they voted Labour.

.  -„oup of voteis to state their party preference. It is veiy
305. Item refusal is a specific reluctanc^. y ^ proportion of those who refuse
likely that item refusal is the tip of a larger prob m
actually say they are doing so. Another group o
as a more polite form of refusal.

. . o those who refuse to answer suggesting that some say
306. The 'don't knows' show some simi an i
•don't know' when they actually mean th^ are no ^ conservatives as the best party
likely to do so than refusers, 'don t knows were ^ intention. This again is confirmed by NOP,
on economic competence than those who di
although again the sample sizes involved are small.

are told before an interview starts that they will be
307. It oovtousti foUiws iha'" poieoO"" i»I»— ,|,OT,Mlves ftont the inier/ieet
tohetl hth. the,-I .h" "

91 For details of the wording, see Table 49.

.L
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able 46, Best party on econonUc competence: the view of the 'don't knows'

Conservatives
Labour
Lib Dems

Refusers to
the votiiig question

n=37

%

86

8

5

Don't

knows
n=49

%

76

22

10

altogether. Thus item refusal
respondents.

Productive sample
excluding don't knows

n=1,827

%

51

37

12

Source: ICM

may not even be recorded as interviewers move on to find more willing

308. In tests on secret ballots, ICM found 79^
introduce the poll as a market research '"^^isal when interviewers were carefully instructed to
vote in the Rowntree Reform Tni«t ^ <^mpany found 8% item refusals to reported

■irusi poll of almost lonnn1992 election. This was introduced as an * * * P®ople interviewed in the two days after the
could not claim the don't know/can't rem iv» ^ actual eleaion was so recent, respondents

ption as an alternative to a straight refusal.

309.Despitethedirectevidenceofthecampaignpollsittb rrefusal lies at between 5% and 10%. This is disturb' ^®®ms likely that the true level of item
of people who are predominantly previous ConservaC '®fusers were (and remain today) a group

310. It is also interesting to note that the level of 'he
they don t know' or 'can't remember'. ICM found 8^ ' ' '"•S'ter when respondents cannot claim
10,000 people Interviewed in the two days after the Rowntree Trust poll of almost

311. In its tests on secret baUots, ICM found that 'he
carefully instructed to introduce the pou as a market r 7% when interviewers wereof refusal is greater than impUed by the level ofmanif'^'"' '"S^ests that the problem
to participate in opinion polls altogether if they are ^ " P°"- respondents reflBe

« '"0 start that they wiU be asked how

312. Analysis of IChTs final poll before the 1992 elect-
to refuse to answer or select the 'don't know- option weUnaiion of some 1987 Toiy voteis
admitted 1987 ConservaUve voters who said they were this combined group contained 114
previous SDP/Liberal Alliance voters. After squeezin T""
certain to vote but did not know which way they wn m Conservative voters said they were
SDP/Liberal Alliance voters. " nga'tist only 13 Ubour supporters and 13
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313. If this group of people were a random sample of all adults then only 33% of them should have
admitted being Conservative voters. However the figures above suggest that 57% were previous
conservative voters. The process of excluding them from the figures assumes that they will either not vote
(even though they have stated their intention to do so) or vote in the same way as the rest of the sample.
Their heavy skew towards previous Conservative voters suggests that this would not be so.
314. Analysis oflCM's recall survey suggests that 60% of thedon't knows and refusers to the initl^j^^
question turned out to vote for the party they previously said they supported. Of the remai^g 4^^
Liberal Democrats were the main beneficiaries of switching amongst previous Ubom and Conservattve
voters while the Conservatives were the main benefidaries amongst wavering liberal Democrats. . ,

^ K th^ Rritish Election Study which had available to it the 1987 vote315 ICM's finding is corroborated by the Bntisn m j ^ *g  ̂ the 1987 election. Of those who refused to say before
of its panel respondents as they reported it after the 1987 eiec^  thpv didn't know, 58% of them eventually voted mime Withpolling day to say how they had voted or said they didn t know,puiuiig u y jr oinservative and Labour voters was as high as 70%.
their 1987 vote. The proportion amongst 1987

4  tAm refiisM^ is difficult but not impossible for the pollsters to
316. nie difficulty of overt and covert
overcome. All respondents must be ,„estion wiU vote In theBut most importantly, pomters cannot a.u^^.^ ^
same way as those that do. TWo sources ^ u may also be possible to ask
that 60% of them will vote for the party t e pollsters to guess at item refusers
other questions on general attitudes, issues and leaders that allo
true intentions. y"

„ M he differentiated from an additional problem for the pollsters317. Item refusal as outlined above shou for, even up to the last moment Tbe
which are people who remain genuinely unsure of wh
don't know effect is discussed below.

Explaining the impact of the don t kno
318. The extent to which the voting question ehci. ajon^^ ^
called the fashionabihty of parties or be at n perceived to be doing badly may not switch
Who are natural supporters of a particular party whic „f,iiinB day They therefore answer the
»..o„»

voting intention question with 'don't know or -won v ,,,^er neatlythem may return to the party th^ have vot ® , 033 eiecUon was held after the Falklands
fits the pattern of bias found in past elections. For example, the 1983 elecuon
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^ Victo^ and at a titne when economic fortnnes were improving. Labour, under the leademhip of

nucleard- '' mtervenuonist economic poUcies and a defence strategy based on unilateral
oftll^Of them votmg mtenttons or more reluctant to admit that they would stUl vote Labour.

January 1994 <aumii<«rCM ^
Tlte findings are consistent with In IGM polls 00^^^'^ "dT
from MORI surveys. ICM found that 68 current 'don't kn
equivalent figure was only 21 for past Labou
Who previously voted Tor, said they now didrmTh
---P---4pre.ousl::r::l~^^ at an. agait^t only 2 previous

-y current voting Intention. Ja„„m, 19,4

Declared past (1992) vote:

Voting Intention:
Conservative
Labour

Lib Dem

Other

Will not vote

Refused

Don*t know

Con Lab
n n

240 5
41 409
46 11
7 3

17 7
0 0
68 21

Lib

n

5

22

138

5

4

0

21

Oth

n

0

2

0

29

2

0

2

Did

not Ref Don't
vote used know
n n n

28 1 2
60 2 1
24 0 0
5 0 0
59 2 10
5 36 1
72 19 27

Source: ICM

320. This analysis confirms that the choice of the 'don't kn '
hesitancy of a random group of voters of all polifical °®®®aaa"'y 'h®
the same vein as diflerential refusaL At a time when therr"^'"'" something that is in
of their previous supporters faU to resolve the dilemma a'"'"*^»servative climate of opinion some
Such people are not evading the pollsters or teUing ̂  with them in a new election.
surprise. But if, when the phenomenon recurs during a "nsure. This should cause no
in fact - though th^ may not know it - likelv tn .. campaign, these unsure voters are

j u voic und to revert to ttiAi
booth, the polls need to take this into account previous loyalty in the polling

321. One further problem is suggested by the faa that la
percentage of people who say that they will not vote • ^ «>mpanies uncover a relatively small
of the reason for this is that some people treat the productive sample. Part
that is to say they have a clear view on which nart, question as a party support question,

^ support but have no intention of actually going

-Ti

to vote. It is possible to make some allowance for this factor. (See Appendix

.  ̂A^tt tiint thev do not mtend to do so. rmauy,that some who foel they 'ought' to vote are reluc^ to ^
informants may become aware that the mtenne ^
no intention of voting or have no interest in po i »

svstem. The effect is that each interviewer will322. This would not be a problem were it not for the representative of the population. But the
find a quota of voters who, through the quota system, are ^ Certain groups of the population
profile of all voters is not the same as the profile of a a ethnic minorities. For the
are unlikely to vote, especially young people, people m non-voters should be interviewed
polls to be accurate, it is necessary that the correct pr po niinority of demographically similar
and recorded as such - if they are simply replaced y
people who will vote, the sample will be skewed.

.W
\ \

Methodological implications ^ vote for in an immediate
323. One option with those people who say they don t ^y
general election is to re-allocate either all of them ^ effect of re-allocating 'don't knows in this way
for in the previous general election. Throughou

fi Conservatives.
has been to reduce Labour's lead over the

d fouBd that 60% of those who said they did not
324. ICM has re-anaiysed its post-1992 recall actually turne<l out for the party thqr voted for
know who they would vote for on the eve of „|iete th^ dtanges in their votes were
in 1987. The remaining 40% either did not vote same conclusion has been
compensated for by equal numbers moving in __ares the effects of re-allocating all don t knows
reached through analysis of the BBS surv^- TaW® ^ fleldwork was on 20-21 May 1994

T4-vrs Guardian survcjrand re-allocating 60%^ of them on ILM
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Table 48: Recalibration of doii*t knows in ICM's May 1994 poll

Conservative

Labour

Liberal Democrat
Other

Con lead

Raw

poll
figures
%

25

49

23

3

-24

All 60% of

'don't knows* 'don't knows'
reallocated re-allocated
% %
28 27
47 47
22 23
3 3

-19 -20

325. This analysis suggests that the estimation of aaual narn, •
to simple exclusion of the 'don't knows' One s "
one attempt to achieve this, using a secret hZtl^T, '
pollsters is to find a means of estimatinv hn .. (Paragraph 334). The alternative for
sophisticated techniques are reuuirp^i tk ^ evidence is that moreH  <irc required than are used at present Tt ,c ̂
that 'don't knows don't vote' nr thot ♦u dangerous to rely on the assumption» w uidi inose who win

normally distributed by party allegiance.

83. Questionnaire detniic

326. How the questions are asked can make a significant
determine which is the right wav to a«t #k difference to the answers. But it is not easy toj  aaiw mem. Quite apart fvcovert), it is well established that different question deliberate lying or refusal (overt or
wording, question order, and questions asked befo affect respondents' answers. Question
between the polls. It is, indeed, a factor uik- k all potential sources of difference

'  wnich attracted attparliament^. There were some particularly acute d* during the period of the 1987-92
formation of the SLD. However, except in such between the companies at the time of the
misunderstanding or confusion in the answers the n^t ^ when there is a real chance of
questions ('position bias') which remind respondents of th usually been caused by previous
of limited relevance during an election camoaitm u ®*^®dee of the centre parties. This is possibly

H«ign When the wofiip ♦u
ot the centre parties is relatively high.

327. As Table 3 shows, the variation in results between poir
there to be any detectable effect of variations in - far too small in 1992 for

w in question wnrHin/.
8» question order or other details of
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methodology. If questionnaire design played any role in biassing poU results, the effect must have operated
equally regardless of the companies' variations of detail. In feet there seems no rea«.n to suspect that any
such effect occurred.

u/nrditip between the companies in 1992, but there seems328. There were minor differences m question wording between mc y
no reason to suppose they were significant.

■For Which party do you intend to vom to

""°"'''■^you^oSwhtoW-^^ . r vv(■Which party ^J™te forr
""" 97"

"^^v^hSat? Su mosSed t^up^rt?")
ICM

MORI

NOP

\\

92 See ta parUceler Robert M. Worcester i„ British P„K,v „
salata. AprU tsas (Volume X, No 3). p 3.

,.h other most were GaUup and MORL The difference to questionThe two whose results diverged from ^ p^n.ility of abstention more
wording could conceivably have made a »
explicit, but it seems unlikely.

•  who asked voting intention as their first question, GaUup asked three329. unlike the other intention. Since Neil Ktonock tended
questions includtag a 'best Prime Mi V. . j, not be unexpected if the result were to tilt
to score worse than Paddy Ashdown and John j » oroved to do so, this would still

T ahniir ^although even it n woi«> ythe voting intention question against La realistic results). This 'warm start' as opposed
leave open the question of which method produced m ..-onificant discrepanty between the
to the standard 'cold start' seems the most likely explanation a 'warm start', even with

.1 «ftems little doubt that the uso uicompanies' results can be detected. k,asinc subsequent answers, can have a
quiions that ought to be oimparatively innocuous in
Significant effect on answers to the voting intention question (see below).

.  K in 1993 with matched samples to test the effects of preceding tiie330. MORI conducted experiments in Appendix 6B), and discovered that there is
voting intention question with other P°'|^'^^^J^,ention question is immediately preceded by
a significant and indeed dramatic effect. yg„,ification or recall of vote at the 1992 election)
either of two other political questions (genera p conclude that adopting either
Ubour's share of the vote rose five points. At the veiy .
Of the question orders with which MORI experimented would prob y

4^,
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the polls in the 1992 election. Of course, the party effects of such methodological variations are not
necessarily constant: thqr may vary with the political climate. It is quite possible that the warm start
favours the leading party in general, rather than Labour in particular. Further experiments at different
stages of the poUtical cycle wiU elucidate this point further.

331. More generally, however, the experiment emphasises how vulnerable the standard voting intention
question can be to distortion, and makes it clear how potentially perilous any form of warm start technique
might be (even if its apparent effect is to nudge the voting figures in the right, rather than the wrong.
direction). Nevertheless, this is by no means to conclude that the cold start method is perfect or even
necessarily that it is theoretically preferable.

332. The only other significant methodological difference between the polls was that MORI (together with
ICM and NOP in some polis) used filter questions intended to weed out those not registered to vote in
the appropriate constituency. Ibis, if it had an effea at all. should, logically, depress the Labour vote; in
fact, MORI and NOP had the highest Labour ratiinK nf «ngs of the five companies. Clearly this difference can be
discounted as insignificant.

333. In any case, it is clear that there were onlv verv ̂ maii
., ^ differences between the results produced by thedifferent companies (see Table 3). It would be hard to make

out a case for a substantial question wording
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effect, or for any other effea depending on differences
in company methodology.

8.4 Secret ballot technique

<... ' f.he noils in 1992 was that Conservative supporters were334. One possible explanation for the faUur F ^
more likely to decline to be interviewed, an m ^ ^
interview or nominate the 'don't know' option as a reluctance of some Tories
ballot method may be a way of reducing the possible established in other forms of

1, ThP ii«ie of simUar techmques is wen «.uito state their party preference openly, ine ^ people to answer sensitive questions. The
market and social research to reduce the reluctance o ^ Harris have used them for exit polls
use of seaet ballots for exit polls is also well reduced by 6% as a resiilt of using
since 1974. More recentiy, tests by NOP showed that re^^ question. The same reduction of 6%
a secret ballot to record voting behaviour instead of * ^ ^ ̂ sample test conduaed in
in refusals to the voting intention questions was rv,||cervatives 7% higher in the seaet ballot
September 1992. Further, the table below also shows

Table 50; ICM split-sample companson oi Difference
W  , ,1 Secret ballot

Convehwnal poU ^

Conservative

Labour

Liberal Democrat

SNP

Others

Will not vote

Refused

Don't know

28

33

12

3

1

12

7

5

35

33

12

2

3

11

1

4

-1

+2

-1

-6

-1

for the seaet ballot But foUowing their tests.
335.-R,. „ NOP MORI ~ ™
ICM WB. I» I™

.M ̂  .mmi. s. Nr 49 ^
'.Motp of party vote nroduced results that were, on

together to produce an average esti seaet ballot po P whole
a. «.hnle nenod tne However, when the wholehave been published by ICM. Over t e - than the conventiona po nroTorv effea

a  4iaP Conservatives than u -pparent that the pro-Tory effeaaverage 3% more favourable to the months each it PP g month
,oi ceoments of i' ^he most recent 9 montn18 month period is split into two eq ^riod but not in the

4 in the earlier P«"^ i the conventional polls.
of the secret ballot was evident in identical to

fld results that arc
period the seaet ballot has produ

other

ber 1993 and Jaow"^
^ Except that all polls conducted in ballot

excluded as in these two months ICM added

experiments to
polls ta aldiUoB to the ̂

L
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Table 51; Comparison of secret ballot and conventional Interviewing, 1992-3

Con Lab LDem C Lead

September 1992-April 1994
Verbal (49 poUs)
ICM Secret ballot (18)

September 1992-May 1993
Verbal (25)
ICM Secret ballot (9)

June 1993-April 1994
Verbal (24)
ICM Secret ballot (9)

Based on all published polls. September 1992 to

%

%

%

%

%

%

30

31

33

35

27

27

46

44

46

44

45

45

22

20

16

16

23

23

-16

-13

-13

-9

-18

-18

336. It is possible that the effects of the secret ballot «nii

and that aecircua.tanceswWchsurrounded.helJ^^^ '''^'""'"""'®tinte series is required before any to conclusions c^ZT' ''''''
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9. AFTERWORD: MODELLING BEHAVIOUR FROM INTENTION
337. Polling is a «>n.plex operation. Dtere are many points at which it is posst^le to make mis^« to

t. • We have endeavoured to sift through these to see whichtheir conduct or to misinterpret their findings. Avnioration are laid
r 1009 The conclusions which follow from our exploranon are laidwas most responsible for the errors of 19^^ 7" answer. Several htctors contributed

out on the preceding pag^. inadequately rigorous
minimally to the pollsters' discomfiture but three
late swing - seem to have been the main culprits.

, .rises when respondents do not behave as they say they intend
338. Abasic difficulty of all survey requirements of precision, iihe parallel
to, particularly when voting forecasts are a ^ instructive. It is well known that an estimate of
with market research into new product development ̂  ^ of major purchases
purchase volume based on stated intention to buy can product depending on the amount
such as durables or cats) or very bad. It ^
of competitive clutter in the retail outle

ood predictor of behaviour. Perhaps things have changed
339. In Britain, intention has in the past ̂ n a g ^ ̂  in 1992 created exceptional

rnWbe the closeness oi uicso that this is no longer the case, ^ ^ imown that stated intention will never be a good
circumstances. In some other countries it is ^r example, as we have seen (paragraph 146
predictor. Major adjustments have to be made. previous elections and other adjustments to
et seq) this involves weighting for claimed b miv»sodallv undesirable. If such
overcome

a problem has arisen in Britain, pollsters muiw
and develop models by which actual voting to introduce such techniques untried
course, would involve considerable research,
or without full recognition of the pitfalls invol

'  . A behaviour at previoua
lis involves weighting for claim ^ deemed to be socially undesirable. If such
! anticipated underclaiming of behavio simple reporting of voting intention totals,
1 bQc arisp.n in Britain, pollsters will need ^j^^rately be predicted from the data. This, of

Me drawbacks fbr the simple reporting of poll research.
340. Of course, such implicaUons have considera ^

at complex interpretations ^ ,esponsible way to use the polls in
unequivocal conclusions. Nevertheless, it could calculations which carry a degree of
Media clients may balk at complex

unequivocal conclusions, inc more sophisticaieo un

future will be to extrapolate from the raw da«a to ^ for the interested viewer
extra risk and need to bear a 'health '^"'^jJIiopment that the polling organisations - and their cBents
or reader. In the long term this may

- will have to consider.

, i„ which their flnding. are used. Tfre media and the pubUc341. PolUters'reputations depend on the n
seem to expect them to be able to predict d«^^^^^^^_^^^^,^^^«^Pomtersmust, of course,
that applied to other market research, a
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do all that thqr can to ensure that their findings are as accurate as possible, and certainly should be more
accurate than th^ were in 1992, we believe that the recommendatioiis of this report are a step towards
achieving that But pollsteis must also insist on the limitations of their craft being understood and
accepted. As our rejrart has shown, there is a lot yet to be learned and there may be many improvements

refinements which can yet be made. The pollsters and, indeed, all market researchers should be
exploring this. Nevertheless, the feet remains that - disappointing as it may be to some - polls wiU never
be perfect To be able to ensure that they remain within the standard of margins of error is a success in
ttself If the pollsters can do this in the future, they can be weU pleased with themselves.
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POSTSCRIPT: 1'h k 1994 EUROPEAN ELECTIONS

341 T1»

^tA/1 thp existence of a pro-Labour bias similar to that in 1992. Butfigures from many of the surveys suggested the existence o p mit
•  /lifferential refusals and secret ballot techmques set outthe application of the lessons about weighting,

above enabled some at least of the forecasts to come close to the outcome

i.,t different fiom a general election. The turnout (36%) was less343. The European elections weresomewhatdtffe
than half that in a general election, an ere ^ conducted whollyIhereweremanyfewerpomoinductedduringthe^^^^^^^
Within four days before the election. A further di cu contest affected electors'
election was never in any real doubt; thus, if ^ 1994.
behaviour or their responses to interviewers,

. H t Within the last nine days of the campaign, although none could344. There were four surveys carned\Oui » of the four, only one - ICM's survey on 6 June
properly be considered to be an 'eve-bf-poll predi conducted in the 1992 general election
for the Daity Express - used a broadly similar ^ ̂ pensive use of quota, demographic
campaign (although with the addition of a secret ^ Times), Gallup (on 1-7 June,
and consumption weighting variables). Both M conducted in-home over several days, and the
unpublished^) asked their questions on omnibus of 4-5 June which was leaked to the media.
Nop poll, a private poll for the t-abour party
was by telephone, neither being methods V jajyey®.
shows the unadjusted voting intention findings

identical to the neatest percentage point with the
345. NOP's telephone poll produced a result that ^ ^ goth MORI
final percentages for both Conservatives and higher than the final Labour vote and lower than
and Gallup reported vote shares that turned out to variations in support for the parties,
the final ConsemUve vote. All the polls correct .d» .^ect that this wouldHowever, none of thepollslndicatedastro«gsho^ngy^^^^^^^^^„,,hich part at least might
have on the Uberal Democrat share. CThi^ .„a,er- parties by the baUot papers).

. .. of the existent*'
consist of protest voters being remin

• .of voting 1"""''°°''""'
^ The Gallup figures are an ^ne of the surveys.

Gallup did no. puSlisS dm flgur« »»* «,uM have beoilhe agurm that NOP nouM have

" Rguies given for the NOP the fig"'®
if they had published the poll; they
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Table 52: Polls during the 1994 European election campaign - unadjusted figures

ICM/D Express
ICMIGuardian

MORI/Timcs
Gallup/D Telegraph
MORJ/Times

NOP/Labour party
ICM/D Express
Gallup/unpublished
Result

Fieldwork

17 May
20-21 May
19-23 May
25-30 May
2-6 June

4-5 June

6 June

1-7 June

9 June

Con Lab LDem Oth C lead Sample
% 27 46 22 5 -19 1,019
% 26 47 23 5 -21 1,420
% 27 47 22 4 -20 1,929
% 23 53.5 19 4.5 -30.5 1,042
% 23 51 20 6 -28 2,669
% 28 44 19.5 8.5 -16 c. 1,000
% 27 45 22 6 -18 1,050
% 24.5 49.5 18 8 -25 2,939
% 27.8 44.2 16.7 11.2 -16.4

ffers the opportunity to test the suggested methods of adjusting raw survey figures from
the final polls". These are shown in Table 53: GaUup adjusted by weighting for reported past vote. MORI
by mciudmg the reponed past vote of the -don't knows', and ICM by using both techniques.

Table S3: Adjusted figures In the final polls. 1994 European election

MORl/Times
ICM/D Express
Gallup/unpublished
Result

Fieldwork
2-6 June
6 June

1-7 June
9 June

Lab LDem Oth C Lead Sample
47 20 6 -20 2,669
43 20 8 -14 1,050
44 19.5 8.5 -16 2,939

44.2 16.7 ii.2 -16.4

347. The results suggest that, at the moment at least th,c. . u ■
of the difficulties caused in 1992 The effects nf .k "enects of the adjustments were as foliows:

a. ICM's unadjusted figures in Tabie 52 show a h-
lead over the Conservatives. Weightine bv ™
knows produces an error of equal size in r ® P'oportion t^e don'tequal size m favour of the Conservatives.

b. The raw GaUup figures show an average 8 6% ova, ■
reported past vote achieves ezactly the enr, of Labour's lead, but weighting bythe correct percentages for both major parties.

c. The unadjusted MORI figures show a U.6% Bve''
of refuseis and'don't knows'by reported " *®'^"®®'™a'®°fthe Labour lead, but re-aliocationAll three polls failed to accurately identify the hivhT ® overestimate.cvel of support for minor parties.
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348. one Clear lesson reiteratedby the 1994 European election poilsap^obeUmt^^^^^
poor predictors ofwhether they will vote.at least inEuropeanelections.InICMspon55%sa.d they wem
poor preaicxois oi wncuici y r,oii«n»s 54%- in feet the turnout was only

"certain to vote", in MORFs the percentage was 45% an ih.. ^ , proportion
rrivr aUo found considerable "overclaimmg - a much higher proporaon36%. In their post-election survey ICM also touna com.

of respondents claimed to have voted than the actual turn

.1 A niihlished before the votes were counted took advantage of349. T^o post-election surveys conducted and p

the unique opportunity offered by a European obiective standard - the actual result - by
counting of the votes) to test their Being surv^ of those who had vot^
asking how voters had voted before the resu pre-election surveys; nor, with the

•  1 tiimoiit in the SHine way oa u* ^
they were not vulnerable to differentia camed either by a bandwagon effect or

.*«o/Tiirflte answers nemg caiww
result unknown, was there any danger

by a new and different poUticai atmosphere h

Table 54: Post elecfiOT
2,954

ICM/5 Express
Unadjusted figures
Published (adjusted)
prediction

Result

MORI/ERS Exit Poll
(London)
Result

(London)

10-11 June

9 June

^ 9 June

9 June

%

25 48 19

26.7 45.3 19.6
27.8 44.2 Ifi-'J

29 51 13

29.8 503 12»1

8.4

11.2

7

73

3,893

H .eneral pubUc and one an esit poll, offered encouraging
350. These two surveys, one a quota survey of the g ^ ̂  ̂.street quota methodology

•Kii.hed in the Sunaof cjt ^ ̂ extensivefindings. An ICM survey published m ^ a secret uau
Similar to that used by the polling """P""'®" ° „„adjusted fig»r« ̂ how a bias to Ubour of
weighting by demographic and consumption «>a. _ ^

.  . .hat in the polls ® hroueht ICM's figures to withinequivalent size and direction to ™eiehting hy past votmg 8"
.«•—""""'"iT... ™ """7

Ml.™

lechnlqoes uMd by ICM (MUi MiKb
Surveys for the Guardian.)

96ICM and MORI's published 'headline' figures were in both
cases the unadjusted figures.

L
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351. A MORI (random) secret ballot exit poll in London for the Electoral Reform Society, adjusted only

by weighting to age and gender to compensate for the known profile of refusers, was also very close to the
true result As with the ICM survey, the implication is that the problem of differential refusal to
participate can be overcome.

352. The expenence of the 1994 European Elections demonstrates that the problems manifested by the
polls at the time of the 1992 election still persist. But it also offers encouraging evidence that the
experiments along the lines outlined in this report may go a long way towards overcoming these problems.
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Appendix 1:

Fieldwork

11 Mar

11-12 Mar

11-12 Mar

11-13 Mar

11-13 Mar

11-13 Mar

12-13 Mar

13 Mar

15-16 Mar

16 Mar

17 Mar

17-18 Mar

17-18 Mar

18-20 Mar

19-20 Mar

20 Mar

19-21 Mar

20-21 Mar

21-23 Mar

22-23 Mar

23 Mar

23-24 Mar

24 Mar

24 Mar

24-25 Mar

25-27 Mar

26-27 Mar

27 Mar

27-28 Mar

26-29 Mar

28-30 Mar

29-30 Mar
30 Mar

31 Mar

31 Mar-1 Apr
31 Mar-1 Apr
31 Mar-3 Apr
1-3 Apr
2-3 Apr
2-3 Apr
3 Apr
3-4 Apr
3-4 Apr
^-6 Apr
4-7 Apr
6-7 Apr
2-8 Apr
2-8 Apr
2-8 Apr
8 Apr

PUBUSHED national opinion polls in the 19M ELECTION
Company Source
NOP Mail on S
MORI Times

MORI S.Times (PI)
Harris Observer

Harris RExpress
Harris LWT

NOP

ICM

1,050
1,054
1,544
1,054
1,086
2,186

IruLon S. (PI) 2,155
S.Express

1,081
1.099
1.100

Sample Con Lab LDem CLead
40 15 1

Harris RBpress
MORI Times
ICM Guardian
Gallup D.Telegraph
NOP Independent
MORI SSimes (P2)

1,257
1,096
1,115

1,000

Harris Observer

ICM S.Express
NOP

NOP Mail on S
Harris D.Express
Harris ITN
MORI Times \\
Gallup R Telegraph
ICM Guardian
NMR European
NOP Independent
MORI SSimes (P3)
Harris Observer
ICM S,Express
NOP Mail on S
NOP Ind.o)iS. (FST)
Harris RExpress »
Harris FTN
MORI Times

Guardian

2,

2,

ICM

158
1,109
1,092
1,096
1,105
1,326
1,292
1.057
1,136
1,099

152
1,080
1,126
1,095
1,302

10,460
1,265

Harris FTN
MORI yrv
MORI Times
NOP Independent
GaUup D-TOeffopn
ICM Guardian

1.139
1,104
1,090
1,093
2,210
1,065
1,731
1,746

.41

38

40

40

39

37

40

39

41

38

38

37

36

37

i:043 ''fi

Gallup RTelegraph
NOP Independent
ICM Press Assn
MORI SSimes (?y
Gallup ^
NOP Ind.on S. (P >
ICM S.Ejpress
NOP Mail on S
Harris Observer
Harris RExpress

37

35

38

37

38

37

38

39

2'478 38.52,4/O

41

39

43

40

41

41

40

38

43

43

984 40.5 38.5
1,262 38 42

38 41
40 39
37 42
39 41
38 40
43 38
38 42
38 41

40

38

38

41

40

39

39

39

39

39

41

40

38

40

40

39

42

38

38
38

16

18

12

16

17

14

16

17

16

16

18

17

19

17

16

15

16

15

16

17

38 39 19
39 42 14
38

40

36

37

39

40

35

35

% 37.5 20.5

20

17

20

18

16

17

41 19
42 19
41 18

19

20

21

22

17

18

20

17

21

18

20

20

17

20

2020

-3

1

-3

-1

-4

-1

-1

3

-5

-5

2

-4

-3

1

-5

-2

-2

5

-4

-3

40 40.5 16.5 -0.5
39 40 12 '1

-3

-2

-2

-1

-6

-7

-4

0.5

-2

-3

-2

0

-3

-2

-1

-3

0.5

0"

2,186 »the House (^Commom. 1992



Appendix 2: SCOTTISH POLLS

The problems of opinion polls at the 1992 General Election were not confined to the major surveys
representative of the whole British electorate. Ten polls specifically designed to measure public opinion
in Scotland were carried out between the start of the campaign and polling day. Like their counterparts
polling across Great Britain, they all measured a level of support for Labour substantially higher than that
eventually recorded in the ballot box and underestimated Conservative support. They also overstated
support for SNP and underestimated the Liberal Democrat share. In fact, each of the ten polls placed the
Conservative party m third place behind the SNP. The Conservatives eventualiy polled 25.6% of the votes,
more than four percentage points ahead of the SNP.

Table SS; Scottish Polls in the 1992 election

Fieldwork
12/3

19/3

19/3-24/3

22-23/3

26/3

28-30/3

Pollster

1^054
1^009

System 3 i,036
1.052

^om 1^059
MR Scotland 1,079

Pre April average

MORI 1^060
MR Scotland 1,133
System 3

1,056

April average

Result

Difference

Sample size

% 21.3

% 21
%  18
% 21
% 22

% 20.5

% 25.6

% -5.1

Con lead
Lab LDem SNP 0th over Lab
42 11 24 0 -19
43 9 27 1 -23
44 7 26 1 -22
41 9 27 1 -19
42 10 27 1 -22
38 10 31 0 -17

41.7 9.3 27.0 0.7 -20.3

44 12 23 0 -23
43 11 27 1 -25
40 12 25 2 -19
41 11 25 1 -19

42.0 11.5 25.0 1.0 -21.5

39 13 21.5 0.8 -13.4

-1.5 +3.5 +0.2 -8.1

During the campaign the polls suggested static support fo k .
indications of declining support for the SNP Conservative and Labour parties, with

ght gains for the Liberal Democrats.

Four polling companies were involved in Scottish polk Svs. ^
Scottish companies with no involvem<=»nt ysiem Three and Market Research Scotland are

ement in national Dolk lurrDr
Britain as well as special Scottish noik it s i ' R1 and ICM both conduct polls across Greatpuiis. 11 IS clear that all fr*

during the campaign. ^mpanies produced broadly similar results

Table 56 compares the difference between poll findingsResearch Scotland were a little out of line with h result for each company. Market
support for the SNP and iower support for th r produced consistently higher

e Conservatives. With this exception, the poll results were
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remarkably consistent and, like their national counterparts, contain the same under-estimate of
Conservative support and overstatement of Labour share.

Table 56= Scottish Polls: Summary of difference from final result, by Pollster
I  LDem SNP 0th Con lead
ICM

Final Poll

Average of polls

MORI

Final Poll

Average of polls

MR Scotland

Final Poll

Average of polls

System 3
Final Poll

Average of polls

2.0 -2.0
2,0 -3.0

5.0 -1.0
3.3 -3.0

4.0 -2.0
1.5 -2.5

1.0 -1-0
3.0 -3.5

0.2 -5.6
0.2 -5.6

-0.8 -9.6
-0.1 -7.9

0.2 -11.6
-0.3 -7.6

1.2 -5.6
0.7 -7.1

•  oolling in Scotland produced similar results with the same
It is not surprising that the four companies p ^^^^odology used by aU four poUing companies
measurement problems seen in the nation p ^ national polls. All four pollsters used face to
was broadly the same and similar to that employ demographic characteristics. Age, sex and social
face interviews with samples controlled by quotas o status in the quota controls.
a.. — » ai M.

Samples sizes were all just over 1000 intervi ^o 66 (MR Scotland). No panel surveys were
ranging from 41 (S3) through 52 (ICM) a^d^^^ presented based on post election recalls on
conducted during the campaign and no evi en
Scottish electors interviewed in the pre-election p

„ ,0 the national picture, it is no. unreasonahie to suspem that
Given the similarity of the Scottish resu Scotland..he factors which affected the national polls were als
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Appendix 3: THE HISTORICAL RECORD OF THE FINAL POLLS

Table 57: Final polls and election results 1945-87

1945

Gallup (24-27 Jun)
Result (5 Jul)

Sample

1950

Daily Mail (5-11 Feb)
Daily Express (17-21 Feb)
GaUup (17-20 Feb)
Result (23 Feb)

1951

RSL (n/a)
Daily Express (19-23 Oct)
Gallup (22 Oct)
Result (25 Oct)

1955

Daily Express (n/a)
Gallup (21-24 May)
Result (26 May)

1959

NOP (2-5 Oct)
F Stat (1-4 Oa)
Daily depress (n/a)
Gallup (3-6 Oct)
Result (8 Oct)

1964

RSL (n/a) n/a
NOP (9-13 Oct) 1,179
Gallup (8-13 Oct) 3,829
Daily Egress (n/a) n/a
Result (15 Oct)

Con Lab Lib

% 41.0 47.0 10.5
% 393 48.8 9.2

% 45.5 415 n/a
% 45.0 44.0 10.0
% 43.5 45.0 10.5
% 43.0 46.8 93

Lead Average Max
Oth C lead error error error Method

%

%

1.5 -6.0 +3.5

2.7 -9.5

0.9 -3.8

• Mail poll combined Uberab and others

% 50.0 43.0
% 50.0 46.0
% 49.5 47.0
% 48.0 48.8

n/a

3.5

3.5

2.5 0.7 -0.8

• RSL poll combined Uberals
and others

^ 50.2 47.2
% 51.0 47.5
% 49.7 46.4

48.0 44.1
48.6 45.7
49.1 45.4
48.5 46.5
48.8 44.6

2.2

1.5

2.7

n/a

5.1

5.0

4.5

6.1

• NOP pou combined Uberau and other.

%

%

%

%.
%

45.0

44.3

44.5

44.5

42.9

46.0

47.4

46.5

43.7

44.8

n/a

7.9

8.5

11.0

11.4

9,0*

0.4

0.5

0.8

0.9

-1.0

-3.1

-2.0

+0.8

-1.9

• RSL poll combined Uberals
and others

1966

RSL (n/a) n/a % 41.6 49.7
NOP (27-29 Mar) 1,693 % 37.4 54.1
Daily Express (n/a) n/a % 41.6 50.6
Gallup (24-28 Mar) 3,596 % 40.0 51.0
Result (31 Mar) % 41.4 48.7

8.3

7.5

7.4

8.0

8.8

1.5 1.8 Q

12.0* +3.0 +6.8 2.9 4.3 n/a
1.0 +1.0 +4.8 1.4 18 n/a
1.0 -1.5 +13 0.9 1.8 Q

7.0* +7.0 +7.8 3.9 5.8
0.5 +4.0 +4.8 1.5 18
0.5 +2.5 +3.3 1.1 1.8

0.4

1.0

0.4

1.0

1.1

-8.1 -0.8 0.8
-16.7 -9.4 17
-9.0 -1.7 1.4

-11.0 -3.7 1.2
-7.3

n/a

Q

+3.0 -0.3 0.65 0.8 n/a
+3.5 +0.2 1.2 1.3 Q
+3.3

+3.9 -0.3 0.8 0.8 Q
+2.9 -1.3 0.6 1.0 RM

+3.7 -0.5 0.6 1.1 n/a
+2.0 -12 1.0 1.9 Q

+0.9 1.65 14 n/a
-1.2 2.0 3.5 RP

-0.1 1.6 19 Q+R
+2.7 0.8 1.6 n/a

1.2

5.4

1.9

2.3

n/a

Rr

n/a

Q+R
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Sample

1970

ORC (13-17 Jun) 1,583
Harris (n/a) 2,661
NOP (12-16 Jun) 1,562
Gallup (14-16 Jun) 2,190
Marplan (11-14 Jun) 2,267
Result (18 Jun)

February 1974
Bus Dec (21 Feb) 1,056
ORC (n/a) 2327
Harris (26-27 Feb) 3,193
NOP (23-27 Feb) 4,038
Gallup (26-27 Feb) 1,881
Marplan (n/a) 1,649
Result (28 Feb)

October 1974

Bus Dec (2 Oct) 2,071
NOP (2-5 Oct) 1,978
ORC (5-9 Oct) 1,071
Harris (5-9 Oct) 2,701
GaUup (3-8 Oct) 954
Marplan (8 Oct) 1,024
Result (10 Oct)

1979

Gallup (30 Apr-l May) 2,348
MORI (30 Apr-l May) 974
Marplan (1 May) , 1,973
NOP (1-2 May) 1,069
MORI (2 May) 1,089
Result (3 May)

1983

ASL (7 Jun)
Harris (7-8 Jun)
Gallup (7-8 Jun)
Marplan (8 Jun)
NOP (6-7 Jun)
Mori (8 Jun)
Result (9 Jun)

1.100
567

2,003
1,335
1,040
1.101

% 46.5
% 46.0

% 44.1

% 42.0
% 41.5
% 46.2

% 36.0
% 39.7
% 40.2
% 39.5
% 39.5
% 36.5
% 38.8

Lab Ub Oth

45.5 63 1.5

48.0 5.0 1.0

48.2 6.4 1.3

49.0 7.5 1.5

50.2 7.0 1.3

43.8 7.6 2.4

37.5 23.0
36.7 21.2
35.2 2^0
35.5 22.0
37.5 20.5
34.5 25.0
38.0 19'8

% 35.5 40.0 20.0
% 31.0 45.5 19-5
% 34.4\\41.8 19.
% 34.6 \ \43.0 J9.
% 36.0 41.5 9.0
% 38.3 43.8 19-; 35.7 40.2 IW

% 43.0 41.0 13.5
% 44.4 38.8 1 •
4^45.0 38.5 ^

isss
23*  M 26

t Is 5 ^
^  <76 26% 46 ^ 24
% 46 ^ 26% 44 ^
% 44 28

Lead Average Max
C lead enor error error

+1.0

-10

-4.1

-7.0

-8.7

+2.4

3.5 -1-5

-1.4

-4.4

-6.5

-9.4

-11.1

3.4 +0.8

4.5 -4.5 -l-O
4.0 -14.5 -11-9
4.4 -7.4 -3-9
3.1 -8.4 -4.9
3.5 -5.5 -2.0
3^ -lOJi -7.0
43 -3-5

25 +2.0 -5.2
33 +5.6 -1-6
30 +6.5 -0.7

+7.0 -0-2
30 +8.0 +0.8
33 +7-2

2  +23
2  +22
2  +19
2  +20
2  +18
2  +16
2  +16

+7

+6

+3

+4

+2

0

1.0

11

12

16

3.2

0.7

3.0

1.2

1.6

0.8

11

1.6

0.6

0.5

1.2

0.5

Method

1.7 Q

4.2 R

4.4 R

5.2 Q

6.4 R

-13 1.7 3.2 Q

+12 1.2 1.4 Qr

+4.2 1.8 18. Rr

+3.2 1.5 15 Rr

+1.2 0.7 0.9 Qr

+1.2 19 5.2 Qr

1.2 Q

5.7 R

13 Qr

18 Rr

1.3 Qr
3.6 Qr

3.4 Q

1.1 Rr

0.8 Q

1.3 Q

0.9 Q

12 5 T

1.5 3 Q

0.8 1.5 Q

1.0 2 Q

1.0 2 Q

0.0 0 Q
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1987

ASL (9 Jun)
Harris (10 Jiin)
Gallup (8-9 Jun)
Marplan (10 Jun)
NOP (10 Jun)
MORI (9-10 Jun)
Result (II Jun)

Sample

1,702

2,122

2,005
1,633

1,668

1,688

Lead Average Max
Con Lab lib Oth C lead error error error Method

% 43 34 21 2 +9 -2 1 2 T
% 42 35 21 2 +7 -4 1.5 3 Q
% 41 34 23.5 1.5 +7 -4 1.25 2 Q
% 42 35 21 2 +7 -4 1.5 3 Q
% 42 35 21 2 +7 -4 1.5 3 Q
% 44 32 22 2 +12 +1 0.5 1 Q
% 43 32 23 2 +11

Key to methods:
+: Poll combined two separate samples
M: Poll in marginal seats only
P: Panel

Q: Quota sample
r: Reinterview of previously selected sample
R: Random sample
T: Telephone

Source: Robert M Worcester, British Piihlir ODinion- n R..ti«r ^ ^ral
Eleaion of... 1959.1964.1966.1970. Ortniv»r lOTyi Rose/A, King/M, Pinto-Duschinsky/D. Kavanagh, The British QSB—
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APPENDIX* ™VIDECONVENHONAlSAMPLINGEM.OREOEM01AE
DO NOT APPLY

HicnKsed here are derived empirically from studyAS outlined in Section 5.2 a^ve. ^ ̂ fbr the statistical analysis needed to
of variations between polls. This is a simpl

derive estimates from within a single survey.

,• ermm SO derived are sUghtly greater than »ould emerge fromIt Should be noted that the sampling errors appropriate only when a surv^
simplistic application of classical sampling theory fo seldom used whether in academic social
sample is selected using 'simple random sampling* ^ t^at 'random* sampling is not
surveys, market research or political polling. (K drawn to ensure that each member of the
haphazard - a random sample is one that is
population being sampled has an equal probability of se

.fuUv drawn probabiHty samples are not truly 'random*.In surveys of the British public, even the most authority districts or other area samples (the 'first
They start by drawing a sample of constituencies, « individuals. If households are chosen (the second
stage*) and then, within those, a sample of house designate the individuals to be surveyed,
stage*), then a random process of ^^pie; aU are to a greater or lesser degree
Consequently, no survey of the public is a p
'clustered*. ^ res in tvvo important respects. Fiist, they almost
Polls also deviate from sifnpie random sampling ere intem^^

invariably use the non-random sampling process jodo-economic targets. This will not necessan
select respondents who meet certain <.emograpb.cJ«^^^^^^^^^,^
have any impact on sampling variability* i po

at the erst stage, a sample of geographical areas
lor-tftd in two stages, a nrocedure (multi-stage

Second, poll samples tend to be se within these ar • nniiim? at
.lonK are selected oniy ^ enabling poUmg atis selected; subsequently, respond ^nd res cimole
k well justified by ^ achieved with a simplesampling) is perfecUy sound an ^^ ,er sampling variabi^*^' ^

speed. It does, however. usuaUy r Des.^
random sample of the same size. in more advanced
Worcester and Downham^ and dealt wi

coi^SSSSl
^ R. Worcester and J. Downhain ( »

Chapter 4.

Market

mm
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Appendix S:

Detailed evidence on the 1992 election

Appendix 5A: Evidence of MOM paneis _
Table 58: Percentages of the electorate swltcW^ ̂ i^^* campaign

1979 Ti/fnumUNDAY TIMES PANEL
Initial wave

Final wave

before

election

(Start of campaign)
TOTALOth/DK

Oth/DK

TOTAL

uo^vsuNDAy2!^s?^

Initial wave
before election announc^jFinal wave

before

election

(Two weeks TOTALOth/DKSDP/UT) All

SDP/Lib AU

Oth/DK

TOTAL

Initial wave
f After election ang-J

SDP/Li*> All
Final wave

before

election

TOTALOth/DK

SDP/Ub All

Oth/DK

TOTAL
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Table 59: Percent^es of the electorate switching during the campaigUi 1992

Table 60: switching during final week, 1992
1992 UORVSUNDAY TIMES PANEL

rBaset Thnc#»

Final wave

before

election

%

Initial wave

(After election announced)

Con Lab LD Oth/DK TOTAL

Con (29.2) 0.8 1.4 3.5 5.7

Lab 1.4 (29.8) 1.2 4.6 7.2

LD 2.6 2.0 (12.9) 2.1 6.7

Oth/DK 0.6 0.6 0.2 (7.1) 1.4

TOTAL 1 4.6 3.4 1 2.8
10.2 21.0

Wave IV

(1-3 April)
Recalled vote

after election

Oth/DK TOTAL

TOTAL

119

Table «1: Percentages of supporters of each par^? switching, 19^

CHANGE WEEK 1 to WEEK4 (MORI/S«m% mu. panel Base: Ma^g both waves)
U

Wave 4 party
Conservative

Labour

Liberal Democrat

Other

Would not vote

Undecided

Refused

CHANGE WEEK 1 to VOTE

Con

Il=:438

%

86

4

8
*

1

1
*

Lab LDem 0th

n=404 n°222 n=34

% % %

3 9 -

89 8 19

6 82 16

2 -
69

*
-

1
*

*

Would

not

vote

n=41

%

10

8

5

74

3

parfy

Reported Vote
Conservative

Labour

Liberal Democrat

Other

Did not vote

Refused

Con

336

\ \

87

4

5

3
«

Lab LDem

n=287
nf

n=170

%%

4

/c/

13

82 8

8 73

2 2

3 4

1 1

0th

n=31

26

13

61

9

n

dec

ided

n=112

%

26

36

15

1

1  ̂
19

3

Un

Refh

sed

n=l4

%

44

19

30

not dec Refii

vote ided sed

n=32

%

n=71

%

n=7

%

12 33 37

11 32 32

13 21 -

2 3 -

62 9 31

2 -
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CHANGE WEEK 4 to VOTE RECALL (MORl/Sunday Times panel. Base: All answering both waves)
Wave TV party

R^rted Vote
Conservative
Labour

liberal Democrat
OthCT

Did not vote

Refused

toVOTERECAlX(NOP//«ig^„„ p^el . Base: All voting and answering

Wave IV party

Would Un

not dec Refu

Con Lab LDem Oth vote ided sed

n=311 n=275 n=183 n=28 n=21 n=ll n=4

% % % % % % %

92 3 9 4 18 48 58

3 88 3 32 9 24 -

2 5 82 4 9 - 21
♦

- 3 64 - - 21
2 4 4 . 64 20 -

-

*
- 9 -

Would Un

Con
not dec Refu

Lab LDem Oth vote ided sed

Reported Vote n=245

%

94

3

n=231 n=101 n=17 n=2

00
rH

11

c

n=6

Conservative % % % % % %

Labour 3 13 - 100 28 50

Liberal Democrat 92 3 6 - 33 -

Other
2 4 82 6 - 28 17

1 2 88 - 12 34

a^GE EVE OF POLL to VOTE RECALL (ICM/Guardian post-election recall. Base: All answering both

Wave IV party
Would Un

Con Lab
not Don't will

LDem Oth vote know ing
Reported Vote n=433

%

93

n=389 n=197 n=51 n=34 n=52 n=47

Conservative % % % % % %

Labour 2 6 4 5 26 33

Liberal Democrat
♦

92 5 2 • 24 16
Other 2 2 77 11 5 14 8

Did not vote - 3 63 - 8 -

Unwilling to say/Don't know 4 4 8 18 88 18 -

1 1 2 1 2 10 43
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Appendix SB: Panel trends and cross section treiids
Table 62: Panel studies 1992 - net changes in votmg intentions

Base

line

%

MGRl/Snnd^ Times ̂
Interviewing dates
Base

Conservative

Labour

Liberal Democrat

Other

Con lead over Lab

Swing in final week of campaign

^OP/Indqpendent on Sundi^
Interviewing dates
Base

Conservative

Labour

Liberal Democrat

Other \\
Con lead over Lab ; ̂
Swing in final week of campaign

Mori/BBC On The Record (Panel of floating
2,650

41

32

22

^  ̂ 5

+9

Interviewing dates
Base

Conservative

Labour
Liberal Democrat
Other

Con lead over Lab

Swing in final week of campaign

Week

1

11-123
1,544

40

39

18

3

+1

12-133
2,155

40

41

14

5

-1

12-143
1,072

40

32

25

3

+S

Week

2

Week

3

18-203 25-273
1^7 1,292

3838

41

19

2

-3

AO

20

2

-2

19-213 26-293
1,004 1,000

3939

41

15

5

-2

40

16

5

-1

19-203 26-273
1,219 1.173

3637

33

27

3

+4

32

30

2

-1-3

4 Result Vote

% % %

1-3.4 9.4 10.4

1,265 934

37 43 40

39 35 37

21 18 21

3 4 2

-2 +8 -H3

+2¥t%

2-3.4 9.4 10-12.4

1,006 620

38 43 42

41 35 37

17 18 17

4 4 4

-3 -1-8 -i-5

-1-4%

2-3.4 10-11.4

1,146 1,090

34 37

32 29

31 30

3 4

-I-2 -i-8

-1-3%

Table 63: Cross
Week

1

%

39

41

15

-2

Week Week
2  3

studies, 1992

Week

4

38

40

16

-1

38

39

18

-1

37

38

20

-1
Conservative

Labour
Uberal Democrat Hanis/Qteeivs, icm;
Con lead over Lab Hpn-ta/Lwr, icM; ̂̂ -21 •

^Observer,

(Polls included were 11-133: N*3P,MORl, ICM.)*
25-293 NOP, Harris/Oteerver. ICM; i- •
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If we compare the mean results of the national face-to-face cross-section polls being carried out at the
same time as the nationally representative two panels, we get very similar trends for both Conservatives
and Liberal Democrats (although the downward trend for Labour is different).

Although one would generally expect the trends detected by panels to be more reliable than those shown
by mall number of cross-section polls, there is one piece of evidence that suggests that possibly the
downward Labour trend found by cross seaions is more accurate. In MORFs Sunday Times panel the rate

was significantly higher among initial Labour supporters than among initial Conservative
supporters; consequently the final panels had to be weighted somewhat in favour of the remaining
members who had originally supported Labour.

A broadly similar pattern though, less pronounced can be observed in the MORI On the Record floating
voters panel It .s a reasonable a^umption that a high proporUon of those who dropped out of the panel
-re general^ uninterested in politic, and that these were the group of Labour supporters most liable

abandon the party. Consequently it may have been the case that the real rate of Labour's decline during

leZr T"*"* --PI- disproportionately
indeed k ^ weighting to the onginal voting strengths cannot compensate for this and may,mdeed, make matters worse by overweighting the most solid T

x. 'A '1- Labour supporters. Interestingly, no similareffect can be identified in either the 1987 or 198^^ Mnui/c aor iys3 MORV5«m/qy Times panel studies.
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Appendix 50: Anticipated result of the 1992 electionGallup ashed on four occ^ions during fl.e camp^gn'irrespeqtivu of how you yourseUwmvo^

you think will win the next General Election?

Conservative

Labour

Liberal Democrats

Nationalist

Hung Parliament
Don't know

11-173 18.233

% %

48 39

31 37

0 0

0 0

5
14

16 9

25-303 1-6.4

% %

35 24

37 47

0 1

0 0

18 18

9 9

Source: Gallup

„  -,i 12 March and 16 March) respondents were asked -What
In MORI'S first two surveys for The Times (i ejection?' and in the opening Sunday runes
do you think will be the outcome of the forthcom" g g nntcome of the natt general election?',
panel survey (12-13 March) 'What do you think wUl
Responses were:

Ti Times
Sundaylimes

Conservative overall majority
Con-Lib Dem power sharing
Lab-Lib Dem power sharing
Labour overall majority
Other

Don't know

\ \

mes

11-123

%

30

20

19

17

2

12

163

%

28

18

20

19

3

12

12-133

%

28

22

21

17

n/a

12

In MORI'S Sunday Times panel in answer to Wh
election?', responses broke down as folio

All

Conservative overall majority
Con-Lib Dem power sharing
Lab-Lib Dem power sharing
Labour overall majority
Oon't know

%
28

22

21

17

12

do you think win be

Lab W®"Con

Source: MORI

the outcome of the nert general

%
48

30

9

3

10

11

8

33

38

10

17

42

27

5

9

Source: MORI
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Appendix 6:

Experimental work since the election

21%

19%

14%

11%
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Appendix 6A: MORI spiral of sUence experiment

InMORrsOanua.yl993on.„ibus.responden.we.as.eda,uesdonon«^

spiral of silence hypothesis.

• kf for the pflfty that you most support.
Q I'd like to ask you a question about n,e letter or letters next to aU those that you
From this list which, if any, would you do. Plea
woulddo. . . 28%
Put up a poster for the party in my winaow
Put a party sticker on my car
Go to a party meeting
Wear a party badge
Help distribute campaign literature
Give money to the party's campaign .. • * *; *' *
Take an active part in a discussion at a p rty
Put up posters in public places for the p ^
Speak out for my party at another partj^
Canvass in person for the party v \ * ■
Canvass by telephone for the advaniag^ of the party
Stop strangers in the street and dis

None of these *'
Don't know reluctance does not arise from

Judging by the activities that Britons are least yjj,y proclaim their loyalties with posters m their
classic spiral of sUence motives - they are prepar commitment to the party
homes, car stickers and badges; they are less kee ^ ̂ commitment to theeven if they are more anonymous. Tltis suggests tto. ^
.  u • i..hi..onsaboutsupporting'»P°P"'® be drawn tentatively, hut we wouldparty rather than inhibitions ao r ^««riusions can only ne or .

'  Anril 1992 and concius rather than weaken the
1993 was different from that in Apn to heighten
expect that the fall of Conservative pop
inhibitions of the party's supporters.

4%

4%

2%

43%

3%
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would do.

up a poster for the party in my window
Put a party sticker on my car
Go to a party meeting
Give money to the part/s campaign

a party badge
Help distribute campaign literature
Put up posters in public places for the party
Take an at^ve part in a discussion at a party meetinff

"» «"«p™,

None of these
Don't know

affinnatiom of party support such as displa """"
and less public conunltments invoMng more time a d « ""''e P°P<*lar than more useful
the Conservatives' problem has been disaiusionmen, and
than a shame factor. enthusiasm among their supporters rather

"s next to all those that you

Con Lab LibDem

% % %

25 36 36

20 25 27

19 21 23

10 12 10

10 21 16

9 13 18

7 12 8

6 9 8

4 5 3

3 5 5

2 3 1

1 2 5

43 35 37

3 2 2

were more reluctant than
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Appendix 6B: MORTs ques«on order experiments.

In July 1993 MORI carried out a warm start experiment using a question on p^ i ' ̂
the voting intention question, standard practice in the USA but not in Brit^

. A ...Htn offer evidence as to whether party identification ougntto explore the effect of this question order .^^^aienfoUowed up in August with a second
to be considered for weighting purpose m « P° ̂  ^ respondent
experiment in which the voting intention quesnons
voted in the 1992 general election.

Party Identification before Voting Intention
k 22-26 July, n= 2.578 in three matched versions) tested

The July 1993 regular MORI omnibus (fiel wor question before the standard voting intention
the effect of asking the Michigan party identifita standard form, with the VI questions asked
(VI) questions. Versions 1 and 2 of the omnibus were o ^ poutical section (at
first and the ID question and a 1992 immediately by VI. with 1992 VR after
Qq. 12 and 13); Version 3 asked the ID p^„,ijai section (at Q.5). The effect of the
the economic optimism question ^ i„,e„tion) support by 5%.
experimental method was to increase La

The questions asked, detailed in the table below, w

Q.l How would you vote if there ° ^ gre you most incHned to support.
Q.2 en, Ih,.^ u.«dd« « "i"" •• "I
Q.1/2 Combined VI. (In the table, the first co
- while the second includes them) conservative, Labour, liberal Democra
ID Generally speaking, do you think gjection, in AprU 1992?
VR Which party did you vote for at the last



22-26 July 1993

Conservative
Labour

liberal Democrat
Nationalist
Green

Other

WNV/DNV
None of these

Undedded/DK
Refused

Too young
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First Experiment

Standard method
(VI first)
Base; 1,753

Q.V2 Q.l ID VR
% % % % %
27 22 18 28 32
43 36 33 35 33
26 21 17 17 15
2  2 2 2 2
1  1 1 1 *

1  ♦ «
1 «

19

3

13

1

2

2

Experimental method
(Party ID first)

Base: 825

Q.1/2 Q.l ID VR

% % % % %
27 23 20 28 32

48 41 39 36 34

22 19 17 15 15

1  1 1 * *

1  1 1 1 1

1  ♦ * 1 *

5 5 1

8 1
6 14 8 18

4 3 2 1

The veiy close correspondence of answers on the 1992 Vr
matdted and that the variation in ID (sliahtt and vt r
order. (greater) can be put down to the effects of question

Results of the first experiment

It might be supposed that the effect of starUng with the m „ •
between party ID and measures of votin s ^"®stion would be to increase divergence

Effect Of T
question otder on the relationship between ID d tT ' the related effect of
the case Of ID foUowed by VI precisely the onnll b '
party at the voting question was cn 'd ^ occurred: with ID asked first, adherence to that
against 88% for Labour and Riv y®'' Conservatives, 95% as

> auu oLyb as against t •!.

Americans, draw a clear distinction between oartv m Jhe idea that Britons, like
question order under the tradition,! ™ .n ''®'t®^°nr, which has been concealed by

nal method, is plainly fê e on the basis of this test.

In act, the clearest conclusion established is thatorder. Heath and Pierce are probably right th questions has a far stronger effect than their
operating. However, there is no sign of a ^ Psychological desire to give consistent answers is indeed
________ '«•«».« ^

Orterform of the ̂ rty idiaXita oui" Wentincation in Briiain', Electcal Studies
ncaiion question. with the results reported by Heath and Pierce, which
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general (party ID) to the specific (VI) than in the opposite direction; if it exists at all, it is swamped by

the effect of having the two sets of questions following on immediately from each other in the experiment.

(In the standard version nine questions intervened between VI and ID.) Methodologically, the conclusion

must be that MORI's traditional method - putting ID at the end of the political section when memory of

declared VI has had a chance to fade, at least six and as many as forty questions intervening - is far more

robust than the American question order. As far as getting a meaningful measure of party ID is concerned,

divorcing the two questions in this way is clearly preferable. However, this leaves aside the question of

which method is better for measuring Vis.

The most obvious effect of the experimental method was to reduce the number of don't knows at VI - in

fact, it acted as an extra spur to producing a party allegiance, with three consecutive party questions being

asked instead of the normal two. The scale of the effect can be seen especially clearly by comparing

responses to Q1 of the standard VI test - *would not vote* fell from 7% to 5% and 'undecided* from 19%
to 14%, with corresponding rises in both Conservative and Labour shares. However, the follow up Q2 still

succeeded in eliciting further responses. On the combined VI, *would not vote* on the experimental

method was down to 5% - lower than it has been in any monthly MORI poll under the traditional method

since the election. (It has not fallen below 7% in 1993-4.)

This reduction of don't knows had a direct party effect, the difference in party strengths resulting from the

experimental method being statistically significant. The components of the effect can be seen by comparing

the ID X VI matrix for each method. Twice as many Lib Dem identifiers said they would vote Labour

under the experimental method as under the traditional method - the gain coming mostly from don't

knows, though the Lib Dem identifying Tory vote was also extinguished completely; Labour achieved a 7%

increase in VI among its own identifiers, again arising from the fall in combined don't knows from 8% to
2%. Overall, the Labour share increases 5% as a share of total sample and 4% on the headline figure; Lib

l^em falls 2% on total share and 3% on headline figure. Interestingly, the Conservative share is unaffected.
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First Ej^eriment: VI by party ID

Con identifiers Lab

Don't knows excluded

Conservative
Labour

Liberal Democrat
Other

Base; All

Conservative
Labour

liberal Democrat
Other

WNV

Undecided
Refused

Trad Expt Trad Expt Trad
n=497 n=225 n=636 n=293

9

II

% % % % %

81 86 1 3
5 5 96 97 9
14 9 3 3 87
1

-

- 1

Expt
n=127

%

16

84

71

4

12
*

5

5

2

77

4

8

1

89

3

1

3

3

1

95

3

3

8

80

1

2

5

1

15

81

2

2

Clearly the question that needs to be an«u/Ar«/i • u

e«rarespon<.en.u.«.eVI<,„esUolr . ^ ̂ ^or are they as likely to vote as any other ambn"
Hie latter seems plausible - it is possible thaur "^^^nheless have some party preference?

VI,uestion(orwho^„l<.e<,„ivo<.te)butwho JalrtreTprepared to answer the VI question as well. "'®"

It is plain that part of the decrease in don't knows doer arise simni
opposed to a cold Stan-the number Of don't knows to ,b n. ^ '"""""'Phigher than when it was asked later in the interview ^ considerably
6% in any MORI survey using the Michigan-style Id" "^ure did not surpass

number of-none of these'answers was slighUv down nh''T'°°9%). , ® probably not significantly so-8% as against

The cold Stan cannot explain the Whole Of the effea-totalused first (18%) were far lower th ' ^^^^-party answers on the ID question when
*  luwer tnan on VI Ol nQct/s

questions when asked first. It is nlain th i. . matched the figure for the combined VI
question. '"I'wl resistance to the ID question than to the VI

The Liberal Democrat vote feiis on the
preceded by a question naming the LiberanT™^"'^' ®*®" question is
Liberal Democrat identifiers and (in the or "e linked to (i) the lower number of

" ̂ <=-~«ve McBco (.^ „ .pposrf
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to 12% of them declaring a Lib Dem VI). The first of these is the primary effect - the relationship between

total LibDem identification and vote was consistent across the two tests, the vote (as a proportion of total

responses) being 4% higher than the party ID in both cases. However, the detailed relationship between

ID and vote was different, and the LibDems lost a further two points on the headline VI figure as the

don't knows fell.

The lower number of LibDem identifiers when asked the ID question was asked first does not seem to be

a simple sampling error. If we look at ID as measured against VR, LibDem identification is lower both

among those who say they voted LibDem in 1992 and those who say they voted Tory.

First Experiment: Party ID by recalled 1992 vote

Con vote *92 Lab vote *92 LibDem vote *92

Trad Expt Trad Expt Trad Expt
n=555 n=262 n=591 n=274 n=261 n=121

% % % % % %

Conservative 76 74 1 1 6 7

Labour 4 5
\  «

88 86 8 10

Liberal Democrat 8 5 6 5 71 65

Other *
- 1 1 3 3

Don't know 5 10 1 3 6 8

None 6 5 3 4 6 6

Refused 1 1
*

- - 1

In short, there were as many potential Liberal Democrats in the sample. However, less of them chose that

party ID when the question was asked first, and the shortfall then carried through into VI. Why? One

possibility is that some respondents are unwilling to admit being tactical voters, and consequently give

consistent answers to the VI and identification questions, answering truthfully whichever is asked first and

making the second answer conform (whether consciously or unconsciously). Thus a group of Labour

identifiers who will vote tactically for the LibDems say they are Labour if asked the ID question first but

that they are LibDems if asked the voting questions first. If this is the case, it is clearly preferable to

persist with the traditional method, since accuracy on VI is the more important consideration. Note,

however, that this explains less the half the rise in the Labour VI figure; the remainder comes from the

more efficient squeeze of the don't knows, which may well be much more closely related to actual voting

behaviour.

Past Vote before Voting Intention

The second experiment used the August 1993 regular MORI omnibus (fieldwork 19-23 August, n= 2,742
in three matched versions), using the same questions but testing the effect of VR as a first question rather

k
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than ID. Versions 1 and 2 of the omnibus were again of the standard form, with the VI questions asked
first and ID and VR at the end of the political section (at Qq. 22 and 23); Version 3 asked the VR
question first, followed immediately by VI, with ID after the economic optimism question from the
standard political section (at Q.5). Again, the most notable result of the experimental method was to
increase the recorded Labour voting intention by 5%.

19-23 August 1993

Second Experiment

Standard method
(VI first)
Base: 1,827

Experimental method

Q.1/2 Q.l ID VR
% % % % %
28 23 17 27 30
42 35 32 34 31
25 21 18 18 17
3 2 2 1 2
1 1 1 1 *

« * *
1 *

9 8 15

11
6 19 5 1
2 2 2 2

2

Base: 915

Q.1/2 Q.l ID VR

% % % % %

25 21 16 27 27

47 40 37 36 31
25 21 18 17 13

I  1 1 1 1

1  1 1 1 *

1  1 1 1 «

8 7 17

9

4 16 6 1

4 3 2 9

2

Conservative
Labour

Liberal Democrat
Nationalist
Green

Other

WNV/DNV
None of these

Undecided/DK
Refused

Too young

TTie most starUing result of the experiment is that it found a 9% ref^ i
(MORI normaUy finds a refusal rate of 2-3% for this u ■ ^
freak sample (which seems unlikely, as refusal to Assuming that this is not the result of a
that at the time there was considerable resistance to b " followed was only 4%) it appears
so than is ever normally found when VI is the first ^
order in that it dramatically reduces the VR " f ^ f'^^tnly, therefore, it is an inefficient question
rates appears to be small. (Refusal was up sli htl ^^^hable, even though its effect on VI response
in with the conclusion from the first experiment slightly reduced. This fits
knows at VI, in this case the effect being cou a warm start in general helps squeeze don't
question. nteracted by increased inhibitions raised by an opening VR

The most obvious result of the experiment"
voting intention figure five points higher thar^^ produces a Labour
possible that the sample for the experimental ve method. Judging by the ID question, it is
he a distortion of the ID question caused b^ pro-Labour, but this may equally
difference between the samples it was not nlirl ^
with the result of the first experiment i<: ^ '"^in contrast
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most whereas asking ID first it was the Liberal Democrats that suffered. This is directly contrary to

received wisdom, which would hold that the ID question (which mentions the Liberal Democrats by name)

ought to be more favourable to them than the VR question (which does not).

By comparing voting intention with party ID and with recalled vote, we can see that two separate effects

are probably operating to affect VI when VR is asked first. We see that the responses of Labour identifiers

appear unaffected by the different method. However, Conservative identifiers are substantially less likely

to say they will vote Conservative, switching either to the Liberal Democrats or to the don't knows; Liberal

Democrat identifiers, meanwhile, are less likely to say that they will vote Liberal Democrat, switching

instead to Labour; these two movements cancel out, the overall effect being a rise in the Labour figure

at the Conservatives' expense.

Second Experiment: VI by party ID

Con identifiers Lab identifiers LD identifiers

Trad Expt Trad Expt Trad Expt
n=489 n=238 n=619 n=337 n=321 n=148

% % % % % %

Conservative 85 80 1 2 5 4

Labour 5 6 94 94 7 14

Liberal Democrat 10 14 3 3 86 80

Other *
- 2 4 2 2

WNV 4 7 2 3 3 4

Undecided 3 5 2 * 2 2

Refused 1 5 * 1 2

Why is this happening? It seems clear from the refusal rate that asking VR first has the effect of putting

respondents more on the defensive than normal. It seems probable that this caused Conservatives to offset

their support for an unpopular government by saying that they would not vote for it again. This might have

been also the cause of the effect on the Liberal Democrat vote (LibDems ashamed of their party having

split the vote, saying they would vote Labour next time to get the government out) if the same pattern was

present in the table of VR against VI.
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Second Experimeta: VI by recaUed 1992 vote

Con vote *92

Trad Expt
n=549 n=242

Lab vote *92

Trad Expt
n=559 n=:283

LibDem vote *92

Trad Expt
n=313 n=110

Conservative
Labour

Liberal Democrat
Other

WNV

Undecided
Refused

I Soem rT"" LibDem in 1992, as opposed

L.r:r:zr r::::r ̂ ^ ™ .mindsaccordingly. Dms consistency is higher for LibDels 7"^
because the tactical voters, having bee ^ between ID and VI,
account of it in their VI For the Co " did at the last election, remember to take• ror ine Conservatives, bv contract tv,^ • .
that they are genuinely less willing to admit '

a future Conservative voting intention.

kik ,1

Appendix 6C: BES evidence on Accuracy of Recall of Voting

It is possible using the 1987-1992 BES panel study to re-evaluate the claim made by Himmelweit et al^®°
that voters' memories of their previous voting behaviour is faulty, and that in particular voters are likely
to make their past behaviour consistent with their current preference. In the panel study voters were asked
after the 1987 election how they had voted in the 1987 election. They were asked the same question again

in 1992.

Table 64: Reported and Recalled Voting in 1987

Reported Vote
in 1987

%

Recalled Vote

in 1992

%

V1^1 ..lui■rA.. .

Conservative 37
Labour
Alliance 20
Other 1
Refused/DK 2 3
Abstained 14

Source: BES(n=1604)

As Table 64 shows, there was a clear difference between the answers respondents gave in 1987 and what
they said five years later. In particular voters were unlikely to remember having voted either Alliance or
having abstained. Across the whole sample as many as 21% of all respondents gave a different answer in
1992 than in 1987, identical to the results of the 1966-70 Butler and Stokes panel study. Most seriously,
if the polls had reweighted their samples so that recall vote was the same as the actual vote in 1987 they
would probably have over-represented the number of former Alliance voters in their samples and thus the
likely Liberal Democrat performance in 1992. (This was the problem faced by ASL in their telephone polls
in the 1983 General Election, when they overestimated the Alliance vote by three percentage points.)

The particular inability of voters to remember having voted for a third party is shown in Table 65. The
table also confirms that there is nothing new about this. Liberal voters had been equally forgetful of their
previous behaviour in the 1960s as well.

H. Himmdweit, M. Biberian and J. Stockdale, 'Memory for Past Vote; Implications of a Study of Bias in recall'. British
Journal of Political Science 8. pp 365-375 (1978).
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Table 65: Correct recall of vote 1970 and 1992

Reported vote
in 298711966

Conservative
Labour

Liberal/Alliance
Abstained

% Correct Recall
Of 1987 vote
in 2992

93 (558)
89 (385)
54 (292)
26(160)

Of 1966 vote
inl970

92 (290)
87 (369)
45 ( 71)
45 (104)

Source: BES

We can examine how far these differettces can be accounted for by voters aligning their past behaviour
ir current preference by looking at the relationship between reported vote and recalled vote

acxxtrdmgto how people voted in 1992. Ofatotalof341voters Whose vote was different from their recall,
~yas53%alig„ed their recall votewith their currentvotingbeha^^^^^

their b h^- ̂  "^^sremembering voters aligned

""" P". »«-«" -tt .Mr ™.

i-a ...a Part „

These results suggest that the difficulties which
weight the sample profile of a poll still exist An a
of third party support. Both MORI and ICM ha"" 1 overestimate the level
fewer respondents admit i. <■ ^e a so found since the 1992 election that considerably
recall question. """ ^^en asked a standard vote
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Appendix 6D; Voting Recall surveys 1992-3

Q. Which party did you vote for at the last General Election, in April 1992?

S. runes 25-28 Nov-

GE Panel Apr Dec Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Get

1992 RecaU 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 1993 1993 1993 1993 1993

% % % % % % % % % % % % %

Conservalive 33 37 33 33 33 33 33 34 31 32 30 32 33

Labour 27 34 31 35 33 34 33 33 34 33 31 31 33

Liberal Democrat 14 19 16 14 15 14 14 14 14 15 17 15 12

Nationalist 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 • 1

Green * « • » • « « • 1 1 • « •

Other 1 1 • • • • • • • * « • •

Did not vote 22 6 15 13 12 13 13 13 13 13 15 14 15

Too Young n/a n/a n/a n/a 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3

Can't remember n/a n/a n/a • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Refused n/a 1 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1

Source: MORI
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Appendix 6E: ICM's experiments with exclusion of non-voters

As noted above (paragraph 321 et seq), the polls seem to find too tew people who say they definitely will
not vote, typieally less than 10% of the sample. This low figure may be partly attributed to the praetiee
Of what has become known as 'squeezing the don't knots'. Simply, those who reply to an initial voting
mtention question wtth a don't know" response are encouraged to say who they are most likely to support
m the election. Those who remain in the "don't know' category or who refuse to answer are then treated
as non- voters along wtth those saying they definitely will not vote. Most pollsters then use a eertainty-to-
vote questton to examine iikely voting behaviour at different levels of turnout. In most elections adjusting

excluded ff 'T the final voting intention figures. (In 1992, MORI
r  tesult was to reduce^  I»d 0.1,., „p,„ ^

. TO rirpL'iTi «' """"
in an immediate general ele«ion.l3?'.a H,a ' P ®' how likely they would be to vote
respondents were asked who they wouldvote'^o''^"""^'^ f°"°™ng this, all
would not vote. Thus some 7% of the . ' ™"t«liate general election. Only 6% said they
election and then pro'ceeded t!chre:::r!! ^Choose a party they .ouH vote for in that hypothetical election.

The same has also been true of past voting Vote
having voted. The indications are that s • consistently find too few who admit not
reflect the party they supported last time ^ ̂  question 'Who did you vote for last time?' merely

In December 1993 and January 1994, JCM attem
interviewed in the samole hv intr^n • ^nipted to find out how many actual non-voters were

' " »'"■»=. q»«.. .pear.,,,
Q' ^ ̂ ould like you to think back v

to vote in that election. Can vou r u ^ ^^^^S^tieral election in 1992. Some people were not ableemem er did you actually go to your polling station and cast your vote?'

actual non voters according to anal isTf^^^ January said they did not vote, against 22%
accounted for by deficiencies in the elector ^^S'ster, At least part of the difference can be
presumably inaccessible to interviewers).'''^ non-voters are
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The evidence therefore suggests that polls do actually interview a sample which is representative in terms
of likelihood of voting. The appearance of finding Too many* voters is because people answer voting
behaviour questions by saying who they support, not who they actually did or would go and vote for.

As a result, ICM has also introduced a ten point scale asking people to say how likely they are to go and
vote in a future election before asking voting intentions. The results are instructive. Those least likely to
vote, 1,2 and 3 on a ten point scale, are younger people in the DE social class, typically Labour voters.

Table 66: Likelihood of voting on a ten-point scale, 1994

Least likely to vote (1,2 or 3
on 10 point scale

n= 133

Male 8%
Female 11%
18-24 12%
25-34 12%
35-64 7%
65+ 9%
AB 5%
C1 7%
C2 7%
DE 15%

Source: ICM

These figures correspond quite well to the pattern of actual turnout at the 1992 general election indicated
by other sources. This suggests that such questions can, indeed, be useful in adjusting the polls to allow
for turnout.
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APPENDIX 7: SEATS AND VOTES

ParHamentary Seats from Poll Results

National polls are a method for estimating the share of the national vote that would be won by each party
m an immediate general eieaion, but the hvinnef of a general election is the party which wins an overall
majonty of seats in the House of Commons. Most media clients of the polls want to know which party,
If any, wiU win a majority, and the likely size of the majority. In order to be able to estimate accurately
the number of seats that would be won by each party under the 'first-past-the-posf electoral system, one
needs to have detaUed information on the geographical distribution of each party's vote, constituency by
jumency. No single opinion poli of 1,000-2,000 people is large enough to be able to provide such

consIeC"^ '

^  —y -"e in order toestimate the number of seats that would be won by each nartv Th,o • ,
party's share of the vote is the same in each • ^
canceiUng. constituency, or at least that any variations are mutually

~  ̂ —cy to constituency at a
a party did weU or badly ̂ a X^oITer T
number of seats won by each party. So farTcon"^"""™' """ ""
Of seats won by each nartv h nservative and Labour are concerned at least, the number

The 1992 election result revealed ho
party's share of the vote since 1987 hfd bee' procedure. If the change in each
secured an overall majority of no 1 "'^orm in each constituency, the Conservatives would have
Labour made a net gain (compared with'^igs?! 17^0 'he 21 seats they actually received.
expected to have secured only 20 This ha Conservatives when they might have
to Labour was higher in marpinai ^ number of reasons but primarily because the swing

®  seats than elsewhpr#^ tk;o .by Liberal Democrat supponers V h because of apparent tactical voting
he Liberal Democrats themselves made a net gain (again

1979). ^ Gudgin and P. j. Xaylor, Seats V
'  ° ̂  and 'he Spatial nFFir-r^ti^nc (New York: Pion,

m

(Basingstoke: in D. Butler and D Kns  tistica! appendices to the earlier voium British General Election of 1992
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compared with 1987) of four seats from the Conservatives, rather than the net loss of two that uniform

swing would have implied; here again tactical voting played an important role^°^.

The narrow Conservative lead in terms of seats compared with the position in terms of votes made the

discrepancy between the results of the final polls and the actual outcome a little less apparent. However,

it also revealed how fragile interpretation of the polls can be. Before the vote, it was universally assumed

by all commentators on the polls that, with a general election result giving a Labour lead of 0.8% (the

final polls' average). Labour would win most seats but would be well short of an overall majority. In fact,

if the national result had been in line with the polls but the geographical distribution of each party's vote

had been in line with what actually happened in 1992 (a distribution which proved to be highly favourable

to Labour) Labour would have won a narrow overall majority. In that case it might well have seemed to

the general public that the polls had got it wrong when in fact they had been entirely accurate in

estimating what they are designed to estimate, the national share of each party's share of the vote.

It can, of course, be asked whether in the light of the experience of the 1992 election better methods might

be adopted to estimate the outcome in seats. One possible approach is to concentrate opinion polling in

marginal constituencies; the assumption of 'uniform swing' will only be undermined if the behaviour of

these constituencies is different from that of the country as a whole. As discussed above (paragraph 227

et seq)y conducting polls in marginal seats is not easy because of the lack of reliable information on which

to base quota controls. (In any case, despite the rise in the amount of tactical voting in 1992, it is by no

means clear how far this indicates a long-term increase in propensity to vote tactically^*".)

The public should clearly be made aware of the uncertainty attached to any translation of a poll result

from votes into seats. Methods have been suggested to derive confidence bands for any such estimate,

based on similar principles to the confidence bands that are used to indicate the sampling error attached

to any poll. Essentially, instead of assuming that swing will be uniform, these methods assume that there

will in fact be a degree of variation which is normally distributed. From this a range of likely outcomes in

J. Curtice and Mi Steed, 'The Results Analysed', in D. Butler and D. Kavanagh, The British General Election of 1992
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1992)

A. Heath el al, Understanding Political Change (Oxford: Pergamon, 1991); R. Niemi, G. Whitlen and M. N. Franklin,
'Constituency Characteristics, Individual Characteristics and Tactical Voting in the 1987 British General Election', British Journal
of Political Science 22 (April 1992), pp 229-54; G. Evans and A. Heath, 'A Tactical Error in the Analysis of Tactical Voting: A
Response to Niemi, Whitlen and Franklin', British Journal of Political Science 23 (1993), pp 131-7; R. Niemi, G. Whitlen and
M. N. Franklin, 'People who live in Glass Houses: A Response to Evans and Heath's Critique of our note on Tactical Voting', British
Journal of Political Science 23 (October 1993), pp 549-53.
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terms of seats can be calculated^®^. The polling companies may wish to consider encouraging their media

clients to report their polls in terms of such ranges in future.

Exit Poll Conversion to Seats

While it may be the case that the primary objective of an opinion poll is to estimate each party's share
of the vote rather than the number of seats they will win, exit polls are commonly commissioned with the
explicit purpose of attempting to estimate the outcome in seats. Indeed, as described earlier, both BBC
and ITN commissioned specific exit polls focused on marginal seats in order to make an estimate of the

come in seats at the beginning of their election night programmes. (These polls were entirely separate
analysis polls which both companies conducted, which were based on nationally representative

samples.)

* p however caused some confusion. It has not always been understood by viewers that the
seat projections produced by the television companies are based on a different poll from that which
produces an estimate of the nanonal share of the vote. (It was partly for this reason that the BBC did not
taoadcast the vote shares from their analysis poll in 1992.) That confusion was exacerbated in 1992
because, as some commentatots pointed out, if the two companies had estimated the outcome in seats by

appiymgto every constituency their analysis pom-estimate Of the Change in each party's Share Ofsmce 1987, they would have produced a Conservative majority very close to the eventual outcome-

^t wt^ however entirely fortuitous. Both analysis exit polls in frtct underestimated the Otnservatives'

in thel "gher in marginal seats than
was mo '''i " ^ "*8 analysis' polls estimate of the national swing
marZ La"-' -d the swing in
actual swin^ • ^ "^"8^ ""PPened to match theactual swing m marginal seats. Hie enois cancelled each other out.

—

- so long Of course as the exit poll is accuZ bIZ"
understand that both companies based their exit nolJ' "
against challenges from either Ubour or the Liberal D "^^^'"""8

emocrats. Neither company polled in, for example,

P. J. Brown and C. Payne 'Elect* m*

jQg ^ pp 58-61.
See, for examnie n ,See, for example, R. Worceaier, Utter to the Editor The I„d a

^nor, The IndepenHxa^i 5 j^y
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seats which the SNP were challenging (or defending against) the Conservatives or seats where the contest
was between Labour and the Liberal Democrats. This is because there are relatively few examples of each

of these types of marginal seats; a highly disproportionate amount of resources would have to be devoted
to polling in these seats if a reliable exit poll based forecast of the outcome were to be produced. (The
sampling error for any poll is determined by its sample size; so it requires a poU of the same size to
predict the outcome with the same degree of confidence in three seats as it does in thirty.)

Both television companies attempt to get around this problem by forecasting the outcome in uniKual kinds
of marginal seat by using expert judgements. These judgements are made on the basis of, mter alia,
national and local opinion polls, local election results and historical precedents. In 1992 however, the
expert judgements proved to be fallible. In the BBC's case, the inaccuracies knocked 9 seats off the
companies' estimate of the Conservatives' totaP®'. An exact figure has not been produced by ITN but
it would appear that their errors reduced their estimate of the Conservatives' seats total by 13 seats.

The validity or otherwise of the methodology used to make these expert judgements - or indeed the
wisdom of making them in the first place - lies outside our remit. But the outcome of the 1992 election
clearly indicates the need for a careful review of the procedures used. Of course, in so far as the expert
judgements relied on campaign polls for some of their evidence, it meant that despite their use of their
own exit polls, the television companies' procedures were not wholly insulated from the errors in the
campaign polls. But it is clear that not all of the error in either company's seat projections was caused by
the exit polls themselyes, and thus the seat projections themselves are not a fair measure of the accuracy
or otherwise of those polls.

There were some detailed differences in the way in which the two companies used the exit polls to make
a seat projection. But their impact was marginal. The BBC, for example, used a detailed regional
breakdown of the marginal seats in its sample and produced its seat outcome by applying these to the
marginal seats in each region. This had the fortunate impact of producing an estimate of the Conservative
number of seats which was two seats higher than would have been the case if no regional breakdown had
been applied. ITN, meanwhile, found a discrepancy in the result prcxluced by those sampling points which
they had previously used in 1987 and those which were using for the first time. They decided to weight the
result of the poll in favour of the former on the grounds that they had greater confidence in those
sampling points, but with the unfortunate consequence that their estimate of the number of Conservative
seats was reduced by four.

107' J, Curtice and C Payne, 'Forecasting the 1992 Election: the BBC Experience', in I. Crewe and B. Gosschalk (eds.), PoHdcal
Communications: The British General Election of 1992. Cambridge University Press. (In press).

1
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Appendix 8; Procedure for using the Self-assigned Goldthorpe Class Schema

The procedure relies upon asking respondents themselves to state whether a occupation belongs to a
particular category of occupation giving examples of the kinds of jobs that fall within each category. The
p  form of the question has varied from ̂periment to experiment, but the following is the form which

ost often used (the question has been designed as a self-completion question but could equally
weU be administered in a face-to-face interview):-

Q. best describes yam y^ork? If you are not working now please think
about the most recent job you held.

(a) Farmer or farm manager

(b) Farm worker . .

(C) SkiUed « work (e.g. p,„„be, elearician. finer, train driver, cook, hairdresser)
(d) Senu-skUIed or unskiUed manual work (e.^ postman, machine operator, assembler, waitress.

Cleaner, labourer)

(e)Prof^tonalor.echnicalwork(e.g.doctor,schoolteacher,engineer,socialworker,a^^computer programmer)
(f) Manager or administrator (e.g. company director,

ofBcer)

(g) Clerical (clerk, secretaty, telephone opetator)
(h) Sales (e.g. shop assistant, commetcial ttavellerl
(i) Other (Please specify)
(1) Never had a job

manager, executive officer, local authority

In addition, details of the respondent's employment
Q. Are you self-employed or do status are ascertained as follows:-

for someone else as an employee?

Self-employed

Employee

Q- As your position at wnrir ^
you (or were you).

or

A supetvisor or foreman of manual workers
A supervisor of non-manual workers
Not a Supervisor or Foreman?
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The respondents* social class is then determined by the following grid:-

Farmer

Farm worker

Skilled manual

Semi- and

Self

employed

Petty
bourgeois

Petty
bourgeois

Petty
bourgeois

Petty
unskilled manual bourgeois

SalariatProfessional or

technical

Manager

Clerical

Sales

Petty
bourgeois

Petty
bourgeois

Petty
bourgeois

Non-manual

supervisor

Petty
bourgeois

Salariat

Salariat

Salariat

Salariat

Manual

supervisor

Petty
bourgeois

Working
class

Foreman

class

Foreman

class

Salariat

Salariat

Employee

Petty
bourgeois

Working
class

Working

Working

Salariat

Salariat

Routine

non-manual

Routine

non-manual
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ADDENDUM: HOW SHOULD FINDINGS BE PRESENTED?

By Robert M. Worcester,

adapted from British Public Opinion, (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1991)

Opinion polls are an expensive form of journalism, yet nearly every national and Scottish newspaper
sponsors its own poll at election times (and many between elections as well). All newspapers report all

others polls, sometimes at considerable length, as do the television news programmes.

g  rock, in charge of the eleaion coverage for The Times during the 1987 election, said that the
p  political poll was one of the most complicated exercises in the life of a newspaper, involving

as it usuaUy did the editor, news editor, editorial page editor and sometimes op-ed editor, the subs,
^phics, systems, the poUtical editor and the journalist responsible for writing up the story not to mention
tte pollsters mvolved in obtaining the data in the first place and checking the copy and graphics in the

-P P°"

mil m —y ̂0' ng andreportmg Bntish public opinion. r j &

Pollsters in Britain take consideiable pains to see ,h»t ... ■
marginal shifts, insist on fieidwork dates samnle ■
headlines, story placement, and length of coveraH"!
coverage in other papers or on radio and televisl """"

Television has by its nature even more difficultv "
is even shorter on copy deadlines and time to °° "
conducted and other details " ® t e essential information of when the poll was

Tbat polls make television news is shown by McKee- u,n
determine programme focus on issues Pnrtu ' that ITN used poll data to

•oouca. runner, they askeri ui-
cover the campaign and how election news " Pu*>"C how they thought television should
they tried to improve poll data presentation P^^Wng results - could be improved. The first way
it to the campaign, clearly sourcing it both ^ ^ framework as they could, relating
to blend in other information bevnnH organisation and to sponsoring newspaper, and

"""O voting intention c i. •
polls. The second initiative thev took «, » ach as issues, leadership ratings, and regional

jr iuuK W3S to WTdn iiTi *1%

® week's polling coverage on Sunday night, to

Eledft^' ■■o'U'. in R. ^ „
political Communication and the British General
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point out trends and implications. Th^ also ran an extended feature on how a polling organisation works
(as had the BBC earlier).

Some see the solution to the poll-newspaper conflict at the sponsor level in having the copy written by
the polling organisation and commented on by journalists and/or academics. Others employ journalists or
academics who specialise in the write-up of polls.

Polls are the captive of the professionalism of the editor who commissions them, the journalist who writes
them up, the graphics artist who designs the graphs to illustrate them, the sub-editor who subs the
journalist's copy and writes the headline over them, and the pollster himself who must argue with any or
all of the above to ensure that the pressures of the newsroom or the carelessness of the weakest link in
the chain isn't allowed to misinform the reader.

Headlines

The 'bottom line' is most often the headline, and the headline is most often the weakest part of an opinion
poll story. So often the editor has fought for the space and found the budget, the pollster has agonized
over the questions and sent scores of interviewers to a carefully selected sample of hundreds or even
thousands of good people who have taken the time and trouble to give their opinions, the computer has
been programmed and has faithfully produced the figures, the journalist has strained and produced the
copy, checked by the pollster, only to have a sub-editor put the words into a headline that fit the space
rather than the story to catch the reader's eye. And many more readers will see the headline than will
read the story, analyse the numbers or ponder on the graphics (if any). Sometimes headlines imply a
forecast when the story scrupulously reports the findings of the poll as reflecting when the fieidwork was
done. Sometimes headlines suggest change when no trends are available. And sometimes headlines have
been written which summarise poll findings into a meaningless average.

Text

Text is tricky when it comes to reporting polls. The average journalist is a wordsmith, not a number
cruncher, yet is asked to wrap words around statistical tolerances, percentage change over time, compare
sub-groups, possibly calculate swings and meet the deadline for copy in just two hours flat. It's a
superhuman task; no wonder it so often goes wrong.

Some of the problems include these, and are sometimes compounded by a careless headline:

A
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Generalising b^ond the sample: Too easy to extrapolate a survey finding from a region, or a
sector of the public, to the nation.

Foi^etting the limitation of the poll: Forgetting to mention the poll was done in April and now
it s September, or that it s a telephone poll in a country where only 75% of people are on the
phone, or that there was a qualifying phrase to the question that was asked, or that it was released
by a pressure group, or that it was done by a pressure group or political party with their axe to
grind, or that the question was ̂filtered', that is only asked of a sub sample, etc.

Spunous accuraor: Carrying the responses to one decimal point, thus suggesting a degree of
accuracy beyond the reliabUity of the data.

Hwing the Bgores: By repercentaging. leaving out the <<lon't knows', a no-no except in
election/referendum comparisons.

Pn^cting the Inture: poU results are a snapshot at a point in time and that time is when the
work was taken, not three days, three weeks or three months into the future. Foreign

TOrrespondents shouldn't write that 'Utest polls in France forecast such and such an outcome';
they do not, they report the state of the prties on the day or days the interviews were taken, not
the outcome a month hence.

lUng e story: Finding the figures that support the best/most interesting/most likely to

bits ignonng the follow-up responses which modify or contradict the sexy

reporting the question wording at all.""® "

Not checking the ihcts: Alan Watkins thAn
General Hection wrote about the unielia Observer, several years after the 1983
AUiance support at the last GeneralMarplan, NOP, Harris and Gallup all 107'°"
(by telephone) got the Alliance share Only Audience Selection

**8 and they overestimated Alliance support, not
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underestimated it Watkins* response when this was pointed out: 'Thank you for your letter.

Wrong again*. The pundit did not take the opportunity to run a correction in a subsequent

column. It is no wonder there is a substantial proportion of the public who believe the polls

always get it wrong when journalists who get us wrong - although when cheerfully admitting it

privately - fail to correct the public record.

Tables

Leaving out the questions: The tables are the best place to put the exact question wording of the

question and answers asked: too often the sub-editor sees this as an optional extra; it isn L

Numbers or percentages?: Often it is confusing to the reader as to what is represented. If, as

usual, 'all figures are percentages*, why not say so as a footnote? And make clear if the
percentages read down, or across, to add to 100% and if the figures do not add to 100%, say why
(e.g. multiple answers accepted).

Source: Sometimes the tables are extracted or reprinted apart from the text; it is good practice

to source the tables so that the reader can judge the reliability of the data and objectivity of the

questions according to the reputation of the organisation responsible for the survey; also to give

an indication of to whom the interested reader can go for further details of the methodology or

the findings.

Indicating the bases: When subgroups are reported, some caution needs to be taken of small

sample bases; it is good practice, as indicated above, to indicate in the table the size of sub

samples.

Left to Right: Most people read from left to right; it is amazing how many editors and even

pollsters think tables should read from right to left.
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April 1993 Sept 1993 Change

% % %
47 53 +6
50 45 -5
3 2 -1
-3 +8 +11

Source: XYZ

Calculating trends: It is useful to the reader to be spared the effort of calculations. If a table
includes a trend analysis, you might add a column that shows the change over time, eg:

Q. Do you approve or disapprove of the Government's proposal to do away with British Summer Time?

Approve
Disapprove
Don't know

Net Approve

Base: Adults in ABC (n,nnn)

Graphics

THe elements of the graphic are simflar to the tables: headline, question wording, data, base and source.

There are three basic graphic techniques:

owing share, when only one answer per respondent is permitted (i.e. when all the
answers add to 100% and no trends are to be shown). Tip - start at 12 o'clock and move
clockwise, leave the don't knows 'tU last, and be careful to get the proportions right

howing distribution, especialiy when muitipie responses are ailowed and responses
add to more than 100%. Tip - start with the largest response category and work downward - be

ful of leaving answer categories out and if you do so, say you have. Put the 'don't knows' at
the bottom. Can be used to show single trends, but gets messy.

Trend lines - best for shawing trends over tiini» T»n
the nolle ha K • ip - remember do not use equal spacing when
the polls have been done at differently timed intervals aico k
to over-emphasise smaU changes.

One guaranteed way to get poor graphics is to keep the polister and thP
not let them discuss their work together. Another is to spring the ', H
SO before deadline. Instead, let graphics in on the a findmgs on the artist an hour or
be asked. ^ you're discussing the questions to
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Editorialising

Most polls have an editorial message for the enterprising leader writer. After all, it's vox populi that the
poll represents, and your readers are interested in what you think about what they think. Ask the pollster
to identify your paper's readers as a subgroup in the analysis - see where they think the same as the public
generally and where they are different. Look at the poll's details; it s not only the main lead that lends
itself to editorialising.

Secondary Reporting

When picking up somebody else's poll, remember youVe still got an obligation to your readers to play it
straight. (Besides, it's almost certain to be copyright.) Don't report Voodoo polls' as if they were gospel
truth, don't misrepresent findings by glossing over suspect question wording, thin or skewed samples, or
Torget' to source them.

Use your Pollster

When you embark on publishing a series of commissioned opinion polls you are making a commitment
to inform, educate and possibly even entertain your readers or viewers. The best models of media use of
polls are those where a genuine collaboration of effort has been made between the pollster and the client.

Discuss your ideas with your pollster. Talk about your paper's future plans. You can trust him; he s out
of business double quick if he can't keep a secret, and his obligations to his professional bodies, MRS,
ESOMAR and WAPOR, require him to maintain his clients' confidences.

Above all, check with him: clear copy, check tables and graphics, read over editorials and use him as your

advisor on the uses, and abuses, the power, and the limitations, of polls.

Other pointers

In looking at numbers of responses to survey questions, a journalist should first determine the response

rate for the entire survey and then ask about survey questions where a noticeable number of persons did

not respond. Widely varying numbers of responses to different questions may indicate a sensitive topic,

unclear question wording, poor interviewer training and supervision, or sloppy key punching and

verification, to name just a few possibilities. Most likely however, is a low salience to the respondent
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In looking at percentages of answers and interpreting what they mean, a journalist should know what the
base of these percentages is and should report this total number in any tables using percentages.
Percentages based on different totals should not be directly compared without letting the reader know what
these totals are. Differences in percentages should not be interpreted as real or meaningful unless these
differences exceed twice the sampling error for the surv^.

When comparing different groups of people to each other in a survey or poll, remember to base the
percentages on the total number of people in each group, not on the total number of people in the

erent answer categories. And remember to present the total number of people in each group in the
table, so the readers can see the base for each percentage.

answer categories are collapsed into one categoiy, try to indicate in parenthesis what the original
answer categories were, so the readers wiU understand how the new categories were constructed.

In using averages to summarise survey results - or the results of any other kind of research - don't
automaticaUy rely on the mean, the most commonly-used average measure. Remember that the mean Is
sensmve to unusuaUy low and high values, and therefore can be artificially Inflated or depressed by a few

usually low or high cases. If the mean and the median differ substantially, use the median (middle
pomt) as your measure of the average. If the median and the mode differ ojnslderably, think about
reporting both in your stoiy.

Swing

pt of swing (see glossary) can be very useful to the journalist trying to summarise a
complex set of data in a single figure.

general election share of vote (GB)

Conservative
Labour

LibDem/Alliance
Other

Conservative lead
Swing

1987

%

43

32

23

2

1992

%

43 -

35

18

4

Difference

%

0

+3

-5

+2

+11
+8

+ V/2%
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A simple example would be in a referendum, comparing a poll taken after the 1974 general election, six
months before the EEC Referendum with the actual result, repercentaging the opinion poll results to
eliminate the 'don't knows,' so putting the poll findings comparable to those of the referendum result

'In'

'Out'

'In' lead

Opinion Poll
%

45

55

-10

Referendum

%

67

33

Difference

%

+22

-22

+33 (+22% swing)

The journalistic description of these figures might have read as foUows: 'So a 10 point 'ouf poU became
a 33 point 'in' vote when the referendum came, which was the result of a 22% 'swing' in the electorate,
among those who voted/expressed a voting intention.' It is for this reason that the custom in Great Britain
is to reallocate the 'don't knows' (will not votes/undecideds/refused) when reporting voting intention
although it is good practice to report those who aqpress no opinion as a pereentage of the total, e.g. Tlie
'outs' had a ten point lead over the 'ins', after reaUocating 15% who said th^ did not intend to vote, were
undecided or refused to express a view.'

Reallocation is done by repercentaging the share figures for each party on the base of those expressing
voting intention, e.g. dividing 32% by 83%, 30% by 83%, 20% by 83% and 1% by 83% as in the example
below:

Q. 'How would you vote if there were a general election tomorrow?

Poll

%

Reallocated

%

Conservative

Labour

Liberal Democrat

Other

30

33

18

2

36

40

22

2

Voting Intentions 83 100

Would not vote

Undecided

Refused

8

6

3

(8)
(6)
(3)

This reallocation should always be done when comparing voting intention to actual voting results and

never be done at any other time.

1
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Technical Details

Every report of a public opmioii poll, whether a British poll or foreign, political or social, should carry
the size of the sample, the number of sampling points, the universe sampled, the dates of fieldwork and
the methodology. It is good practice also to report if the figures were weighted, and if voting intention is
part of the poll, the percentage of *don*t knows* which have been reallocated in calculating voting
intention. One form of wording might read:' The poll was carried out by XXX, exclusively for YYY
newspaper among a quota sample of 1,248 British adults 18 and over in 123 constituency sampling points
throughout Great Britain on 12-15 November 1993. The data were weighted to reflect the profile of the
population.*
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GLOSSARY

Attrition

In panel suiveys (q.v.), the gradual loss of panel members over time, so that the number interviewed on
later waves of a panel study is lower than the original baseline sample. Since the factors which caase
attrition (unwiUingness to continue to be interviewed or inabflity to be contacted by the pollsters) are not
random and may well be correlated with attitudes to some of the issues being studied, attrition may make
a panel steadily less representative and less reliable.

Baseline

The initial sample on which a panel survey is based.

CAPI
computer AssistedPersonallnterviewing-apolling technique where the traditional printed questionnaires

are replaced by programming the questions into a portable personal computer. This frees the interviewer
from responsibilily for administering question order and routing, and since responses are entered directly

the computer obviates the need for an extra data entry phase after interviews are completed.onto

Churners

Electors who in the course of an election campaign 'enteri or 'leave' the major party batUe, either by
switching to or from minor parties (i.e. all except Conservative, Labour and Uberal Democrat) or by
becoming or ceasing to be 'don't knows'. (For example, an elector who does not originally intend to vote
but subsequently decides he will vote Conservative is a chumer; so is one who originaUy intends to vote
Conservative but later has misgivings and is no longer sure which way he will vote, or decides to vote for
the Scottish National Party. However, if he switched his support from the Conservatives to the Liberal
Democrats, he would be a 'switcher', q.v., not a chumer.)

Clustering

Selecting those to be interviewed in two or more stages, where the first stage selects a limited number of
geographical areas (e.g. cortstituencies or polling districts) and individuals are then selected from within
these areas.

Cross-section poll

A poll for which a new sample, representative of the population, is drawn. (See also tracking poll, panel
survey).

Don't knows
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A term sometimes used ambiguously. Generally, the name applied to respondents to a survey who do not

give a positive answer. In voting intention surveys, these comprise three groups who fail to name a party
even after squeezing^- those who say thqr are undecided which way they will vote, those who say they will
not vote and those who refuse to say how they will vote. These are all normally excluded from the
percentages in the published voting intention figures. The term is also, perhaps more frequently, used more
specifically to refer only to 'undecided* respondents.

Median

A form of average which is not distorted by extreme high or low figures. The median of a series of
numbers is the middle of the series when all are arranged in order. For ̂cample, the mean (average) of
the numbers

2, 3,4, 5,16
is 6 (the sum, 30, divided by the number of cav« „ . ..01 cases, 5), but the median is 4. For some purposes the median
is a more suitable measure of the most tvnicai *iic raosi typical member of a series than the mean.

Panel survey

A series of polls in which the same samule (an fai- oo ̂  v .P  ( far as possible) is interviewed a number of times, allowing
changes m the opinions of individuals to be meaQiirAH « r

if necessary followed up. Each individual pollm the senes is usually called a ̂vave* of interviewing.

Probability sample

An alternative name for a random sample (q.v.)

Quota sample

A sample selected by a sampling method fa which the in,. •
nnttiin tiiA f i. a- . . inicrviewer is free to choose any person to interviewwithin the confines of a sub-division of the ponulaH

the proportion of the populaUon that they comnrisT p"""
interview within a gWen geographical area such as a ""8ht be instructed to
interviews of which six should be with men and ' constituent^, and to carry out twelve
3 with DEs. The intention is to ensure a ^ 3 with C2s and

representative of the most important subaivisionTrtthr^p'^to^^
Random sample

A sample that is systematicaUy drawn to ensure that each
an equal probability of selection. (Random does notmea"' population being sampled has
a pre^letennined list of persons or addresses. interviewers are required to contact
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Respondent

A person interviewed in, and contributing responses towards, a survey.

Rogue poll

A poll whose results are far out of line by a statistical freak. Since the accuracy of all sample surveys is
dependent on probabilities, it is inevitable that occasionally the law of averages throws up a freak sample
outside the normal margins of error. (For further discussion of this point see Chapter 5.)

Sampling error

Any failure of a sample to be representative of the population it is intended to represent. This may be
sampling variation - the operation of the law of averages - or sampling bias - a feilure in the sample design
or methodology making some individuals systematically more likely to be selected than others, making the
sample unrepresentative of the population in some particular respect.

Sampling frame

A physical representation of the population (such as a list of electors, enumeration districts, postal
addresses, etc) from which individuals to be interviewed are selected.

Social Grade

A schema for classifying the population by the occupation of the Head of Household, widely used in
market research. For further details see paragraph 166 et seq.

Swing

A summary measure of net change in support for two parties. The swing from B to A is the change in A's
share of the vote minus the change in B's share of the vote, divided by two. Alternatively, it can be

calculated as half the change in A*s lead over B, measured in terms of the percentage of the vote.

Party A
Party B
Party C

Example of swing

Election 1 Election 2 Change
%  % %

41 42 +1

39 36 -3

20 22

2% swing
from B to A
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Switchers

Electors who in the course of an election campaign switch their support from one of the three major
parties to another. The term is most frequently used in discussing panel studies, when it refers to those
members of the panel who say that their intention is to vote for one major party on one wave of

interviewing and at a subsequent wave name a different major party. Switchers are distinguished from
chumers, q.v.

Tracking poll

One of a series of polls (normally cross-section polls) intended to measure changes in attitudes to the
same question over a period of time.

Weighting

A mathematical adjustment of survey figures, making the answers of some respondents ̂ vorth more' than
others, to correct imperfeaions or inequalities in the sample. Whatever the means of drawing a survey
sample, it is likely that respondents will not be precisely representative of the population as a whole in
terms of the proportions falling into various sub groups; weighting is the means of correcting this. For
example, if the sample has only 15% who live in council housing, and it is known that 19% of the
population as a whole live in council housing we weight by housing tenure, giving greater weight to the
responses of the council tenants in the sample so as to redress the balance, in this case by giving each
council tenant s responses a value of 19/15 when adding up the responses of the whole sample. (The
calculations are of course done by computer.) It is possible to weight simultaneously by a number of
variables, although this is a more complex operation.
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